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Abstract
A formal specification of the sixth revision of the Soar architecture in the Z
notation was constructed to elucidate and clarify the definition of Soar and to
guide its implementation. Soar is a cognitive architecture that has been successfully applied to many domains and has been proposed as an exemplar unified
theory of cognition. Z is a model theoretic specification language based in set
theory that has syntax and type checking programs available. The specification
has a comp!ete coverage of the architecture, a low level of abstraction and a
considerable implementation bias.
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For Allen Newell (1927-1992) - who taught me that computer science is an empirical quantitative discipline.
-B.G.M.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

An Introduction and the Intended Audience

A formal specification of the sixth revision of the Soar cognitive architecture
[LNR87] was constructed in the Z specification notation [Spi89, Spi88]. Soar
is a cognitive architecture that has exhibited a wide variety of performance in
domains suc:h as: machine learning 'LRN84], cognitive modeling k.Aky90, DS90.
JRS91], development ýSK91', natural language processing [LLN91], expert systems -HPS89] and robotics [LYHT9i].
This specification was written to guide the construction of implementations
of Soar and to facilitate the understanding and extension of the Soar architecture. Formal specification has simultaneously been applied to two other
related computional architectures by Iain Craig of the University of Warwick,
GK [Cra9l.
Craig used Z to specify blackboard architectures and his Cassandra architecture and similarly applied the specification to guide Casandra's
implementation.
The Z notations is introduced as it is used. It is largely founded upon
familiar set theory, but most readers will be better served by first reading an
introductory text, such as [PTS91, Wor92, Hay85], and the Z manual [Spi89,.
Artificial intelligence researchers who have an interest in understanding the
details of Soar will find many answers to their questions here. Indeed, the process of writing the specification has made clear many details of the architecture
to its implementors and founders. Considerable knowledge of the Soar architecture from less formal sources, such as [LCAS90], would ease and enhance the
reader's understanding. Z specifiers will most likely find this difficult reading,
but we do draw some conclusions about the strengths and weaknesses of using
Z for a large, detailed, low-level specification of a computational architecture.
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1.2

The History and Philosophy of the Specification

In January 1990 we began an effort to re-implemen: the current Soar architecture, intending only a few well understood modifications. As we proceeded,
it quickly became clear that the limiting factor was our understanding of the
details of the architecture itself. Although Soar's architecture description papers ILNR87, LRN86] and manual rLCA5901 described some of the architecture,
they were out of date with the current system (Soar 5.2), at too high a le%,el of
abstraction and had obvious inconsistencies with the system.
In an earlier revision of Soar (4.2) a small module (preference semantics) had
been forr-.alized in first order logic ILai861. When we updated and reorganized
this formalization, we discovered that it had a pleasing clarity and disambiguity that allowed uis to quickly answer precise questions about the module's
operation.
After considerable reflection, we decided to undertake a formal specification
of the basic functionality of the architecture. Oui hope is that this document
will become the definitional standard of Soar. That is. the specification's terms
will become the language that we use to discuss the architecture. And, when
we change the architecture, we will first update the specification to flush out
our understanding of the changes, and then distribute the changed specification
for comment. This way, the detailed content of the architecture will not remain
hidden in the implementation and become obscured with time.
After an initial, unsuccessful attempt to formally specify the architecture in
an ad hoc language, we undertook a small survey of the popular specification
languages. Our intuition was that a model theoretic language would serve the
purpose of specifying a cognitive architecture better than an algebraic system
such as Larch [Gut90i. We looked at Z. VDM [Jon90, JS90, and OBJ FGW88W.
but chose Z. Z appealed most to us because of its strengths in composing small
specifications into larger specifications, the availability of good programs to
textually format, syntax and type check its specifications and the local expertise
here at Carnegie Mellon with Z [Gar9l, DG891.
Although Z has proved a very capable specification language it lacks two
properties that would have considerably simplified our task. First, Z's lack of a
full execution semantics forced us to use a cumbersome state machine notation.
Second, although we agree that not all specifications written in a language
should be executable, if Z was directly interpretable it would have allowed us
to much more quickly debug the specification.
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1.3

The Specification's Coverage and Implementation Bias

The specification is intended to cover all the functionality of what we view as
"the Soar architecture", and avoid details that are specific to the implementation. Initially we felt that the ideal specification would be a very abstract
specification of the architecture with little implementation bias because an abstract specification would simplify the modification of the specification and help
to prevent discourse on the design from being overwhelmed in details.
Several problems quickly derailed our aspirations for an abstract specification. We wanted the specification to guide our re-implementation of Soar.
We desired an easily instrumented and flexibly modified implementation. This
drove us to produce a more detailed specification that could be used as an index
into the implementation. Also, as we have never had any specification of the
architecture that was more concrete than general prose but less concrete than
code, we found it difficult to produce abstract specifications that had sufficient
detail to guide the implementation.
The result is a specification that abstracts away from many implementation
details but is a very detailed accounting of the operation of the system. Some
implementation oriented details, such as techniques for inserting "hooks" into
the system, Soar's use of numbers, and a conjunctive match condition ordering
algorithm have been included in appendixes. We leave the problem of how to
produce a more abstract specification to future Soar researchers as they attempt
to understand, modify and implement hew revisions of the architecture.

1.4

An Overview of the Architecture

Figure 1.1 diagrams a module and control oriented view of Soar, and Figure 1.2
diagrams a module and data oriented view. Soar is composed of four modules
and is enclosed in an interface, which we call the external interface. Figure 1.1
represents each module by a rectangle, each state machine control by a circle or
oval, and the calling hierarchy by arrows. Figure 1.2 represents each module in
a rectangle, each state machine with a circle or oval, each memory with a heavy
lined rectangle, and the reading and writing of each memory with arrows.
The External Interface Soar is designed as a situated autonomous agent
that directly interacts with the external world, but an actual implementation
of the architecture is a program that allows a user to run Soar as if it is an
embedded agent. We distinguish Soar the program, from Soar the architecture.
by wrapping Soar in the external interface. This interface contains the user
interface that allow users to view, control and modify the execution of Soar.
The architecture provides only one operation to the external interface, StepTL.
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Impasser

StepTL moves Soar one step forward. It acts much like a clock line of a CPU
that an engineer externally pulses.

Soar's four modules are: the top level, recognition memory (RM) including
chunking, input output (10) and the decision procedure (Decide).
Recognition Memory Recognition memory is Soar's memory model; it contains a long term memory in the form of production rules called production
memory, or SPM. Its short term memory is temporary memory, TM, which is
split into two parts called working memory, WM, and preference memory, PM.
As all of the modules of Soar read and write temporary memory, Figure 1.2 depicts it as global to the entire system. The preference phase is a loop that recalls
information from long term memory until no new recollections are available.
Chunking Chunking is Soar's learning mechanism. It observes the changes
to temporary memory and preference phase's recollections and stores them in
two trace memories (TrM). From these and Decide's goal stack, it learns new
memories and adds them to production memory. The external interface steps
the top level, which calls StepPS to step recognition memory's preference phase,
which calls StepChunking to step the chunking module.
10 The 10 module allows Soar to communicate with the outside world. The
top level steps 1O's input and output cycles with SteplnputCycle and StepOutputCycle. The input cycle reads perceptions from input channels, and adds
them to temporary memory. The output cycle finds the subsets of temporary
memory that represent motor actions and ships them out output channels to
the outside world.
10 requires transducers to map Soar's motor commands into a form that
simulated or real motor controllers can understand, and to map the perceptions
of simulated or real perceptual devices into Soar's form. These transducers are
housed in the external interface, and are also viewed as being part of SoarIO,
but not part of the architecture.
Decide The decision procedure is Soar's universal subgoaling mechanism. It
maintains two goal memories, GM and IM, and interprets the contents of preference memory as requests to change the contents of pieces of working memory.
Whenever a set of requested changes are not consistent, or do not provide a
unique change to working memory, decide generates a new goal to represent
the problem. The decision procedure has two state machines: working memory
phase (WMPhase) and quiescence phase (QPhase), stepped by StepWMPhase
and StepQPhase. The working memory phase and the quiescence phase both
step the impasser and preference semantics, with Steplmpasser and StepPreferencePhase.
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1.5

An Overview of the Specification

The specification is organized into eight chapters and is supplemented with four
appendixes on implementation related considerations.
1. Chapter 1, Introduction cation.

this introduction and overview of the specifi-

2. Chapter 2, Specifying Soar's Control: State Machines - introduces the
state machine convention for specifying the high level control of Soar.
3. Chapter 3, Base Symbol Structures - introduces the basic symbol types
which Soar composes into more complicated symbol structures.
4. Chapter 4, Temporary Memory and Production Memory - defines the
temporary memory and production memory data structures that are used
throughout the specification.
5. Chapter 5, Recognition Memory - defines the operation of the recognition
memory, including Soar's learning mechanism. Chunking.
6. Chapter 6, 10 external world.

specifies Soar's mechanism for communicating with the

7. Chapter 7, Decide -

define's Soar's universal subgoaling mechanism.

8. Chapter 8, Top Level - specifies the top level control loop that orchestrates the execution of Soar's modules.
9. Appendixes

-

(a) Appendix A, Numbers - specifies how to augment the base symbol
structures of Soar with a single type of numeric type.
(b) Appendix B, An Implementation Discipline - describes techniques
for creating an implementation that is very close to the specification.
(c) Appendix C, Finer Grained Hooks - describes a technique that
would allow an implementation to observe and modify the implementation at a finer granularity than would otherwise be supported
by the specification.
(d) Appendix D, The Reorderer - specifies a greedy heuristic reordering
algorithm to sort the conditions of individual Soar productions into
an order that on average matches faster.
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 cover introductory structure and are required to understand the remaining chapters. Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 cover the details of
the major components of Soar, and may be read in any order. Although the Z

16

specification language requires a bottom-up definitional approach. chapters 5.
7 and 8 refer forward in prose and backwards in Z and prose. Two readings
of these chapters is probably required to clearly understand their complicated
interactions.
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Chapter 2

Specifying Soar's Control:
State Machines
This chapter describes how the structure of Z and the desired properties of the
design and implementation of Soar conspire to produce many constraints on
the specification of Soar. Section 2.1 discusses the alternative representations of
control in Z Section 2.2 describes the technique adopted to handle this problem:
state machines.

2.1

Specifying Soar's Control

Z's technique for modeling a computational system is called a "sequential svstem model" (rSpi891 130-141). Unfortunately, Z's sequential system model does
not provide sufficiently rich execution semantics. As Soar is a computational
model of cognition, a large part of its design is its flow of control. Although a
specification that abstracts away from Soar's detailed control could prove useful, to guide our implementation effort, we would prefer that our specification
carefully specify Soar's flow of control.
We have investigated three alternative techniques for specifying Soar's control in Z: prose, execution sequences and state machines.
We began by specifying pieces of the architecture's flow of control in prose.
This prose described how individual state changes were combined in sequences
and loops. However. it lacked clarity, coverage and precision.
Next. we experimented with specifying control by defining execution sequences. We constructed the set of all sequences of states of Soar, and then
constrained them 'o start with an initial state and only follow defined state
changes. However, as Soar contains several components each of which contains
isolated control, this quickly became cumbersome. Finally, we settled upon a
state machine control paradigm.
18

The state machine control makes explicit the legal sequencing of operations
in the Soar model by using state diagrams, a Z representation of the states
of the machine and a Z sequential operation for each transition of the state
machine. The individual transitions of the state machine are composed into a
single operation that moves the machine forward one of the possible transitions
with each application.
In this chapter we construct a prototype state machine format that allows
state machines to:

"* initialize
"* take

one step of a possible set of transitions

"* step

an embedded sub-state machine

"• determine

when a state machine has finished executing and

"* reset
The individual state machines that control parts of Soar are constructed
following the form of this prototype. and then composed into a single machine
that drives all of Soar. The resulting implementation of the architecture is
controlled from an interface that we call the external interface This interface
drives Soar step by step, much like an engineer externally pulses the clock of a
computer processor.

2.2

The Prototype State Machine

This section defines the state machine control conventions by exhibiting a state
machine prototype. The prototype state machine is diagrammed in Figure 2.1.
The states of the machine are diagrammed with ovals, and the operations that
move the system between states are diagrammed as arrows.
The Names of the States The names of the states of the machine are
represented in Z using the free type StateCounter. In this case, StateCounter is
defined to be a type that is a set of five distinct variables named: SMInhtialState,

SMSIState. SMS2State, SMS3State, and SMFinishedState.
StateCounter ::= SMInsttalState : SMS1State

SMS2State

SMS3State ! SMFintshedState
Free types are Z's method for constructing disjoint unions ([Spi89i 81). They
are similar to union types in C (IKR88i 147). but are mathematically motivated
('BW9*01 258). In this case, the free type definition introduces only new variables
so it acts more like a C enumeration (ýKR881 39).
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SMlnitialState
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SNinitializef
SMS20PI

SMS2State

SMS2OP2

S~nihe&-weSNestSMS3State

SMStepS3

Figure 2.1: State Machine Prototype
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Z defines the free type notation by expansion into an equivalent Z basic type
definition (ýSpi89l 50) with a set of new variables of disjoint values. In the first
part of this expansion, StateCounter is introduced as a basic type, e.g., a set of
values with no predetermined structure.
[StateCounterl
An axiomatic description is then used to introduce the five new variables.
The part of the axiomatic definition above the bar is called the declaration or
signature. The part below the bar is called the predicate. The declaration introduces the five new variables, typing them as elements of the set StateCounter.
The scope of variables defined in an axiomatic description is everything after
the bar in the rest of the specification. The predicate part defines predicates on
the variables introduced by the declaration. In this case, the built-in Z predicate disjoint is applied to a sequence of the singleton sets of the variables to
constrain the values to which they are bound to be distinct.
SMInztialState, SMS 1State, SMS 2 State, SMS 3 State,
SMFinishedState : StateCounter
disjosnt

({ SMlnitzalState } { SMS 1State }, { SMS 2 State }, { SMS3State},
{ SMFinishedState})

The Functions of the States The five different states each perform unique
functions in the prototype state machine.
1. SMFinishedState - when the machine is not being used, it rests in this
state. The driver for this machine calls an initialize action to move it into
the SMInitialState.
2. SMInitialState tation.
3. SMSIState -

this is the state from which the machine begins compu-

in this state the SMS1 operation is applied to the state.

4. SMS2State - in this state the SMS2OPI or SMS2OP2 operations are
applied to the state, or SMStartS3 is applied, moving the machine to
state S3.
5. SMS3State - in this state the SMStepS3 operation is applied to step a
sub-state machine. When the sub-state machine has finished, the SMFinish operation ends the execution of the state machine.
Z's sequential system model uses schemas to specify almost all of the parts
of a computational model. A schema can specify a data structure, like a record
structure in a programming language. A schema can represent the environment
21

(or state) of a computational model, like the declaration of global variables in
a programming language. A schema can specify predicates on an environment,
like a boolean function in a program or a program invariant. A schema can
also specify an operation that changes the environment, like a procedure in a
programming language. Perhaps Z's greatest strength is its schema calculus.
The calculus provides a rich and unifo m way to combine schemas that are
playing any of these roles.
The Total State of the Machine The prototype state machine's computational state is represented here using a schema named StateSchema ([Spi891
51). Like an axiomatic declaration, the part above the bar is a declaration and
below the bar is a predicate. The scope of variables defined in a schema is only
the text from the bar to the end of the schema box. The scope of the name of
the schema is all the specification past the bottom bar of the schema definition.
The prototype's state schema defines only state-counter to remember the state
the machine currently occupies. In the specification of an actual Soar state
machine, the declaration's ellipses (... ) would declare othei variables to enrich
the state model, and the predicate's ellipses would define state invariants.
StateSchema
state-counter : StateCounter

Initial States fe, the Machine The Z convention to define a predicate on
the initial states of a sequential system model is to prefix the name of the state
schema with "Tnit" (rSpi89i 131). Thus the InitStateSchema defines a predicate
which initial states of the prototype state machine must satisfy. The declaration
part of this schema references the schema StateSchema. Z defines this reference
to mean that the new schema contains all of the declarations of the referenced
schema and all of the referenced schemas's predicates are conjoined with the
new schema's predicate ([Spi89] 53).
-InitStateSchema

StateSchema
state-counter = SMFintshedState

22

The expanded definition of InitStateSchema, shown below, is that of a
schema with the same signature as the state schema, but the state counter
is constrained to start in the finished state. Again, the ellipses is used to signify
that the initial state schemas of state machines might contain other restrictions.
InitStateSchema
state-counter : StateCounter
state-counter = SMFinishedState

The General Form of Operations After defining the form for the state of
our sequential system model and constrained its initial values, we must define
operations that move the system through its state space. Operations that change
the state of the sequential system are called sequential operations (!Spi891 130).
A sequential operation is a relation on pairs of states. Z uses relations instead of
functions to allow the specification of non-deterministic operations. The specificati'n takes good advantage of this: for example. decide non-deterministically
selects between indifferent operator candidates by using an non-deterministic
sequential operation schema.
For a schema to define a relation between two states it must have a way to
reference the component variables of both states. Z's technique is to construct
a schema that references both the state schema and a copy of the state schema
in which all of the components have been decorated (post appended) with an
single quote (') (rSpi89' 32). The undecorated state variables refer to the start
state and the decorated components refer to the resultant state For example.
the SMOperation schema defines all of the components of StateSchema and a
decorated copy of the components.
SMOperation
state-counter, state-counter' : StateCounter

23

Decorating all of the components of a schema is common enough that decorating the schema name is defined to decorate all of its components. For
example, SMOperation could be defined by referencing both a decorated and
an undecorated copy of the state schema.
SMOperation
StateSchema
StateSchema'

However. sequential operations are so common that a second short hand, A,
is defined to mean the schema and a decorated copy of the schema.
SMOperation
A StateSchema

The Form of a State Transition Now that we have defined the state of
the system, its initial states and the general form of a state changing operation,
we need to define the form of typical state machine operations. When a state
machine's caller wants to initialize the system, it calls an initialization operation.
Operations of this form pairs state schemas with counters in the finished state
to state schemas with counters in the initial state.
-

SMInitalize
AStateSchema
state-counter = SMFinishedState
state-counter'

SMInitzalState

24

Start Transitions When a state machine can loop in a state, the operation
that starts the loop by moving to the state is named with "Start".

I

SMIStartS I
AStateSchema

state-counter = SA1lnitialState

state-counter' = SMS1State

Simple Transitions The SMSJ operation provides the form for the simplest
type of operation. It performs its one and only change to the state, represented
by ellipses. At the same step it moves the state machine into the next state,

SMS2.
-

SMS 1
A StateSchema
state-counter = SMS1State

state-counter' = SMS2State
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Looping and Compound Transitions

SMS2 style operations are more

complex than the SMS1 style operation. At each step the machine can change
the sequential system state by either the SMS20PI operation or the SMS20P2
operation. After the application of these operations, the machine remains in
SMS2State allowing SMS2 to loop until SMS2OPI and SMS20P2 are both no
longer applicable.
-SMS2OP1

AStateSchema
state-counter = SMS2State = state-counter'

-SMS20P2
A StateSchema
state-counter = SMS2State

=

state-counter'

We would like to be able to define an operation that allows the state machine
to take either an SMS2OP1 or an SMS2OP2 transition. The Z schema calculus
(!Spi89, 74) allows the convenient combination of schemas by extending the
standard logical operations of and (A), or (v) and not (-,) to apply to schemas.
Two schemas may be combined with A or V if their signatures give all shared
variables the same types. The signature of the resulting schema contains all
of the signature elements of both of the schemas and conjoins or disjuncts the
predicates of the two schemas. Any schema may be negated: the resulting
schema has the same signature and the negation of the predicate.

SMS2 E- SMS2OP1 v SMS2OP2
The SMS2 operation is defined as an "or" of the SMS2OP1 transition and
the SMS20P2 transitions. The -• operation names a new schema to be the value
of a schema calculus expression. This new transition satisfies the conditions of
either SMS2OP1 or SMS2OP2. The SMS2 operation schema does not actually
need to be defined; the machine works identically with just the SMS2OP1 and
the SMS2OP2 transitions installed. (We define such transitions only to give
the users of Soar an easy way to observe related operations: such as all the
operations that leave a state, see Appendix B. ) The state diagrams will not
have an item representing the compound transitions because they are difficult
to draw: some cases only require one arrow with two different names, but some
would require a graphic merging of arrows.
In a sequential system model not all operations are applicable to all states.
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The schema calculus provides an operation, called pre-condition (pre ) to calculate if an operation is applicable ([Spi891 72). The pre-condition operation
maps a sequential operation to a predicate that checks if all of the conditions
on the initial state of the operation are satisfied. Essentially, it tests a schema
for membership in the domain of the transition relation.
SMStartS3 checks that SMS2 is no longer applicable by using the precondition of SMS2. When SMS2 is no longer applicable, SMStartS3 moves
the state into SMS3State. This exit transition makes SMS2State a while-do
looping state: it applies SMS2 until it is no longer applicable and then exits.
SMStartS 3
A StateSchema

state-counter = SMS2State
-

pre SMS2

InitializeSubStateMachine
state-counter' = SMS3State

SubState Machine Transitions Soar is too complicated to specify with just
one state machine. We need to compose machines such that one state machine
can step another state machine. SMS3 prototypes a state that is implemented
by a sub-state machine, named SubStateMachine. When SMStartS3 applies,
it initializes the sub-state machine using I.nitializeSubStateMachine. SMStepS3
loops in the SMS3State and applies the StepSubStateMachine to step the substate machine.

- SMStepS3
A StateSchema
state-counter = SMS3State = state-counter'
StepSubStateMachine

SMS3 -• SMStartS3 v SMStepS3
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SMFinish checks that the sub-state machine is finished by checking the precondition of StepSubStateMachine, and moves the state machine into its SMFin-

ishedState.
-SMFinish

A StateSchema
state-counter = SMS3State

pre StepSubStateMachine

state-counter' = SMFinishedState

Stepping a Machine The caller of a state machine requires a single compound operation to step a sub-machine. SMStep is a prototype of an operation
to step an entire machine forward one step. The stepper allows the machine to
move through one step of any operation except its initialization.

SMStep - SMiStartS1 V SMS1 v SMS2 v SMS3 V SMFinish
The SMReset operation resets the state machine to the finished state. It
is designed to be called when the state machine's execution is interrupted, and
would be drawn as an arrow from every state to the finished state. As it is
also cumbersome to draw this, it will not be shown in the other state machine
diagrams. In an implementation, SMReset is designed to take actions to recover
the state of the implementation that would otherwise be lost by an initialize
operation.
-

SMReqet

AStare.5Jdhema
state-counter' = SMFinishedState

The prototype state machine provides a convention for representing comphcated control, a single step at a time, using Z's weak state relation sequential
operation semantics. The convention provides templates for:

"* initialization
"* start

transitions

"* simple
"* looping

transitions
and compound transitions
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"* substate machine transitions
"* finishing transitions and
"* machine stepping transitions.
T-.c specification defines each piece of Soar's control flow in a state machine,
and composes them into a single operation that moves Soar one atomic control
step.
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Chapter 3

Base Symbol Structures
This chapter defines the base sets of symbols that Soar uses to construct its
knowledge representations. Soar uses two base set of symbols: 7 and the SpecialSymbol set. E is a set of base general symbols for knowledge representation.
Soar composes these symbols to construct all of its knowledge structures. SpecialSymbols are the reserved words of Soar. They are symbols with meanings
specific to the operation of Soar.

'E, SpecialSymbol1
Soar partitions E into the sets of variable symbols, identifier symbols. and
constant symbols. The three subsets of E are typed as elements of P E, the set
of all subsets of S (ýSpi89 1 27). The Z partition predicate relates a sequence of
sets to a set if and only if the sets in the sequence are disjoint and their union
is equal to the set (FSpi89M 125).
Variable. Identifier, Constant : P S
Variable, Identifier, Constant) partition F
As many definitions allow either variables or constants in their domain we
define VariableOrConstantfor brevity.
VariableOrConstant : P E
VarzableOrConstant = Variable .) Constant
Also many definitions use either an identifier or a constant in their domain.
Soar users commonly refer to these as Symbols.
Symbol: P E
Symbol

Identifier , Constant
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The SpecialSymbols are partitioned into PreferenceSymbols and RelationSymbols. The PreferenceSymbols appear in the preference slot of preferences.
The RelationSymbols appear in the syntax of relational tests inside of productions. Typographically. we use single quoted variable names to emphasize that
these are constants of Soar, but to Z they are just Z variables. As the symbol
is Soar's name for both the equality relation and the indifferent preference,
to we distinguish them with subscripts of "r" for relation and "p" for preference.

I

PreferenceSymbol, RelationSymbol : P SpecialSymbol
'!', ' ', '','>',
'<', '=p','
SpecialSymbol
=R ', " < >'," <=>' : SpecialSymbol
"PreferenceSymbol, RelationSymbol) partition SpeczalSymbol
RelationSymbol = { =
Preference Symbol

{'c•,!'

_

,<>

,<=>

-'>

4

"<" =p"

&

The decision procedure's input language is the set of preferences. Preferences describe properties of the structure of Soar's short term memory. The
preferences may describe a property of a single object in memory. called unary.
or may describe a property of two objects in memory, called binary. The sets
UnarvPreferenceSyvmbol and BinarvPreferenceSvmbol partition the preference
symbols into those that can appear in unary preferences and those that can appear in binary preferences. All of the binary preference symbols are also unary.
but some of the unary preferences (such as can not appear in binary preferences.
UnaryPreferenceSymbol. BinaryPreferenceSymbol
UnaryPreferenceSymbol =

BsnaryPreferenceSymbol =

>
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=p

P PreferenceSymbol

The specification of the Soar architecture references 17 constant symbols.
The disjoint predicate ensures that the variables all take no distinct values from
the set of constants. No specific identifiers or variables are defined because
Soar uses these as placeholders that describe the structure of its knowledge
representations, but not the specific content.
'NIL', "T', "GOAL ,"PROBLEM-SPACE ,'STATE ."OPERATOR'"
"IMPASSE',"OBJECT", ITEM, ATTRIBUTE", CHOICES',
"CONSTRAINT-FAILURE ", * CONFLICT ', -TIE", 'NO-CHANGE',
" NONE ', - MULTIPLE ", - QUIESCENCE', 'TYPE' . Constant
disjoint J{' NIL'}, {'T '}, {( GOAL'}. {' PROBLEM-SPACE'}
{STATE},{'OPERATOR'}, {'IMPASSE"},
OBJECT '}, {" ITEM "}, {" ATTRIBUTE
{' CHOICES "}, { CONSTRAINT-FAILURE '}, {' CONFLICT '},
{'TIE'}, {' NO-CHANGE'},"fNONE "},
{" MULTIPLE'}, {" QUIESCENCE '},
T'},
{TYPE }-
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Chapter 4

Temporary Memory and
Production Memory
This chapter specifies the elements of two of Soar's memories: temporary memory (TM) and production memory (PM). Temporary memory holds TMEs, a
disjoint union type constructed from Preferences and WMEs. The preferences
are also stored in preference memory (PM), and the working memory elements
in working memory (WM). Temporary memory is the union of preference and
working memory. Production memory holds productions that match against
working memory, instantiate, fire and retract to modify preference memory.

4.1

Preferences

Soar's preferences are the input language of the decision procedure. Decide
reads preference memory to determine how to change working memory. Soar
has two types of preferences: unary and binary.
A Unary preference describe a property of an identifier, attribute, value
triple. The most common property is that a value is acceptable for installation
in WM for an identifier, attribute combination, called a slot.
-

UnaryPreference

i id : Identifier
attribute, value : Symbol
preference : UnaryPreferenceSymbol
We must dce-structure the data elements contained in top level memories to
specify general data invariants of Soar, such as the set of all identifiers currently
in use anywhere within Soar. Components mappings are used to de-structure
an element of some type into the set of its basic symbols.
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The UnaryPreferencesComponentsmapping extracts the identifier, attribute
and value symbols from a unary preference.
UnaryPreferences Components : UnaryPreference -

PE

V u : UnaryPreference e
UnaryPreferences Components (u)

{u. id, u. attribute. u. value}

Binary preferences describe a property of two values for a slot to Decide. A
common property described is that the identifier, attribute and value triple is
a better choice for installation in working memory than the identifier, attribute
and referent triple.
BinaryPreference
: Identifier
attribute, value : Symbol
preference : BinaryPreferenceSymbol
referent : Symbol

Kid

The BinarvPreferencesComponentsmapping extracts the identifier, attribute,
value and referent symbols from a preference.
BinaryPreferences Components : BinaryPrefererce -. P E
i

I

•, b : BinaryPreference
BanaryPreferences Components

(b)

=

{b.id, b.attribute, b.value, b.referent}

The preference free type constructs the disjoint union of unary preferences
and binary preferences. The UnarvP and BinarvP total injections (ýSpi89M 106)
are used to construct a Preference from a unary or binary preference.
Preference ::= UnaryP K(
UnaryPreference)ý ' BirnaryP (\ BznaryPreference\>ý
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Given a preference, you can check if it is constructed from a unary preference or a binary preference by testing it for membership in the range of the
injectors p E ran UnaryP or p E ran BinaryP ([Spi897 9). The inverse functions, UnaryP~ or BinaryP- can then be used to unpack a preference into its
unary or binary preference ([Spi89] 101). PreferencesComponentsde-structures
a preference using this technique.
PreferencesComponents : Preference

-

P Symbol

V p : Preference.
((p i ran UnaryP =>
Preferences Components (p)
UnaryPreferences Components( UnaryP (p))) A
(p e ran BinaryP '
Preferences Components(p)
BinaryPreferencesComponents (BinaryP- (p))))
The specification frequently creates preferences, so two functions are provided to map the components of preferences to a preference. The JUoperator
acts much like a programming language's let construct and the 8 operator instantiates a schema using the values for its components provided in the current
scope (rSpi89 61, 64).
make UnaryPreference
Identifier x Symbol x Symbol x UnaryPreferenceSymbol
Preference
makeBznaryPreference
Identifier x Symbol x Symbol x BinaryPreferenceSymbol x Symbol
- Preference
V i : Identifier; a, v : Symbol; p : UnaryPreferenceSymbol a
make UnaryPreference (z, a, v. p)
UnaryP ((pt UnaryPreference
id = i A attribute = a A value = v A preference = p
0 UnaryPreference))
V i - Identifier: a, v, r : Symbol; p : BEnaryPreferenceSymbol.
makeB:naryPreference(i, a. v, p, r) =
BinaryP ((A BinaryPreference
:d = i A attribute = a /, value = v A
preference = p N referent = r 9
OBznaryPreference))
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Preferencesld is defined to allow easy access to the identifier slot of both
unary and binary preferences.
PreferencesId : Preference -

Identifier

V p : Preference.
((p E ran UnaryP = Preferencesld(p) = (UnaryP~(p)).id) A
(p E ran BinaryP => Preferencesld(p) = (BinaryP~(p)).id))

The architecture specifies that only preferences which are accessible from
the most recent goal, or any impasse object, should remain in preference memory. We start the formal definition of accessible with the concept of connecting
identifiers over a universe set of preferences. Connectedpreference is a mapping
thdt takes a set of preferences to a relation between identifiers. Two identifiers
are related over a set of preferences if there exists a preference that holds the
first identifier in its id slot and the second in its value or referent slot.
ConnectedPreference

P Preference -

(Identifier

-

Identifier)

V P : P Preference; 1, r

Identifier
(1, r) E (ConnectedPreference(p)) 't*
(P
P.P
((p E ran UnaryP ='
(UnaryP (p)).id = A (UnaryP-(p)).value = r) A
(p E ran BinaryP =
(3 b : BznaryPreference b = BinaryP-(p) e
b.id = I A (b.value = r v b.referent = r)))))

The connection formed is roughly analogous to a directed edge in a graph:
here each unary preference would be viewed as an attribute labeled edge from
id to value, and each binary preference would be viewed as constructing two
attribute labeled edges from id to value and from id to referent. However, the
correspondence is not very natural because the node set of a graph of preferences
would also have to contain all of the constants. Soar allows only identifiers to
be augmented with a preference (e.g., appear in the id slot of a preference) and
so the graph would require the additional constraint that only identifier nodes
have out edges.
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TClpreference extends the concept of a single preference connecting pairs of
identifiers to a path of preferences connecting sets of icentifiers. The * operation
calculates the re3exive transitive closure of the relation Connectedpreference (P)
(rSpi89W 102). The closure is then imaged (!Spi89i 101) over all of the identifiers
in the start set. This produces an operation that finds all of the identifiers
connected to any identifier in the start set through a path o" preferences. The
syntax __ is used to denote the image of a function on a set of argum-.its
([Spi89] 101). The image of a function on a set, S, is the set of the function
applied to all of the elements of S.
TClPreference : P Preference -

(P Identifier -

P Identifier)

V P : P Preference: I : P Ident2fier e
(TClPreference (P))(I) = ((Connectedpreference (P))*) 41,
OfIdPreference extracts from a set of preferences those preferences that hold
in their id component any element of the given set of identifiers.
OC'dPreference

P

Identzfier x P Preference

P Preference

I P Identifier; P : ? Preference 9
OfldPreference (I, P) = {p: P Preferencesld(p) -5 I}

4.2

Working Memory Elements

Soar's working memory is a set of elements named working memory elements.
Working memory elements have an id component, and an attribute and value
components. They are of two types: those that are a copy of an acceptable preference for a context slot and those that are not The con text- acceptable-prefereiice
component holds a flag of the free type. YesOrNo to distinguish these two types.
YesOrNo ::= Yes

No

- WME

id : Identifier
attribute, value Symbol
contezt -acceptable -preference : YesOrNo
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The components of a working memory element is the set of its identifier.
attribute and value.
WMEs Components: WME -* P E
V w: WME * WMEsComponents(w) = {w.id, w.attribute, w.value}
The makeWME constructor is defined to simplify the instantiation of working memory element schemas.
make WME : Identifier x Symbol x Symbol x Yes OrNo -

WME

V i : Identifier; a, v : Symbol; c : YesOrNo 9
make WME(i, a, v, c) =
(jA WME I id = i A attribute = a A value = v A
contezxtacceptable-preference =c
6 WME)
Connected'RWME defines the notion of connectedness of identifiers across a
single working memory element from a universe set of working memory elements.
ConnectedwME : P W'ME -

(Identifier -

Identifier)

V W : P WME; 1, r : Identifier e

(l, r) E (ConnectedWME( W)) 4*
(3 w : W * w.id = I P, w.value = r)
TCIw-ME extends the connectedness definition, in the same way TClpreference
did, to include a set of identifiers and any path of wmes.
TCIWME : P WME

-

(P Identifier -- P Identifier)

V W : P WME: I: P Identifier e
(TCIWME(W))(I) = ((ConnectedWME( W)))ID
OfldWME extracts from a set of working memory elements, the ones that
contain any element of a given set of identifiers in their id component.

OfIdWME: P Identifier x P WME -

P WME

Il : P Identifier; W : P WME

Of1dWME(I, W)

{w: W

w.id z I}
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4.3

Temporary Memory Elements

Temporary memory is almost a disjoint union of working memory elements and
preferences. Elements of temporary memory are of type TME, a disjoint union
type of Preference and WME. Temporary memory is not exactly a disjoint union
of working memory and preference memory. The one distinction is that the
context acceptable preferences from preference memory are copied into working
memory so that they can be matched by productions (see Chapter 5).
TME ::- PreferenceTME ((Preference))I WMETME(( WME))
A TME's components are defined to be the components of the underlying
preference or working memory element.
TMEs Components: TME -

PE

V t : TME.
((t = ran Preference TME =
TMEs Components ( t) =
Preferences Components (Preference TME (t))) A
(t E ran WMETME =>
TMEs Components (t)
WMEsComponents( WMETME- (t))))
ConnectedTME defines connectedness of identifiers through a single temporary memory element over a universe of temporary memory elements.
ConnectedTME : P TME -

(Identifier - Identifier)

V T : P TME; 1, r: Identifier
(1, r) ý ConnectedTME(T)

(l, r)z
ConnectedWME( WMETME~ I - n ran WMETMEf)U
ConnectedPreference(PreferenceTME~ T

rn ran Preference TME1)

TCITME extends the notion of connectedness to sets of identifiers over paths
of temporary memory elements.
TCITME : P TME -- (P Identifier

-

P Identifier)

V T : P TME; I: P Identifier e
(TCITME( T))(I) = ((ConnectedTME( T))')ýI
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OfIdTMfE extracts the subset of temporary memory elements that hold one
of the given identifiers in their id slot.

OfIdTME : P Identifier x P TME - P TME
V I : P Identifier; T : P TME.
OftdTME(I, T) =
WMETME IOfldwME(I, WMETME~ IT r'ran WMETMEfl)ý
Preference TME Ofldpreference (I, Preference TME- T r, ran Preference TME )ý

4.4

Makes

The process of recall from long term memory is modeled by the matching of
productions. When productions match, their right hand sides are instantiated
to find preferences to add to preference memory. The right hand side is a set of
makes. The makes form a language that describes how productions create new
preferences, given the variable bindings from the left hand side of the production
match.
The data type schema, UnaryMake is instantiated to create a unary preference. Makes must contain a variable in the identifier slot. but can contain either
a constant or a variable in the attribute and value fields.
-

UnaryMake

id : Variable
attribute, value : Variable OrConstant
preference : UnaryPreferenceSymbol

"Aunary

make's components is the set of its identifier, attribute and value.

UnaryMakes Components : UnaryMake -- P E

I

V u : UnaryMake 9
UnaryMakes Components (u) =

"ABinaryMake is instantiated

{u.id, u.attribute, u.value}

to make a binary preference.

BinaryMake
id : Variable
attribute, value : Variable OrConstant
preference : BinaryPreferenceSymbol
referent: VariableOrConstant
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A binary make's components are the set of its identifier, attribute, value and
referent.
BinaryMakes Components : BinaryMake --- P E
V b : BinaryMake
BinaryMakes Components

(b)

{ b. id, b. attribute,

b.value, b.referent}

The free type Make is defined to join the phrases of the language of makes
into a single phrase.
Make ::= UnaryMK(UnaryMake)) i BinaryM((BinaryMake))
A make's components are the components of the underlying unary or binary
make.
MakesComponents : Make -- P I

Sm: Make

.

((m E ran UnaryM
Makes Components( m) =
UnaryMakes Components ( UnaryM (in))) A
(m E ran BinaryM =>
Makes Components (m)
BinaryMakes Components (BinaryM - (m))))
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makeUnaryMake and makeBinaryMake instantiate copies of the unary or
binary make schema, and wrap them in the make free type.
make UnaryMake
Identifier x Variable Or Constant x Variable OrConstantx
UnaryPreferenceSymbol -- Make
I makeBinaryMake
Identifier x Variable Or Constant x VariableOrConstant x
BinaryPreferenceSymbol x Variable OrConstant - Make
V i : Identifier; a, v : Variable OrConstant; p : UnaryPreferenceSymbol .
make UnaryMake(i, a, v, p) =
UnaryM((,u UnaryPreference I
ad = i A attribute = a A value = v A preference = p e
0 UnaryMake))
V i : Identifier; a, v, r : Variable OrConstant; p : BinaryPreferenceSymbol.
makcBinaryMake(i, a, v, p, r)
BinaryM ((A BinaryPreference I
ad = ia attribute = a A value= v A
preference = p A referent = r
OBinaryMake))
ConnectedMake defines connectedness for makes. It is parallel to the connectedness for preferences, with the exception that makes hold constants or
variables in their components instead of constants or identifiers, but connectedness only flows through variables.
ConnectedMake : P Make

-*

(Variable -

Varzable)

V M P Make; l, r : Variable e
(l, r) E (ConnectedMake(M)) €
(3re:M.
((m E ran UnaryM =

(3 u: UnaryMake Is = UnaryM-(m).
u.ad = I A u. value = r)) A
(m E ran BinaryM =

(3 b : BinaryMake I b = BinaryM-(m) 9
b.id = I A (b.value = r V b.referent = r)))))
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TCIIfake extends the definition of connectedness to cover sets of variables
and paths of makes.
TCIMake : P Make -

(P Variable -

P Variable)

V M : P Make; V : P Variable.
((ConnectedMake(M))') V1
(TCIMake(M))(V)
OfIdMake extracts a subset of a set of makes that holds any element from
a set of variables in their identifier slot.

OfidMake : P Variable x P Make -

P Make

V V : P Variable; M P Make.
OfidMake (,M)=
{m:MI
(m E ran UnaryM • (UnaryM-(m)).id E V) v
(m E ran BinaryM
(BinaryM~(m)).id E V)}
-

4.5

Tests

Productions require a language to describe how to match against the contents
of working memory. The terminal phrases of this language are called Tests and
match against the symbols found in-the fields of working memory elements.
Test is defined as a free type, both to construct a disjoint union and to allow
tests to recursively contain tests ([Spi89] 81-83). Three of the test types are
constant, and five are constructed from arguments, one of which takes a set of
tests as arguments.

Test

BlankTest
Yes Test
No Test
I Equality Test((E))
Not Test((E))
Same Type Test ((E))
I Disjunctive Test ((P Constant))
I Conjunctive Test ((P Test))

As a production matches, it constructs a binding of variables to symbols,
much like an environment in a programming linguage. When a test matches
against a symbol, if the test is constructed usirg a variable it will match using
the binding of the variable instead of the variable itself.
There are eight types of tests.
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1. BlankTest 2. YesTest
3. NoTest

-

matches any symbol.

matches against a value of type YesOrNo that is a Yes.
matches against a value of type YesOrNo that is a No.

4. EqualityTest - matches against a symbol if it is the same symbol used to
create the equality test, or the binding of the variable used to create the
test.
5. NotTest - matches against a symbol, only if is not the same symbol
used to create the NotTest. or not the same symbol as the binding of the
variable used to create the test.
6. SameTypeTest - matches against a symbol only if the symbol and the
constructing argument of the SameTypeTest (or its binding) are both in
Identifer or both in Constant.
7. DisjunctiveTest - matches a symbol only if it is in the s: o" constants
used to create the disjunctive test.
8. ConjunctiveTest - matches a symbol only if the symbol matches all of
the set of tests that were used to create the conjunction.
Although Soar could support recursive conjunctive tests they provide no
extra matching power over a single layer of conjunctions. The predicate below
constrains all conjunctive tests to be constructed only from equality tests, not
tests, same type tests and disjunctions.
V ct : ran Conjunctive Test

.

Conjunctive Test (ct) Z

(ran Equality Test - ran Not Testu
ran Same Type Test i ran Disjunctive Test)
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The components of tests are collected from the arguments used to construct
the test.
Tests Components : Test -

P S

V t : Test.
((t E f Blank Test, Yes Test, No Test I
Tests Components(t) = 0) A
(t E ran Equality Test =>
Tests Components( t) = { Equality Test- (t) }) A
(t E ran Not Test =
TestsComponents(t) = {NotTest~(t)}) A
(t E ran Same Type Test =
Tests Components(t) = {Same Type Test (t)})
(t E ran Disjunctive Test
TestsComponents (t) = Disjunctive Test- (t)) A
(t E ran Conjunctive Test =
Tests Components( t) = U( Tests Components I Conjunctive Test (t )j)))
Soar's conditions have a notion of a positive versus a negative test. A positive
test is one that checks for equality with a constant or a variable's binding, and
a negative test is one that does not. The TestsPositiveComponents mapping
is defined to extract the set of constants and variables that a test positively
checks.
TestsPositiveComponents : Test

-

P Symbol

V t : Test.
((t - {BlankTest, YesTest.NoTest}j.
ran Same Type Test -, ran Not Test =>
TestsPosztiveComponents(t) = 0) f
(t E ran EqualityTest =

TestsPositiveComponents (t) = {Equality Test- (t) }) A
(t E ran Disjunctive Test :
TestsPositiveComponents(t) = Disjunctive Test- (t)) A
(t E ran Conjunctive Test =
TestsPositiveComponents( t) =

U( TestsPositiveComponents IConjunctive Test - (t) )))
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While describing operations
action for conjunctive tests and
abbreviation definition ('Spi89'
that simplifies checking whether
Simple Test

4.6

on tests, it is often necessary to describe one
another action for all other types of tests. The
52) below defines a new type set. SimpleTest,
a test is not conjunctive.

(Test \ ran Conjunctive Test)

WME Tests

Tests are composed in structures, called a WMETest, that tests against a working memory element. A WMETest matches a working memory element if and
only if all of the working memory element test's tests match the corresponding
fields of the working memory element.
-

WMETest
id, attribute : Test {Blank Test. Fes Test, No Test }
value : Test {Yes Test. No Test }
contezt acceptable -preference :{ Yes Test, No Test}

makeWMETest instantiates a working memory element test given its four
component tests.
make WMETest : Test \ {Blank Test. Yes Test, No Test } X
Test \ { YsTest, NoTest} x
Test \ { Yes Test, No Test} x
{ YesTest. NoTest} x { YesTest, NoTest} - WMETest
7 d : Test '{ Blank Test. Yes Test, No Test}I;
attribute, value - Test \ { Yes Test. No Test};
contezt -acceptable -preference : { Yes Test, NoTest} .
make WMETest( td. attribute, value, contezxtacceptable -preference)
(M id : {id}; attribute : {attribute}; value : {value};
contezt-acceptable -preference { contezt -acceptable -preference }
0 WMETest)
The components of a working memory element test are the components of
its id, attribute and value fields.
WMETestsComponents: WMETest -. P Symbol
V1wt : WMETest *

WMFTest.,Components( wt) =

U(

Tests Components I{wt. td. wt. attribute, wt. value },)
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WMETestsPositiveComponentsextends the concept of a positive component
to the level of a working memory element test.
WMETestsPositiveComponents : WMETest -

P Symbol

V Wt : WMETest .

WME TestsPositiveComponents (wt) U( TestsPos:tiveComponents f{ wt. id, wt. attribute, wt. value }D)
Two working memory element tests are connected if either of their identifier
tests share positive components, or the first test's value test shares components
with the second one's id test.
-

ConnectedWMETest -: WMETest -* WMETest

V wt,, wt 2 : WMETest *
wt, ConnectedWMETest wt 2 I
((TestsPositiveComponents(wt,.:d)r
TestsPositiveComponents(wt 2 id))
0 v
(TestsPositive Components (wt,. value)•
TestsPoszttve Components (wt 2 .id)) -+ 0)

4.7

Conditions

Soar's productions check working memory for the existence of elements matching
working memory element tests, but they must also check if working memory does
not contain matching patterns of elements. Working memory element tests are
bundled into structures, called Conditions, that match on the existence and
non-existence of patterns of elements.
PositiveConditions match when there exists a working memory element that
their WMETest matches. NegativeCondition match the non-existence of a element that matches their WMETest. NegativeConjunctiveConditions match
when all of their conditions fail to simultaneously match working memory.
Condition

PositiveCondition(( WMETest))

I Negative Condition((WMETest))
I Negative Conjunctive Condition ( P 1 Condition))
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Conjunctive negations are restricted to contain at least one positive condition.
V c : ran Negative Conjunctive Condition.
3 cs : P Condition i cs = NegativeConjunctiveCondition-(c)
ran Positive Condition r) cs
0

.

While specifying operations on conditions cased by type, it is convenient
to have a sub-type of conditions, SimpleCondition, that excludes the negative
conjunctive conditions.
Simple Condition == ran PositiveCondition ' ran Negative Condition
ConditionsComponents extracts the components of a condition from its
working memory element tests or recursively from its embedded conditions.
Conditions Components : Condition

-

P Symbol

V c : Condition.
((c E ran Positive Condition
Conditions Components( c) =
WME Tests Components (Positive Condition - (c))) A
(c E ran Negative Condition
Conditions Components( c) =
WME Tests Components(Negative Condition -(c))) A
(c E ran Negative Conjunctive Condition =
Conditions Components( c) =
U (Conditions Components ýNegative Conjunctive Condition (c

)t)))

The positive components of a condition are defined to be all of the positive
components of its working memory element test or embedded conditions.
ConditionsPositive Components : Condition -

P Symbol

V c : Condition.
((c E ran Positive Condition =
ConditionsPositive Components (c) =
WMETestsPositiveComponents (PositiveCondition (c

))

t

(c E ran Negative Condition =
ConditionsPositive Components( c) =
WME TestsPositiveComponents (Negative Condition (c))) ^
(c E ran NegativeConjunctiveCondition =>
ConditionsPositive Components (c) "
U( ConditionsPositive Components qNegative Conjunctive Condition
Soar constrains the conditions of the left hand side of the production to
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c)ý ')))

be connected, and chunking's inner loops calculate the transitive closures of
conditions. Unfortunately, negated conditions and conjunctive negations do not
allow the definition of connectedness of conditions to be parallel with those of
preferences, working memory elements, temporary memory elements and makes.
ConnectedCondition is defined to connect sets of conditions to sets of conditions, instead of connecting pairs of identifiers over a universe of conditions.
This allows the definition to support Soar's use of multiple starting conditions
to connect into a conjunctive negation.
Two sets of conditions, A and B, are connected if and only if B holds a
positive condition, b, whose WMETest is connected to the WMETest of any
positive condition in A, and A union the set of b is connected to B's other
conditions. Similarly, a negated condition, b in B, is connected to A if there is
a positive condition in A whose WMETest connects to b, and A connects to the
remaining elements of B. Notice that only positive conditions in A may connect
to a elements of B.
A set of conditions, A, is connected to a set of conditions, B, containing a
conjunctive negation, b if and only if A connects to all of the sub-conditions of
b and A union the set of b connects to B's remaining conditions. This connects
any conjunctive negation whose sub-conditions are all connected to A, either
directly or through a path in the sub-conditions.
-

ConnectedCondition - : P Condition -

P Condition

V A: P Condition * A ConnectedCondition0
V A, B : P Condition.
A ConnectedCondition B <*
( b :B
(b E ran Positive Condition =
(a : Ao
PositiveCondition- (a) ConnectedWMETest PositiveCondition-' (b))))
(b E ran Negative Condition =
(aa:Ao
PositiveCondition-' (a) ConnectedWMETest Negative Condition- (b)))
(b E ran Negative Conjunctive Condition =>
(A ConnectedConditionNegative Conjunctive Condition" (b))) A
A u {b} ConnectedCondition B {b})
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A

TClCondition transitively closes a set of conditions S over a universe U. The
definition constructs the closure using the maximal set under the set inclusion
ordering. The image of a form of the reflexive transitive closure could be used,
but it would be cumbersome due to ConnectedCondition
0 s different signature.
TCICondition : P Condition x P Condition

-.

P Condition

V S, U : P Condition e
7C:PUi

(S Connectedcondition C) A
(V B : P U 9 S ConnectedCondition B = B CC).
TClCondition(S, U) = C
OfldCondition extracts the positive and negative conditions of a set that
match any constant in their identifier. It does not extract the negative conjunctive conditions that hold the set of symbols in their identifier because this
requires a full recursive definition of connectedness. Where this is required.
OfldCondition is used in conjunction with ConnectedCondition so that it can
connect into the conjunctive negations.
OfIdCondition : P F × P Condition -

P Condition

V I : P Z; C : P Condition.
OfldCondition(I, C) =

{c: C t

:31

(c E ran Positive Condition =
i E TestsPositiveComponents((Positive Condition (c)). id))
(c ' ran Negative Condition =
1 TestsPositiveComponents ((Negative Condition" (c)). id))}

4.8

SP

Productions are Soar's model of long term memories. They match against the
contents of working memory, instantiate and fire to augment support memory
with preferences.
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Soar's definition of match requires that every variable that is tested against
(with NotTest, or SameTypeTest) must be bound in some condition (with an
EqualityTest). Tested VariablesBound is a predicate that checks that the variables a condition tests against are all ir, he set of I)ound variables
Tested VariablesBound -: P( Condition x P Variable)
i bound : P Variable; c : Condition .

Tested VariablesBound (c, bound)
(c 4 ran PositiveCondition =>
(ConditionsComponents( c)
Variable)
bound)
(c z ran Negative Condition :(ConditionsqCompouen~s(c) <• Variable)
(bound i (ConditionsPositzve Components (c) - Variable))) A
(c E ran Negative Conjunctive Condition =
cs I{Negatwve Conjunctive Conditic %f(c)}
(• by ? !"arable
by
bound'.,(U('
n ditzonsPositzveComponentsIcs ran Positive Condition,,
Variable) e
(7 c : cs *Tec.edVariablesBound (c, by)))))
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Soar's productions, SPs, have a name, a set of left hand side conditions. lhs,
that describe how they match against working memory and a right hand side
set of actions, rhs. The lhs must contain at least one positive condition, or the
rhs would have no variables bound to use in make actions. Each condition may
Dnly test against variables that are bound with a equality test somewhere on
the left hand side.
SP
I name : Symbol
Ihs P 1 Condition
rhs: P Make
roots : P Variable
z c

lhs * c E ran Positive Condition

V c: lhs * Conditions Components(c) n Identifier =0
roots

{v

U(ConditionsPositive Components I(lhs ,f ran Positive Condition) )
( c : lhs r- ran Positive Condition
v E TestsPositiveComponents ((PositiveCondition - (c)). value))}

lhs = TCICondition(OfldCondition (roots, lhs)), lhs)

B boundvariables : P Variable
boundvariables =
(U( CondztzonsPositive Components ýlhs rn ran PositiveCondition )
n Vamable) o
(V c: Ihs eTestedVariablesBound (c, boundvariables) A
rhs = OfIdMake (TCIMake (rhs )(boundvariables). rhs))
Conditions are stored in two places in Soar: in productions they describe
when and how productions match, and in chunking they record which patterns
their productions matched against. Chunking's coaiditions may have matched
against identifiers and so they are instantiated with identifiers to record the
match. However, productions are constrained not to use identifiers in their
match, otherwise they would be terribly specific to the set of identifiers in use
(except for internal chunks).
A root of a production is an identifier that is not positively tested in any value
of the positive conditions. Soar constrains these variables to match against goal
or impasse identifiers. All of the conditions of the lhs must be in the transitive
closure of the roots; this ensures that productions only match working memory
elements which are in the transitive closure of the context stack or an impasse.
The right hand side is also constrained to be transitively closed over the
bound variables of the left hand side. This ensures that the instantiations only
make new preferences that are accessible from a goal or impasse.
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makeSP is used to construct a new production data schema. It takes only
three arguments, the name, the left hand side and the right hand side, as the
roots are a derived component of the left hand side.
makeSP

Symbol x P1 Condition x P Make

-

SP

V name Symbol; lhs : P Condition; rhs : P Make.
ZI roots : P Variable ý SP e
makeSP(name, Lhs, rhs) = 6SP
The components of productions are all of the components of its left hand
side and the components of its right hand side.
SpsComponents : SP -- P E

V sp: SP
SpsComponents(sp) =
U( ConditionsComponents ýsp. lhs u Makes Components ýsp. rhs4)
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Chapter 5

Recognition Memory
Recognition memory is where Soar holds, processes and acquires long term
memories. Long term memories are stored as productions that match against
short term memories in working memory. Recognition memory matches the
productions against working memory, stores the matches, instantiates matches
to produce new preferences, and calculates support for preferences and chunks.
The chapter is divided into nine sections:

"* Section

5.1 Bindings -

"* Section

5.2 Matching -

introduces bindings that map variables to values
defines how productions match against working

memory

"* Section

5.3 Instantiation -

"* Section

specifies how matches are instantiated

5.4 Goal Operations stack for use by support

defines some operations on Decide's goal

"* Section

5.5 Chunking -

"* Section

5.6 Slots -

"* Section

5.7 Recognition Memory's State -

defines chunking, Soar's learning mechanism

defines the concepts of a slot.
constructs the state of recog-

nition memory

"* Section

5.8 Support -

specifies how instantiations support preferences

and

"* Section

5.9 Preference Phase Operations - defines the state machine for
recognition memory's control loop, called preference phase.
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5.1

Bindings

Soar's productions match against working memory using a binding of the production's variables to symbols. Bindings are similar to environments in pro-

gramming languages. In Soar, bindings are modeled as partial functions from
variables to symbols.
Binding == Variable -.

Symbol

When productions match, they check that there is no possible way to instantiate their negated conditions to allow them to match working memory. The
negative conditions must not be able to add bindings for their local variables
that allow them to match working memory elements. To formalize the match
of negative and negative conjunctive conditions, we define the concepts of two
bindings being consistent, a binding covering a set of variables, and one binding
being a consistent extension of another.
Two bindings are consistent if they both bind every variable that they share
to the same symbol. A binding covers a set of variables if it gives a binding
to every variable in the set. A binding, A, is a consistent extension of another
binding, B, if it is consistent with it and A possibly binds variables that B does
not.
- Consistent _,_ ConsistentExtension _ Binding
- Covers _: Binding --. P E
V a, b : Binding e
(a Consistent b) <*
(V v: dom a 'ý dom b * a(v)

.-.

Binding

b(v))

V b : Binding * V r : P Variable
b Covers r €: r C dom b
V a. b . Binding 9
a ConsistentExtension b 4*
(a Consistent b A (dom b C dom a))

5.2

Matching

The core result of matching a production against working memory is a correspondence between the positive conditions of the production and the working
memory elements they match. In this section, we define how a test matches a
symbol, and how a working memory element test matches a working memory
element. We use this to define the concept of a match to a production, and then
define when a match is consistent with the contents of working memory.
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5.2.1

Tests Matching Symbols

A test can match a symbol, under a binding, in one of six ways.
1. The test can be the blank test, which matches any symbol.
2. Equality tests only match a symbol, A, if their argument is A, or a variable
bound to A. The EDnotation is Z's way of function overriding (ISpi89]

108). (a

E b)(z) iz b(z) if x E dorn b or a(z) if z E dom a and undefined

otherwise. The (idE) is the identity function on E ([Spi89] 97). The
overriding of (id E) with the binding, b, produces a function that returns
the binding of the equality test's variable, or the equality test's constant.
3. Not tests match a symbol, A, only if their symbol or variable's binding is
not equal to A.
4. Same type tests match a symbol, A, against their symbol or variable's
binding, B, only if A and B are both identifiers or both constants.
5. A disjunctive test matches only constants that are elements of the disjunction's argument set.
6. Conjunctive tests match a symbol only if the symbol matches all of the
conjunction's sub-tests.

MatchesTestmbol
Vb

:

P (Binding x Test x Symbol)

Binding; t Test; v : Symbol a
((t
Blank Test) V
(t
ran Equality Test A v = ((id E) e b)(EqualityTest (t))) v
(t
ran Not Test A v : ((id E)E b)(NotTest -(t))) v
(t
ran Same Type Test A
(B v2 {((id Symbol) E b)(Same Type Test-(t))}
((v E Identifier A v2 E Identifier) v
(v E Constant A v2 E Constant)))) A
(t E ran Disjunctive Test A v E Disjunctive Test (0t) V
(t E ran Conjunctive Test A
(V subt : ConjunctiveTest- (t) eMatcheseSybol (b, subt, v))))
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A working memory element test matches a working memory element if its
id, attribute, value and context acceptable preference fields match the element's
test's id. attribute, value and context acceptable preference test.
SWMETest
MatcheswME
_: P(Binding x WMETest x WME)

V b : Binding; wt : WMETest: w : WME e
Matches WMETest (bwt,W)
(MatcheswVbl (b, wt.id, w.id)

A

Matchesestbl (b, wt.attribute, w.attribute)

A

MatchesSmtbo1 (b, wt. value, w.value) A
(wt. contezxt acceptable-preference = Yes Test =
w.contezt-acceptable-preference = Yes) A
(wt. contezt-acceptable -preference = No Test
w. contezxtacceptable-preference = No))
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5.2.2

Matches

The full result of a production matching is recorded in a match schema. The
match contains: the production that matched, the correspondence between
its positive conditions and the working memory elements it matched, called a
matching, the binding that allows this correspondence, and the set of matched
working memory elements.
The matching is actually a correspondence between the positive conditions
and working memory element, number pairs. As each working memory element
could be added to working memory, later removed and the re-added, we identify
each instance of a working memory element uniquely using a natural number
tag.
Match
production : SP
matching : ran Positive Condition -binding : Binding
lhs : P WME

(WME x NI)

dom matching = (production.lhs r, ran Positive Condition)
ths =first Iran matchingý
dom binding =
U ( ConditionsPositive Components Iproduction. lhs , ran PositiveConditzon",)
n Variable
V c : dom matching a
MatcesWME
t (binding. Positive Condition- (c), first(matchzng(c)))
makeMatch constructs a new match given the production and the matching
between the positive conditions and the working memory elements that they
matched. The match's binding and left hand side are uniquely determined
by the production and the matching, so they are not required arguments to
construct a match.
makeMatch
SP x (ran Positive Condition

-.

(WME x N))

--

Match

Vproduction : SP;
matching : (ran Positive Condition -. (WME x N))
- binding: Binding; lhs : P WME Match e
makeMatch(production, matching) = OMatch
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5.2.3

Matching against Working Memory

The definition of match checks the correspondence between the positive conditions and the working memory elements that they matched, but it makes no
statement that these elements must be in working memory. Nor does it require
that the negative coditions do not have any matches in working memory. We
rectify this by constraining how a condition matches against the contents of
working working memory
Matches Condition takes a binding, a condition and a set of working memory
WVM
elements, and checks if the condition matches working memory. A positive
condition matches working memory if there is a element in working memory
that its WMETest matches under the binding. A negative condition matches
against working memory if there is no way to consistently extend the binding to
cover the variables of the negated condition and then find an element in working
memory whose test matches. A negative conjunctive condition matches working
memory if there is no way to extend the binding and to match all of its subconditions against working memory.
Matches Condition

: P(Binding x Condition

x

P WME)

Sb : Binding; pc : ran Positive Condition: WM : P WME
a
WMnes oM (b, pc, WM!)
Matches
Condition
(5w:WM.
MatchesWVVMETest (b, PositiveCondition- (pc), wl)
V b : Binding; nc : ran Negative Condition; WM : P WME.
MatchesCondition
answM
(b. nc, WM1)
-

(Bnb : Binding

nb ConsistertExtension b
nb Covers ( Conditions Components(nc)
Variable) e
(W
0
M( :_. IMWME.
s
Matches
E
(nb, Negative Condition (nc), w)))
MaceWME
(b
e
V b : Binding; ncc : ran NegativeConjunctiveCondition; WM : WME.

MatchesCondition (

M)

WM
(b, ncc,
S(3 nb : Binding
nb ConsistentExtension b A
nb Coveys (Conditions Components (ncc) "- Variable) e
V c : NegatsveConjunctive Condition - (ncc) .
Matches Condition

WM

Ofl

c

(nb. c,
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M))

A match is satisfied by working memory if and only if all of its conditions
match against working memory under the match's binding, and the elements
they match have the current working memory numbering, i.e., the elements are
the copies that are currently in memory.
MatcheswMatch _: P(Match x P W4ME x (1WME

'))

N

v m:Match; WM : P WME.
Match
MatcheswM (m,i WM, WM#) €
(V c : m.production.lhs.
M--ConditionWM
(m. binding, c, WM) A
Matches wM
WM #(m. matching(c)) = second(m. matching(c)))

5.3

Instantiation

When Soar finds a match for a production, it instantiates it and adds it to
instantiation memory. The act of instantiation generates an instantiated version
of the match's production's conditions and a set of preferences from the match's
production's right hand side makes. Soar adds the support conferred by the
instantiation to each preference's entry in support memory. Soar checks the
support of preferences to decide how to change preference memory. Soar then
passes the preference memory changes to decide, which changes the contents of
working memory to reflect the new contents of preference memory.
This section defines how a match's production's conditions are instantiated,
and then how a match's production's right hand side is instantiated, and then
the instantiation data structure schema.

5.3.1

Instantiating a Match's Production's Conditions

This section defines, in bottom-up order. seven recursive functions that instantiate the conditions of a match's production using the match's binding. The
end result is a partial function, called a matching, that maps the conditions of
the production to their corresponding instantiated condition.
InstantiateVariableOrConstant returns a variable's binding, if it is bound.
or returns the variable, if it is unbound, and otherwise returns a constant.
Instantiate VariableOrConstant :
( Variable ,. Constant) x Binding

-

Symbol

7 cv : Constant • Variable: b : Binding *
Instantiate VariableOrConstant(cv, b) = ((id E)
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E

b)(cv)

InstantiateSimpleTestreturns tests with no arguments unmodified. Equality,
same type and not tests, it destructures, instantiates their variable or constant
and returns.

InstantiateSimple Test : Simple Test x Binding -* Simple Test
V t : Simple Test; b : Binding e
(((t = BlankTest v t = YesTest V t = NoTest V t E ran DisjunctiveTest)
= InstantiateSimpleTest(t, b) = t) A
(t E ran EqualityTest =

InstantiateSimple Test(t, b)
EqualityTest( Instantiate Variable OrConstant (Equality Test- (t), b)))

A

(t E ran Same Type Test =:

InstantiateSimple Test(t, b) =
Same Type Test (Instantiate Variable OrConstant( Same Type Test - (t), b)))
(t E ran NotTest =>

InstantiateSimple Test (t. b)
Not Test( Instantiate Variable Or Constant( Not Test - (t), b))))
InstantiateSetOfSimpleTests iterates the simple test instantiator across a set
of tests.

i InstantiateSetOfSimple Tests
Smp!e
zr
Test x Binding - ? Simple Test
V S : P Simple Test; b : Binding o
((S = 0 > InstantiateSetOfStmpleTests(S, b) = 0)
(Ss0:!
s S.
InstantiateSetOfSimple Tests (S, b) =
{InstantiateSimple Test( s, b)}u
InstantiateSetOfSimple Tests (S {s}. b))))
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A

A

LnstanriateTest instantiates a test by calling either instantiate simple test,
or by unpacking a conjunctive test, instantiating its component tests and repacking.
Instantiate Test : Test x Binding -

Test

V t : Test; b : Binding *
((t 4 ran Conjunctive Test =
Instantiate Test(t, b) =
InstantiateSimple Test(t, b)) A
(t E ran Conjunctive Test =
Instantiate Test(t, b) =
Conjunctive Test(
InstantiateSetOfSimple Tests( Conjunctive Test- (t), b))))
InstantiateWMETest instantiates a working memory element test by instantiating its component parts, and giving the new test the same context acceptable
preference test.
InstantiateWMETest : WMETest x Binding

-

WMETest

V w : WMETest; b: Binding.
InstantiateWMETest(w, b) =
S(,u id : f Instantiate Test (w. id, b)}I
(u attribute : { Instantiate Test(w. attribute, b)l}

(A value . {InstantiateTest(
(A WMETest ;

,

b) }

contezxtacceptable-preference =
w. contezt.-acceptable-preference e
0 WVMETest))))
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InstantiateCondition and InstantiateSetOfConditions recurse through conditions instantiating their component working memory element tests or conditions. Z requires that they are defined in a single axiomatic definition to allow
them to be mutually recursive.

Instantiate Condition : Condition x Binding - Condition
InstantiateSetOfConditions P Condition x Binding -. P Condition
V c : Condition; b : Binding.
((c E ran Positive Condition ='

Instantiate Condition(c, b) =
PositiveCondition( Instantiate WME Test (PositiveCondition - (c), b))) A
(c E ran Negative Condition =
Instantiate Condition (c. b) =
Negative Condition (Instantiate WMETest(Negative Condition (c), b))) A
(c E ran NegativeConjunctiveCondition =>
Instantiate Condition (c, b) =
Negative Conjunctive Condition
(InstantiateSetOfConditions
(Negative Conjunctive Condition- ( c), b))))
V S : P Condition; b : Bindings
((S = 0
InstantiateSetOfConditions(S,b) = 0)

(•s:S.
InstantiateSetOfConditions( S, b) =
{lnstantiateCondition(s, b)}u
InstantiateSetOfConditions (S \ {s }, b))))
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A

InstantiateConditionsWME instantiates a condition that corresponds to the
working memory element that a positive condition matched.
Instantiate ConditionsWME : WME

-*

Condition

V w : WME *
((w.contezxtacceptable preference
Yes
Instantiate Conditions WME (w) =
PositiveCondition(
make WME Test (EqualityTest (aw. id), Equality Test( w. attribute),

Equality Test(w. value), Yes Test)))
A

(w.context-acceptable-preference = Yes =
Instantiate Conditions WME (w) =
PositiveCondition(
make WME Test (EqualityTest (aw. id), Equality Test((w. attribute),
Equality Test(w. value), No Test))))
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hnstantiateConditionMatching instantiates a set of conditions under a binding to produce a partial function that maps each of the conditions to their instantiation. The positive conditions are mapped to a simple instantiated version
of the working memory element that they matched. It contains an equality test
for each value in the element and the appropriate context acceptable preference
test. The negative conditions are recursively instantiated to retain their test
structures. but have their variables replaced with identifiers. This retains maximal inforriatlon about their matching which can be utilized when the chunk is
built.
Instantiate ConditionMatching
WME x N)) x
(ran Positive Condition P (Condition \ ran Positive Condition) x Binding
(Condition -- Condition)
V CM : (ran Positive Condition - (WME x %)); C: P Condition: b : Binding
((CM
0 A C = 0 -- InstantzateConditionMatching(C, b) = ))

(CM= 0 =
(E cwn : CM o
InstantiateConditionMatching( CM, C. b)
{ (first(cwn) -. Instantiate Conditions WME (first(second (cwn)))
Instantiate ConditionMatching( CM \ cwm. C, b! )) A
(CM =0 A C
0
0ý

(3c

C *

Instantiate ConditionMatching( CM, C, b) =
{(c -. InstantiateNegative Condition( c, b))}u
tatiate'Cndition tchmg0 C
I'll/,))6
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}

5.3.2

Instantiating the RHS of a Match's Production

MakesPre.'erence takes a binding and
into a preference using the binding.
function to be easily imaged across
variables of an argument preference,
MakesPreference : Binding

-

produces a function that translates a make
The different argument format allows the
a set. The binding must cover all of the
or MakesPreference is undefined.
(Make -, Preference)

V b Binding . V m: Make .
5o E - E o=(idConstantEb).
((m 7 ran UnaryM =
up : UnaryPreference ; up = UnaryM -(m)•
iakesPreference ( b )(m) =

make UnaryPreference (o(up. id), o( up. attribute),
o(up.value), up. preference))) A
(m • ran 3%nar-yjM =>
(E bp . BinaryPreference

bp = BinaryM-(m)

MakesPreference( b)(m) =
makeBinaryPreference (o( bp. id), o( bp. attribute). o( bp. value),

bp.preference, o(bp. referent)))))
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5.3.3

Instantiation

An instantiation contains a match, a binding and a matching. The binding is
a consistent extension of the match's binding that covers all of the variables
of the production's right hand side. The instantiation's right hand side is the
set of preferences made from instantiating the production's makes under the
instantiation's binding.
The instantiation also contains a matching. The matching is a correspondence between all of the conditions of the production and new conditions. The
new conditions are instantiated copies of the production's conditions under the
match's binding; these record for chunking how the conditions of the productions
matched.
Instantiation

Kmatch:

Match

binding : Binding
matching : Condition -* Condition
lhs P Condition
rhs : P Preference
binding ConsistentExtension match.binding
dom binding =
(U(Makes Components match. production. rhs4) n Variable)
Sdom match. binding
rhs = (MakesPreference (binding)) match. production. rh4
matching =
Instantiate ConditionMatching (match. matching,
match. production. lhs \ ran Positive Condition, match. binding)
lhs = ran matching

makeInstantiation constructs a new instantiation data structure schema given
a match and a condition matching. The instantiation's binding, left hand side
and right hand side are all uniquely determined from the match and the condition matching.
makelnstantiation : Match x (Condition -• Condition)

--

Instantiation

V match : Match: matching : (Condition -* Condition) .
3 binding : Binding; lhs : P Condition; rhs : P Preference i Instantiation a
makeInstantiatzon( match, matching) = OInstantiation
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5.4

Goal Operations and a Match's Goal

Recognition memory reads the contents of goal memory and working memory to
determine the support that instantiations confer on preferences. The goal stack
is defined in Chapter 7, but is represented in working memory elements. This
section defines operations that read from working memory the state, operator
and ancestors of a goal, and determine the newest goal that a match matches
against.
The state of a goal is the value of the single working memory element of the
goal that has attribute state.
GoalState : Identifier x P TME -

Identifier

V g : Identifier; TM : P TME *
31 t: TM n ran WMETME a
w : WME I w= WMETME~(t) A
w.id = g A w.attribute
STATE ' A
w. context- acceptable -preference = No
* GoalState(g, TM) = w.value
The operator of a goal is the value of the single working memory element of
the goal that has attribute operator.
GoalOperator : Identifier x P TME -*

Identifier

V g : Identifier; TM : P TME o
t : TM'1 ran WMETME 9
"w: WME i w= WMETME~(t) A
w.id = g A w.attribute = 'OPERATOR'A
w. context -acceptable -preference = No
o GoalOperator(g, TM) = w.value
GoalAncestors returns the set of identifiers of ancestor goals of a goal.
GoalAncestors : Identifier x P TME -* P Identifier

Sg : Identifier; TM : P TME o
GoalAncestors(" NIL', TM) = 0 A
(3 92: Identifier'! WMETME(make WME(g, 'OBJECT', g2, No)) E TM o
GoalAncestors(g, TM) = {g2} ý GoalAncestors(g2 , TM))
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The support an instantiation confers depends upon the deepest of the goals
that it matched, called the match's goal. Soar constrains its productions to
match each root variable with an identifier of a goal or attribute impasse. A
root variable is one that appears only in the identifier field of the production's
conditions.

I MatchGoals : Match -- * P Identifier
MatchGoal : Match x P TME -- Identifier

Sm : Match 9
MatchGoals( m) = m. binding Im.production. roots•
V r:

Match; TM : P TME.
MatchGoals(m)
9(B
2 : MatchGoals(m) * g2 # g A g E GoalAncestors(g2 , TM)) 9
MatchGoal(m, TME) = g

Sg:

5.5

Chunking

Chunking is Soar's explanation based learning mechanism ARL86X. It watches
and records some of recognition memory's and decide's operation into two trace
memories. When decide fills a slot in working memory, it augments the working memory trace, TrW. TYW maps each working memory element instance to
the require or acceptable preference for the slot and value. After recognition
memory instantiates a match, it passes the instantiation to chunking. Chunking
creates a data structure called a trace from the instantiation. The trace records
the working memory element instances that were matched in the form of instantiated conditions. The instantiated conditions are split into three groups, called
grounds, potentials and locals. Each preference instance of the instantiation is
marked as dependent upon this trace in the preference memory trace, TrP.
After chunking has created the instantiation's trace, it determines if the
instantiation augments the match goal's parent with new preferences. If so, the
results are used as a starting point for a search through the trace memories.
The trace generated conditions in this search are collected and variabilized to
produce a new left hand side for a production, and the results are variabilized
to produce a new right hand side.
Chunking is presented in eleven sections.

"* Section

5.5.1 Extracting Not Tests - instantiations test values from their
working memory elements for inequality. The resulting chunks must also
check these inequalities, so we extract the not tests of each instantiation,
store them in the traces and re-introduce them in Section 5.5.3 Not-ify.

"* Section

5.5.2 Variabilize -

this section generalizes the sets of instantiated
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conditions that chunking finds into conditions by assigning variables to
each identifier.

"* Section

5.5.3 Not-ify -

re-introduces not tests.

"* Section

5.5.4 Traces - specifies what is in a trace and provides utilities
for constructing them.

"

Section 5.5.5 Chunking's State schema.

"

Section 5.5.6 Changing, Initializing and Resetting Chunking - we define
constraints on each step of chunking, as well as the standard initialization
and resetting for chunking.

"

Section 5.5.7 Defining Results - results are the preferences that an instantiation adds to its parent goal, which are also the starting point for
chunking's backtracing.

"

Section 5.5.8 Chunking an Instantiation - this section provides the operation to build the trace for an instantiation, and to start the search back
through the trace memories.

"

Section 5.5.9 Tracing Seeds, Locals and Grounded Potentials tion specifies the basic tracing operations.

"

Section 5.5.10 Tracing UnGrounded Potentials - this section defines how
to trace a special type of condition that may or may not be included in
the chunk's condition.

"

Section 5.5.11 ChunkSP - this section specifies how chunking builds the
new chunk when backtracing has finished.

5.5.1

this section defines chunking's state

this sec-

Extracting Not Tests

In this section. we specify how to extract the nots from a condition. The nots
are doubletons of identifiers that the condition constrained to be different. The
presentation is bottom up, starting with a not extractor for tests, then working
memory element tests and then condition's nots.

Not

==

{c 1 , c2 : Identifier I cl

C
c#
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{c 1 , c2 }}

Most types of tests have no nots, but a NotTest that matched against two
identifiers generates a not doubleton.
TestaNots : Binding x Test x Test -

P Not

V b : Binding; t, vt : Test 9
((t E {BlankTest, Yes Test, NoTest} ' TestsNots(b, t, vt) = 0) A
(t E ran EqualityTest = TestsNots(b, t, vt) = 0) A
(t E ran NotTest =,
(3s : EIs = Not Test-(t)
((((s E Variable) A (((id Constant) E b)(s) E Identifier)
A (Equality Test - (vt) E Identifier))
,
TestsNots(b, t, vt) = {{((id Constant) e b)(s). EqualityTest- (vt)}})
(((s E Variable) A (((id Constant) e b)(s) E Identifier)
A (EqualityTest~(vt) E Identifier))
TestsNots(b, t, vt) = 0)))) A
(t E ran Same Type Test = TestsNots(b, t, vt) = 0) A
(t E ran DisjunctiveTest =: TestsNot;(b, t, vt) = 0) A
(t E ran Conjunctive Test =
TestsNots(b, t, vt) =
U((A t: Test * TestsNots(b, t, vt)) I Conjunctive Test- (t) )))
The nots of a working memory element test is the set of nots in its id,
attribute and value tests.
WMETestsNots: Binding x WMETest x WMETest

-

P Not

V b : Binding; wt, w : WMETestI
WMETestsNots(b, wt. w) =
TestsNots(b, wt.id. w.id) U TestsNots(b. wt.attribute, w.attribute)
STestsNots( b, wt. value, w. value)
We only extract nots from positive conditions, as the nots inside of a negative
condition are known not to have matched against any values. The nots of a
positive condition are the nots of its working memory element tests.
ConditionsNots : Binding x Condition x Condition
V b i Binding; c. cm : Condition.
((c E ran Positive Condition =>
CondittonsNots(b, c, cm) =
WMETestsNots( b, PositiveCondition- (c),
PositiveCondition- (Cm))) A
(c 4 ran Positive Condition =>
ConditionsNots(b, c, cm) = 0))
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-.

P Not

5.5.2

Variabilize

Variabilize generalizes Chunking's instantiated conditions by replacing their
identifiers with variables. After chunking has finished its search through the
trace memory, it picks an assignment, a partial injection from identifiers to
variables, that covers all of the variables of its condition. It recurses down
into the tests of its conditions, replacing all occurrences of identifiers with their
variables.
Assignment == Identifier

-

Variable

A symbol is variabilized by returning the symbol if it is a constant and
otherwise by returning its value under the assignment.
VariabilizeSymbol : 7 x Assignment -V c : S; a : Assignment e
((c = Identifier =
(3 v : Variable I v 4 ran a * VariabilizeSymbol(c, a) = v)) A

(c ý Identifier = VarzabilizeSymbol(c, a) = c))
A test is variabilized by variabilizing its component symbols, or returning
the test if it is indivisible.
VariabihzeTest : Test x Assignment

Test

V t : Test; a : Assignment .
((t E {Blank Test, Yes Test, No Test}
ran Disjunctive Test
= VariabilhzeTest(t, a) = t) A
(t E ran Equality Test
Variabilize Test(t, a) =
Equality Test( VariabilizeSymbol( Equality Test - (t). a))) A
(t E ran Not Test =>
VarsabilizeTest(t, a) =
Not Test( VariabilizeSymbol(Not Test -(t), a))) A
(t E ran Same Type Test =>
Vartabilize Test(t, a) =
Same Type Test( VartabilizeSymbol( Same Type Test - (t), a))) A
(t E ran Conjunctive Test =
VariabiiizeTest(t, a) =
Conjunctive Test (((A st : Test * Variabidize Test(st, a))

SConjunctive Test- (t) ))))
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A working memory element test is variabilized by variabilizing its id. attribute and value tests, and keeping its acceptable preference test.
Variabilize WME Test : WMETest x Assignment

-

WMETest

i w : WMETest; a : Assignment e
Variabilize WMETest(w, a)
(u, id : { Variabilize Test(w.id, a)}
(,a attribute { Variabilize Test(w.attribute, a)} •
(At value:{ VariabilizeTest(w.value, a)}1
(,a contezt acceptable -preference { w. contezt acceptable-preference}
6 WME Test))))
A condition is variabilized by variabilizing its recursive set of conditions or
its component working memory element test.
Varzabilize Condition : Condition x Assignment I artabihizeSetOfConditions:
P Condition x Assignment -- P Condition

Condition

1 c : Condition; a : Assignment e
((c E ran PositiveCondition
VariabilizeCondition( c. a) =
PositiveCondition( Variabilize WME Test (Positive Condition (c). a)))
(c E ran Negative Condition
VartabilizeCondition( c, a) =
Negative Condition( Variabilize WMETest (Negative Condition - (c). a)))
(c E ran NegativeConjunctiveCondition
VariabilizeCondition(c. a) =
Negative Conjunctive Condition(
I artabilizeSetOfConditions(Negative Conjunctive Condition ( c), a))))
V C : P Condition: a : Assignment a
((C = 2 : VamabilizeSetOfConditions(C, a) = 2) A
(C
02 >
(E C C VariabilizeSetOfConditions(C, a) =
{ VarabihzeConditton(c, a)} - VariabilizeSetOfConditions(C
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{c}. a))))

Chunking cannot produce a set of instantiated conditions to variabilize because it must maintain the correspondence between the conditions and the working memory element instances that they matched. Chunking
actually produces
a partial function from conditions to working memory element instances. This
is variabilized to produce both a matching for the chunk's match and another
form for the chunk's instantiation.
VariabilizeConditionMatching : (Condition (WME x %)) x (Condition -

((Condition -

(WME x N)) x Assignment
Condition))

V mm :(Condition -. (WME x %)); a : Assignment
((mm = 0 = VarabiizeConditionMatching(mm, a) = (0. 0)) ,
(mm = 0 =>
c: dom mm.
(5 cuncc : { VariabilizeConditionMatching({c} -Qmm, a)} *
VariabilizeConditionMatchingo mm, a) =
({ VariabihizeCondttion(c, a) -. mm(c))} . first(cwncc),
{ VariabilzeCondition(c, a) - c} second(cwncc))))))
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-

The results of an instantiation are variabilized to produce the new right hand
side for the chunk. VariabilizePreferenceToMakemaps a preference to a make.
and VariabilizeRHS maps a set of preferences to its set of makes.
VariabilizePreference ToMake :Preference x Assignment

-

V p : Preference; a : Assignment 9
((p E ran UnaryP =
(' up : UnaryPreference i up = UnaryP-(p) 9
VariabilizePreference ToMake(p. a) =
make UnaryMake ( VariabilizeSymbol( up. id, a),
VarzabilizeSyrnbol(up. attribute, a),
VamabilizeSymbol( up. value, a), up.preference)))
(p : ran BmnaryP =.
(5 bp : BinaryPreference bp = BinaryP~(p).
VarzabilizePreference ToMake (p, a) =
makeBinaryMake ( VartabilizeSymbol( bp. id. a),
VariabilizeSymbol( bp. attribute, a).
VartabilizeSymbol( bp. value, a), bp.preference,
VariabiizeSymbol( bp. referent, a)))))

Make

A

VarzabilizeRHS : P Preference x As.signment -. P Make
v ps : P Preference; a : Assignment a
((ps = 0 = VarzabilizeRHS(ps, a) = 0) A
(ps ;
:
(5p : ps.
VartabilizeRHS(ps. a)
{ VariabilizePreference ToMake (p, a)}.
VarzabtszeRHS(ps \ {p}. a))))

5.5.3

Not-ify

When a trace for an instantiation is created, the not extractor saves the set of
doubletons of identifiers that the match's condition constrained to be different.
As chunking searches through the memory of traces, it unions in the set of not
doubletons for each trace that it adds. When chunking is completed. not-ify
re-installs these nots into the new conditions.
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Not-ifv is called after variabilize, so we map the set of doubletons of identifiers to a set of doubletons of variables, called VNots. The function NotsToVNots maps set of identifer nots to variable nots using the chunk's assignment.

VNot

== {V,,

Variable j v, #

,2

NotsToVNots

V2 -

{V 1 , •2}}

P Not x Assignment -.

V€N : P 1 Not; a : Assignment.
NotsTo VNots(N, a) =
{n : N; i,j : Identifier I i

P VNot

ij / n = {z,j} * {a(i), a(j)}}

Not-ify's functions all take three arguments: an object to not-ify, the set of
variable nots to install and the set of variables bound in the walk through the
conditions. As not-ify walks down the condition matchings, into the conditions,
working memory element tests and tests, it adds the variables that the conditions
have bound to the set of variables. As it descends, it also installs not tests for
those variable nots that have had both of their variables bound. Each not-ify
function returns the possibly augmented set of bound variables, and the possibly
reduced set of variable nots left to be installed.
As the domains and ranges of the not-ify functions must conveniently handle
triples of items. we extend the standard Z first and second to sequences of three
elements ([Spigg] 93).

x, Y, z_
X Y x Z -. X
second3 : X x Y x Z - Y
third3 : X x Y x Z -- Z

first3 : X

z

X; y: Y; z

Z * first3((,,yz)) = z

Vz :X; y: Y; z :Z

second 3 ((z, y, z))= y

Vz :X; y: Y; z: Z * third3 ((z, y, z)) = z
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NotifvTest returns most tests unmodified, but if a test is an equality for an
unbound variable it binds the variable by adding it to the variable set, and recurses to possibly add in an as of yet unassigned variable not. NotifySetOfTests
sequences through a set of tests in non-deterministic order to install the variable
nots.
Notify Test
Test x P VNot x
Test x P VNot x
NotifySetOfTests :
P Test x P It Not
P Test x P VNot

P Variable
P Variable

--

x P Variable
x P Variable

St

: Test; N: P VNot; V: P Variable .
((t E ran Equality/Test =>
(Equality Test- (t) ý Variable
NotifyTest(t, N, V) = (t.N, V)) A•
(EqualityTest (t) E Variable
(Bv: Variable i v = EqualityTest (t) o
((Bn : N

v E n A (n \ {
V _ ) =
(3n : N; v 2 :Variable i n ={v, v 2 }

v2 V
(3 r: {Notify Test (Conjunctive Test ({ t, NotTest(v 2 )}), N { n}. VI)}
NotifijTest(t, N, V) = Notify Test(first 3 (r) , second3 (r), thzrd3 (r)))))
-(Bn: Not' E n A (n\{v})- V
e) =>
0
Notify Test(t, N, V) = (t, N, V . {v})))) A
(t ran Conjunctive Test =
(B tNV : {NotifySetOfTests(ConjunctiveTest-(t), N, V)}
NotifyTest(tN.
NV) = (Conjunctzve Test (firsts(tNV)), second3 (tN•'). thzrda(tNI-))))
(t E (ran Equality Test . ran Conjunctive Test)
NotifyTest(t, N, V)= (t, N. V)))

ST

: P Test: N: P VNot: V : P Variable*
((T =0 => NotifySetOfTests( T, N, U) = (T, N, I)) A
(T
0=>
(B t : To
(3 tNV: {NotifyTest(t, N, V)} .
(B TNV : {NotifySetOfTests( T \ {t}, second3 (tNV), third 3(tNV))} .
NotifySetOfTests(T. N, V) =
({t} • first3 (TNV), second3 (TNV), thirds(TNV)))))))
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Notifi WMETest sequences through the id, attribute and value to install the
variable nots.

NotifyWVMETest : WMETest x P VNot x P Variable
WMETest x P VNot x P Variable

-

V w : WMETest; n : P VNot; b : P Variable.
Notify WMETest(w, n, b) =
(jt idnb : {Notify Test(w.id, n, b)} .
(A attributenb {Notify Test (w. attribute, seconds (idnb), third3 (idnb))}
(,u attribute {firsta(attributenb) I .
(Atvaluenb : {Notify Test( w.value, second 3(attributenb), third3 (attributenb) ) a
(make WME Test (first3 (idnb), first3 (attribute nb),
firstv(valuenb), w. contezxtacceptable preference),
second 3 (valuenb), third3(valuenb))))))
NotifvCondition unpacks conditions positive conditions to install variable
nots, but does not install nots in negated conditions.

NotifyCondition:
Condition x P VNot x P Variable

-

Condition x P VNot x P Variable

V c : Condition; n : P VNot; b : P Variable .
((c E ran Positive Condition =
(3 pcnb : {NotifyWMETest(PositiveCondition (c), n, b)} .
NotifyCondition(c, n, b) =
(Positive Condition(first3(pcnb)),
secondv(pcnb), thirdv(pcnb)))) A
(c e ran PositiveCondition =
NotifyCondition(c, n, b) = (c, n, b)))
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Finally, NotifyConditionMatchings recurses through the two style of condition matchings to install all of the variable nots.
NotifyConditionMatchings :
((Condition - (WAME x N)) x (Condition

--.

Condition)) x P VNot x P Variable

(WME x N)) x (Condition

-..

Condition)) x P VNot x P Variable

((Condition

-.-

V cmn: (Condition -. (WME x N)); cc: (Condition -.-, Condition);
N: P VNot; V: P Variable e
((awn = 0 A cc = 0 =

NotifiyConditionMatchings((cwn, cc), N, V) = ((0, 0), N, V)) A
(cwn •p 0 A CC 9ý 0 =:
(B c : dom cwn n dom cc e

(B vcNV : {Notify Condition(c, N, V)} •
(3 cnnccNV : {NotifyConditionMatchings(
({c} ,ý cwn, {c} < cc), second3 (vcNV), third3 (vcNV))}
NotifyConditionMatchzngs((cwn, ccj. N, IT) =
((first(first3 ( cnnccNV)) E {first 3 (vcNV ) -• cwn(c)},
second(first3 (cnnccN i')) E {first:;(vcNI-) - c),
second 3 ( cnnccNV ), third3 ( cnnccN V)))))))

5.5.4

Traces

Chunking builds a trace for each instantiation starting with the set of instantiated conditions of the instantiation's matching. The trace uses the contents
ef temporary memory to segregate the conditions into thret classes: grounds,
potentials and locals. It also records the not doubletons that the match constrained to be different and the instantiation's matches matching.
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The grounds of a trace are the instantiated conditions that were directly
matched from a parent goal through a chain of conditions. The potentials are
those conditions that are in the transitive closure of a parent of the match goal.
but were not directly matched from the parent. All of the non-ground negative
conditions are also added into the potentials. as they can not be traced through
because they never had a corresponding element in working memory, The locals
are the remaining conditions, and should be exactly those positive conditions
that are available only from the transitive closure of the match goal.
Grounds : P TME x Instantiation - P Condition
Potentials : P TME x Instantiation -- P Condition
Locals P TME x Instantiation -- P(ran PositiveCondition)
Nots Instantzatzon -- P Not
'

TM :? TME; i Instantiation .
Grounds(TM, i)=
TCICondition (
Of'd Condition
GoalAncestors(MatchGoal(z. match, TM), TMAI.
ran i.matching), ran z.matching)

I TM : P TME; i : Instanttatton.
Potentials(TM, i) =
((ran z. matching ran PositiveCondition)
TClCondition(
Ofid Condition
(TCITME( TM)) ( GoalA ncestors( MatchGoal( z.match. TM ). TM)).
ran z. matching).
ran z. matching) ', Grounds ( TM. i))

P TME; z : Instantiation e
Locals( TM, i) = ran z.matchzng

7 TM :

(Grounds( TM. i) - Potentials( TM. 0))

7 z : Instantiation e
Nots(,)
U{c : dom i.matching * ConditionsNots(i.binding.c. i.matching(c))}
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The Trace data schema holds the grounds. potentials, locals, nots and a
matching. The matching is a correspondence between the instantiated versions
of the positive conditions and the working memory element instances that they
matched.
_. Trace

grounds, potentials, locals : P Condition
nots : P Not
matching : Condition -. (WME x N)
dora matching = (grounds -' potentials ý.,locals)

ran PositiveCondition

The function makeTrace is provided to simplify the creation of traces by
chunking.
* make Trace : P TME x Instantiation V TM : P TME; i: Instantiation .

Trace

make Trace( TM, i)
(j, grounds: { Grounds( TM, i)};
potentials : {Potentials(TM. i)};
locals: {Locals( TM, i)};

nots : {Nots(i)};
matching : {i.match.matching}I
9 Trace)
The components of a trace is the components of its conditions, nots and the
components of the working memory element instances that it matched.
Traces Components : Trace

-

P E

V t : Trace *
Traces Components (t)
U( ConditionsComponents It.grounds L t.potentials • t.localsý )ý
U t. nots U
U first ýran matchingý

5.5.5

Chunking's State
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ChunkingTrace
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Figure 5.1: Chunking's State Machine
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UngroundedPotentials

Chunking's state machine has only four states, but has the most complicated
state schema of any of Soar's state machines.

"*ChunkinglnitialState - chunking starts in this state.
"*ChunkingTraceConditionState- traces through the local conditions.
"*ChunkingTraceUnGroundedPotentialsState- traces through all of the
ungrounded potentials, one at a time.

"*ChunkingFinishedState- chunking finishes in this state.
ChunkingState ::= ChunkinglnitialState
Chunking TraceConditiongtate
Chunking Trace UnGroundedPotentialsState
ChunkingFinishedState
When chunking processes an instantiation, it may or may not produce a
chunk, depending upon the results of the instantiation's right hand side. If it
does produce a new chunk, then it returns the new instantiation for that chunk
so that preference phase can process it. The ChunkingResult type is used to
inform the preference phase that chunking is returning a new instantiation.
ChunkingResult ::= NewInstantiation

Nolnstantiatzon

Soar is actually viewed as continuously learning from its operation. However, in practice Soar's learning mechanism is the most difficult part of Soar
to use. Chunking is difficult to use for a rariety of reasons: it is rather complicated so users find it difficult to understand, it can create expensive rules
which prohibitively degrade performance ('Tam91l). it has some known overgeneralization problems ('LCAS901, 70, 73, 74), and it has yet to be well integrated with our theoretical framework - the problem space computational model
(INYL-91]).
For convenience we allow Soar users to turn learning partially off in two
ways. The chunking state schema has a switch learn of type Learn. When learn
is off or if chunking backtraces through a local goal's " QUIESCENCE * element.
a chunk is learned but it is not variabilized and not-ified. These internal chunks
act like restricted productions: they can match only one sequence of elements,
they confer support on their resulting preferences, and they are guaranteed to
be very cheap to match. When an internal chunk's single instantiation retracts.
Soar deletes the production from production memory as it is never likely to
match again.
Learn ::= On

Off

Chunking shares six memories with other modules:
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"* SPM "* TM

temporary memory

-

"* WM

the set of productions

-

working memory

"* PM -

preference memory

"* GM -

goal memory and

"* IS -

instantiv.tion memory, the set of matches that have been instantiated
by the preference phase.
Chunking
SPM: P SP
TM: P TME
WM: P WME
PM P Preference
GM P Identifier
IS : P Instantiation
WM #
WME - N
PM# Preference
N-N
mazxpreference, mazxwme N
TrP : (Preference x N) x Identifier -f Trace
TrW : ( WME x N) x Identifier -- (Preference x N)
Learn: Learn
instantiation : Instantiation
goal: Identifier
results : P Preference
seeds: P Preference
grounds, potentials, ungrounded-potentials P Condition
locals : P (ran Positive Condition)
nots : P Not
matching: Condition -.-. (WME x N)
chunking-state ChunkingState
chunking-result ChunkingResult
goal E GM
dom WM# = WM
dom PM# = PM
(first second) ITrPý

GM

(first second)ITrW

CWGM

Chunking introduces four new memories of indefinite extent.
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"* TrP - the trace memory for preferences.
"* TrW - the trace memory for working memory elements.
"* WM #

- a numbering function that distinguishes the instances of each
working memory element in memory.

"* PM #

a numbering function that distinguishes the instances of each
preference in memory.

WM # and PM 4 are partial injections that provide a way for chunking
to distinguish between two different elements that were in memory at different times. The numberings were defined in this section because only chunking
must actually distinguish between the instances of memory elements. As preference phase generates new preferences, and decide and 10 generate new working
memory elements they extend the numbering to give each new element a new
number. We chose this numbering function representation instead of giving
each working memory element and preference a number component because it
allowed us to still use the standard set theoretic operations, instead of having
to define our own little set theory for just sets of WMEs and Preferences.
TrP records for each preference, in each goal, the trace that generated that
preference instance. Similarly, TrW records for each working memory element
instance, in each goal, the acceptable or require preference instance that was
in memory when decide added the working memory element instance. The
invariants on the chunking schema require that the traces are only for current
goals. The specification would be more accurate if the trace memories were
explicitly contracted when goals are popped. but this simpler data invariant
describes the intent without making the impasser's already large operations
larger.
Chunking holds a dozen other pieces of state for use during its state machine's execution.

"*instantiation - the instantiation that preference phase has passed to
chunking.

"*goal - the match goal of the instantiation.
"* results - the results of the instantiation.
"*seeds - the seeds, starts out as the set of results but is deleted as each
result backtraced.

"*grounds. potentials. locals - the grounds, potentials and locals set of
chunking's search through the trace memories.

"*nots - the nots of chunking's search.
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"* matching

- the matching that maps chunking's conditions (grounds. potentials and locals) to the working memory instances they matched.

"* chunking-state

-

the state counter.

"* chunkingresult

- a flag that informs the preference phase if it is receiving
a new instantiation back that it should calculate support from.

"* ungrounded-potentials

must backtrace one step.

5.5.6

the set of ungrounded potentials that chunking

Changing, Initializing and Resetting Chunking

When chunking runs, it does not modify the contents of temporary memory. If
it changed temporary memory then the calculations for the traces of instantiation from the same parallel preference phase would have ordering dependencies.
We define A Chunking to emphasize that chunking does not modify temporary
memory and that it adds to the contents of production memory.
_A

Chunking
Chunkzng
Chunking'
TM, = TM

SPM C SPM'
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InitChunking specifies legal initial states for chunking.
Init Chunking
Chunking
TrP =0
TrW =0
results = 0
seeds = 0
grounds = potentials =0
locals = 0
nots = 0
matching = 0
chunking-state = ChunkingFintshedState
maz-preference = 0

manowme

= 0

Chunkinglnitialze initializes chunking by placing it in the initial state.
Chunkiglnatzalize
A Chunking
chunking-state = ChunkingFinishedState
results = 0
seeds = 0
grounds = potentials = 0
locals = 0
nots = 0
matching = 0
chunking.state' = ChunkinglnitialState
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When chunking is externally reset, it must have all of its memories for the
current search through trace memory emptied.
ChunkingReset
A Chunking
chunking-state' = ChunkingFinishedState
results = 0
seeds =0
grounds = potentials

0

locals =0
nots = 0
matching =0

5.5.7

Defining Results

When an instantiation modifies the transitive closure of a goal, it is said to add
results to that goal. The results are the preferences that the instantiation would
make available when its right hand side's preferences are added in isolation to
preference memory. These result preferences are used as the starting point, or
seeds, of chunking's search through trace memory.
Results : Identifier x Instantiation x P TME
'

-

P Preference

g : Identifier: z Instantzation; TM : P TME *
TMplusRHS P TME TMplusRHS = TM - Preference TMEI z.rhsr e
Results(g, i. TM) =

Preference TME~ ( OfdTME(( TCITME( TMplusRHS) )( {g}). TMplusRHS)
'\( OdTME(TCITME(TM)(

5.5.8

91)1 TM))) - ran Preference TME•

Chunking an Instantiation

Chunking does one of three things with each instantiation: starts tracing it,
skips it because it is in the top goal, or skips it because it generates no results.
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If the instantiation has results. ChunkingStartTracing makes a trace for
it. and initializes the search through the backtrace memories from the trace's
components.
ChunkingStart Tracing
Chunking

7.

chunking-state = ChunkinglnitialState
goal' = MatchGoal(instantiation.match, TM)

TrP' = TrPE

{p
=

: instantiation.rhs.
((p. PM4(p)), goal) -

make Trace( TM. instantiation)}

: GM
make WME(goal', 'OBJECT',g, No) E WM
Results(g, instantiatwn. TM) # 0 *
(results' = Resultsig, instantiation, TM) A
seeds'
results')

grounds'

A

Grounds( TM, instantiation)

potentials' = -Potentials(TM, instantiation)
locals' = Locals( TM, instantiation)
nots' = Nots(instantiatzon)
matching' = instantiation. match. matching
chunking-state' = Chunking Trace ConditionState
If the match goal of the chunk is the top goal. then it can not give any results
to a parent goal. This makes it uninteresting to the chunker, so it does not need
to store a trace. Chunking finishes and sets the results flag to tell preference
phase that no new instantiation was generated.
-

ChunkinglgnoreInstantiationln Top Goal
A Chunking
chunking-state = ChunkzngInstialState
-

(:'g : GM
make WME((Match Goal( instantiation match. TM),
-

WM)

chunking- result' = Nolnstanttation
chunking-state' = ChunkingFinishedState
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0 BJ ECT', g, No)

If the trace has no results, then chunking builds the trace for its preferences
and returns to preference phase.
ChunkingNoResults
A Chunking
chunking-state = ChunkinglnitialState
3 g: GM I make WME(goal, 'OBJECT*, g, No) E WM e
Results(g, instantiation, TM) = 0
TrP' = TiPa
{p :instantiation.rhs.
((p, PM#(p)), goal) -. makeTrace( TM, instantiatton)}
chunking-result' = Nolnstantiation
chunking-state' = ChunkingFinishedState
When Decide fills out slots in working memory, it must augment the TY W.
It gives each element a trace that maps it, under the oldest goal that it is in the
transitive closure of, to the require or acceptable preference instance for it in
preference memory. The Owner function finds the oldest goal that an identifier
is in.
Owner : Identifier x P Identifier x P TME --

Identifier

SV i : Identifier; GM : P Identifier; TM: P TME.
3 g: GM 1 i E TCM(g, TM) A
- (E anc : GoalAncestors(g, TM) e i G TCM(anc, TM).
Owner(i, GM, TM) = g
ThaceWME provides an operation for decide and io to use to augment the
working memory instance number and trace. As preference semantics processes
requires befor,. acceptables, TraceWME favors requires over acceptable preferences.
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Trace

WME

A Chunking
w: WME
mazx-twme' = mazx.wme + 1
WM#' = WM#

E {fw

-

maz-wme'}

3p:PMI
p = make Unar,,Preference (first (w?). id, first (wt?). attribute, first(w ?).value, !') •
TrW' = Trw E {((w, WM#'(w)), Owner(w.id)) -* (p, PM#(p))}
-(B p:PM•
p = make UnaryPreference(w.id, w.attribute, w.value, "!'))
A

:PM

p = make UnaryPreference(w.id, tw.attribute, tw.value, -t")•
TrW' = Trw E {(wr, Owner(w.id)) - (p, PM (p))}
TDaceItem's adds new traces for the items augmentation of impasses. The
items augmentations are traced back to the require or acceptable preference
that caused them to be considered for their slot.

Traceltems
A Chunking
W: P WME
t :Identifier
max -wme' = max wme - # W

*f : W -. (max-wme - 1. max wme') • WM#' . WM# EDf
0object, attribute : Identifier
make WME(i,"OBJECT', object) E WM A
make WME(i, ATTRIBUTE ', attribute) E WM 9
TrW' = TrwE
{w : W; p : PM I p = make UnaryPreference(object, attribute, w.value,
((w, WM#'(w)), Owner(tw.id)) - (p, PM#(p))}e
{w : W; p : PM p = make UnaryPreference(object, attribute, w.value,"!")
((w, WM#'(w)), Owner(w.id)) -. (p, PM#(p))}

5.5.9

Tracing Seeds, Locals and Grounded Potentials

The ChunkingTraceConditionState performs most of the seatch through trace
memory. Its one composite operation, ChunkingTraceCondition,traces through
local conditions in one of seven ways.
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e

e ChunkingTraceSeed -

if a seed has a preference trace for the goal, then

follow it.
e ChunkingSkipSeed goal, then skip it.
* ChunkingTraceLocal then follow it.

if a seed does not have a preference trace for the

if a local's working memory element has a trace,

e ChunkingSkipArchitectureGeneratedLocal- if a locdl matched an architecturally generated working memory element, skip it.
* ChunkingTraceQuiescenceLocal- if a local matched the goal's quiescence
working memory element then add a quiescence condition to the grounds
set.
* ChunkingPotentiahizeLocal- if a local condition's working memory element does not have a working memory element trace for this goal, then
move it to the potential's set.
* ChunkingTraceGroundedPotential- if there are no more locals, and a
potential's condition is in the transitive closure of the grounds set, then
move it to the grounds.
The seed preferences are the starting point for chunking's search through
trace memory. The seeds are processed first, and then the locals and finally
the potentials. If a seed has a preference memory trace. chunking follows it by
removing the seed from the seed set. and unioning the trace's components into
it's search memories.
-

Chunk:ng Trace Seed
A Chunking
chunking-state = Chunking Trace ConditionState -z chunking-state'
3 s :seeds 9
3 t: Trace I t = TrP((s, PM#(s)), goal) *
((seeds' = seeds \ {s}) A
(grounds' = grounds u t.grounds) A
(potentials' = potentials •. t.potentials) A
(locals' = locals u t.locals) A
(nots' = nots u t.nots) A
(matching' = matching ( t. matching))
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Chunking skips seeds that do not have a preference trace in the match goal.
They were gterated in the parent goal and are in the transitive closure of the
results without being part of the resuits.
ChunkingSkipSeed
7A Chunking
chunkina-state = Chunking TraceConditionState = chunking-state'
* s :seeds]
- (3 t : Trace I t = ThP((s, PM#(s)), goal)) *
((seeds' = seeds \ {s}) ,X
(grounds' = grounds) A
(potentials' = potentials) A
(locals' = locals) A
(nots' = nots) A
(matching'-= matching))
Chunking's basic step in the search is to backtrace through a local. The.
local condition's inatched working memory element is chased through the working memory trace, and the resulting preference instance is chased through the
preference trace to arrive at a trace. This trace's components are unioned into
the search memories, and the local is discarded.
-

ChunkingTraceLocal
AŽChunking
chunking-state = ChunkingTraceConditzonState = chunking-state'
seeds = 0
1 : locals a
-;t: Trace I
t = TrP( TrW(matching(!), gc -!', goat) 9
((grounds' = grounds u t.grounds))
(potentials' = potentials u t.potentials) A
(locals' = (locals u t.locals) \ {lA) A
(nots' = nots u t.nots) A
(matching' = ({1} .Q matching) S t.matching))
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When decide constructs a goal or an impasse it represents it as elements
in working memory. ImpasseAttribute is the set of the attributes it uses to
represent goals and impasses.
ImpasseAttribute : P Constant
ImpasseAttribute =
{" PROBLEM-SPACE", STATE',' OPERATOR
OBJECT',
ATTRIBUTE ,IMPASSE
CHOICES', - ITEM ", QUIESCENCE'
-TYPE'}
All but the items working memory elements of these goals have no working
memory traces. Decide adds working memory traces that make the items depend
upon the preference instance for the require or acceptable preference that caused
decide to generate the impasse.
-ChunkingSkipA

rchitecture GeneratedLocal

A Chunking
chunking-state = ChunkingTraceConditionState

chunking-state'

seeds =0
31 : locals; w : WME
w = first(matching(l)) A
w.id E GM A
w.attribute E ImpasseAttribute '
w. contezxtacceptable preference
((grounds' = grounds) A
(potentials' = potentials) A
(locals' = locals\ {l}) A
(nots' = nots) A
(matching'
1{},• matching))
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ITEM
No.

A
A}

The 'QUIESCENCE' goal working memory element is used to turn off
chunking for a goal that the user does not want to chunk. When the user
knows that the processing in a subgoal will generate a problem, she simply
makes one or more of the productions that fire in the subgoal match the goal's
quiescence working memory element. When chunking backtraces through this
quiescence element, ChunkingTraceQuiescenceLocaltraces it back to the quiescence element of the parent goal. When chunking has finished, the presence of
the quiescence augmentation in the grounds set tells chunking not to variabilize
the pew chunk.
TraceQuiescenceLocal
A Chunking

-Chunking

chunking.state = ChunkingTTraceConditionState

chunking-state'

seeds =0
I1: locals; w : WME; g : GM
w = first(matching(l)) A
w.id E GM A
w.attribute = 'QUIESCENCE' A
w.value = 'TAA
w.contezt-acceptable -preference = No A
make WME(goal,' OBJECT , g, No) E WM.
5qc

{Positive Condition(
make WME Test (Equalitg Test (g),
Equality Test(' QUIESCENCE ),
Equality Test(' T "), No Test)) I}
3 qw : WME !
qw.id = g A qw.attribute = 'QUIESCENCE* A
qw.value = T / qw.contezt-acceptable-preference = No e
((grounds' = grounds u {qc}) A
(potentials' = potentials) A
(locals' = locals \ {L}) A
(nots' = nots) A
(matching' = ({I} < matching) E {qc -- (qw, WM (qw))}))
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When chunking traces back to a local that does not have an trace record
for the current goal, chunking makes the local a potential. A working memory
element that was accessible locally in a match but does not have trace for that
goal, has to have been brought down from a parent goal. For this local to be
accessible in the current goal, but not to have a trace record for the goal, it
must have been brought down as part of the transitive closure of an element
from a parent goal, which later had its parent goal link snapped. So chunking
adds it to the set of potentials as there will be a chain of conditions through
trace memory that will eventually ground out this local.
_ ChunkingPotentializeLocal
A Chunking
chunking-state = Chunking Trace ConditionState = chunking-state'
seeds = 0

B I locals

S(Bt : Trace. t = TrP( TrW (matching(l), goal), goal)) *
((grounds'
grounds) A
(potentials' = potentials u {l})
(locals' = locals {l}) A
(nots' = nots) A
(matching' = {L} < matching))

A

When there are no more seeds and locals to process, chunking adds the
potentials that are connected to the grounds into the grounds set.
-

Chunking Trace GroundedPotential
A Chunking
chunking-state = ChunkingTraceCondztionState = chunkzng-state'

seeds =0
locals =0
3 gp : potentials
gp E TCICondition (grounds, grounds
((grounds' = grounds U {gp}) A
(potentials' = potentials \, {gp}) A
(locals'

=

0)

A

(nots' = nots) A
(matching' = {gp} - matching))
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potentials) r potentials .

ChunkingTraceCondition is a composite operation that groups the tracing
for locals and grounded potentials.
Chunking Trace Condition Chunking TraceSeed V ChunkingSkipSeed V
Chunking TraceLocal v ChunkingSkipA rchitecture GeneratedLocal V
Chunking TraceQuiescenceLocal V ChunkingPotentializeLocal V
Chunking ThaceGroundedPotential

5.5.10

Tracing UnGrounded Potentials

Chunking is not able to connect all of the potential conditions into the grounds
set. When the seeds and locals are empty. and no potentials that are connected
to the grounds set remains. Cl'unkingStartTraceUnGroundedPotentialsmoves
chunking into the trace ungrounded potentials state. This state backtraces one
step through all of the positive potentials. It saves all of the entering potentials
in the ungrounded-potentialsset, so that it can augment the potentials set with
the potentials of newly backtraced traces.
ChunkingStart Trace UnGroundedPotentials
7 Chunking
chunking-state = Chunking Trace ConditionState
seeds =0
locals = 0
-

(B gp potentials e
gp E TCConditon(grounds,grounds

potentials)

potentials)

potentials' = 0
ungrounded-potentials' = potentials
chunking-state' = Chunking Trce UnGroundedPotentialsState
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Each positive potential with a trace is backtraced in the standard way.
Chunking Trace UnGroundedPotential .
A Chunking
chunking-state = Chunking Trace UnGroundedPotentialsState = chunking-state'

"3gp

ungrounded-potentials n (ran Positive Condition) 9
Trace I t = TrPP( TrW(matching(gp), goal), goal) .
((grounds' = grounds • t.grounds) A
(ungrounded-potentials' = ungrounded-potentials , gp})
(potentials' = Ut.potentials) A
(locals' = locals It.locals) A
(nots' = nots , t.nots) A
(matching' = {gp} < matching))

3t

Chunking skips positive potentials that don't have a trace.
-ChunkingSkip

Un GroundedPotential

A Chunking
chunking-state = Chunkzng Trace UnGroundedPotentialsState = chunkingstate'

"zgp

: ungrounded-potentials t (ran Positive Condition)
(3 t : Trace * t = TRP( Tr W (matching(gp), goal), goal)).
((grounds' = grounds) A
(ungrounded-potentials' = ungrounded-potentials \ {gp})
(potentials' = potentials) A
(locals' = locaLs) A
(nots' = nots) A
(matching' = matching))
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When all of the positive potentials have been traced, chunking returns to the
trace condition state to backtrace the newly generated locals. The potentials
collected while backtracing the positive ungrounded potentials are unioned with
the remaining negated ungroundable potentials.
-

Chunking Trace UnGroundedPotentialsDone
A Chunkzng
chunking-state = Chunking Trace UnGroundedP otentialsState
ungrounded.potentials \
{p ungrounded-potentials
(] t : Trace e t = TrP( TrW(matching(p), goal), goal))}•
(ran PositiveCondition) =0
potentials' = potentials u ungrounded-potentials
ungrounded-potentials' = 0
chunking-state' = Chunking Trace ConditionState
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5.5.11

ChunkSP

When the seeds, the locals and all of the positive potentials and the groundable
negative potentials have been traced, backtracing is done and chunking generates the new production. If learning is on and the grounds do not match a
quiescence test, then chunking variabilizes the grounds and results to builds the
new production. Chunking also constructs the match that the matcher would
generate, and uses this in constructing an instantiation for the new chunk, which
it adds to the instantiation set. The new instantiation is handed back to the
preference phase. Preference phase calculates the new instantiation's support,
and then sends it back into chunking to have its results chunked up the hierarchy
of goals.
_ ChunkingFinishLearnOn
A Chunking
chunking-state = Chunking Trace ConditionState
seeds = 0
locals =

0

potentials C•ran Positive Condition =0
learn = On
(3 qc : PositiveCondition~ Igrounds n ran PositiveCondition•
Equality Test~(qc.id) E GM A
EqualityTest- (qc.attribute) A= 'QUIESCENCE'
Equality Test- (qc. value) = 'T )
TCICondition(grounds, grounds,- potentials) q potentials

Sa

.

0

Assignment; name: Symbol.
negativeconditions : { VariabilizeSet OfConditions(grounds ran Positive Condition, a) }
5 cwcc : {NotifyConditionMatchings(
VariabilizeConditionMatching(grounds < matching, a),
Nots To VNots(nots , a), )}1
3 match-matching : {first(first3 (cwcc))} *
3 instantiation -matching { second (firsts(cwcc))}I
3 sp : SP i sp = makeSP(name, negativeconditions _ dom match-matching,
VariabilizeRHS(results,a)) .
m: Match I m = makeMatch(sp, match-matching) *
B i : Instantiation I i = makelnstantiation(m. :nstantiation-matching) *
(SPM' = SPM U { sp} A
IS' = IS U {i})

chunking-result = NewInstantzation
chunking-state' = ChunkingFinishedState
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If learning is off or quiescence is matched, chunking creates the new match
and instantiation without variabilizing it and returns the instantiation to preference phase.
ChunkingFinishLearn Off
A Chunking
chunkingstate = ChunkingTraceConditionState
learn = Off V
(_ qc : PositiveCondition- Igrounds qýran PositiveConditioný
Equality Test-(qc.id) -• GM A
Equality Test- (qc. attribute) A= 'QUIESCENCE' A
Equali.,lTest - (qc. value) = 'T')

.

m : Match 1 m = makeMatch(sp, grounds < matching).
E z : Instantiation I i = make Instantiation(m, instantiation-matching)
(SPM' = SPM - {sp}
Is' = IS . {i})

.

chunking-state' = ChunkingFinishedState

5.5.12

Step Chunking

ChunkingStep groups all of the operations of chunking together into one operý
ation that drives the entire state machine.
ChunkingStep '-ChunkingStart Tracing V Chunkinglgnorelnstantiationln Top Goal
ChunkingNoResults V Chunkzng Trace Condition v
ChunkingStart Trace UnGroundedPotentials V
Chunking Trace UnGroundedPotential V ChunkingSkip UnGroundedPotential v
ChunkzngTlrace UnGroundedPotentialsDone v
ChunkingFisnshLearnOn V ChunksngFimnshLearnOff

5.6

Slots

The modules of Soar all view preference and working memory, as being partitioned into sets of preferences for individual slots. Each slot is an identifier,
symbol pair.
Slot == Identifier x Symbol
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The preferences for a slot are those that hold the identifier of the slot in
their id component, and the symbol of the slot in their attribute component.
Similarly, it views working memory as partitioned into sets of working memory elements for slots. The slot's working memory elements are those that hold
the slot's identifier in their id component, and the symbol in their attribute,
and are not context acceptable preferences.
Slots WMEs : Slot x P WME -

P WME

V slot: Slot; WM: P WME

Slots AMEs(slot, WA!1) =
{w : WM ý w.id = first(slot) A
w.attribute = second(slot) A
w. contezxtacceptable-preference = No}

5.7

Recognition Memory's State

Recognition memory's state schema contains a state counter for preference phase
and 12 memories, some of which are shared with other modules and some of
which are local to recognition memory.
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The preference phase has seven states.
1. PPhaseInitialState-

the preference phase starts execution from here.

2. PPhaseRetractInstantiationState
this state removes the instantiations
from the instantiation set which no longer have a match that is consistent
with working memory.
3. PPhaselnstantiateMatchStatenot yet have an instantiation.

this state instantiates matches that do

4. PPhaseConferSupportState- after a new match has been instantiated,
this state calculates the right hand side preference's support, adds the
support to the support memories and collects the 0-supported reject preferences.
5. PPhaseChunkingStatefrom this state.

preference phase steps the execution of chunking

6. PPhaseORejectState - any new reject preferences with O-support are
processed to remove matching preferences from preference memory and
the support memories.
7 PPhaseChangePMState- preference phase changes preference memory
to match support memory.
8. PPhaseFinishedStatestate.

PreferencePhaseState

when preference phase finishes, it rests in this

PPhaselnittalState
PPhaseRetractlnstantiationState
PPhaselnstantzateMatchState
PPhaseConferSupportState
PPhase ChunkingState
PPhaseORejectState
PPhaseChangePMState
PPhaaeFintshedState

Recognition Memory's state shares six memories with other modules of Soar.

"* WM

-

the set of working memory elements. WM is shared with 10 and

Decide.

"* PM -

the set of preferences. PM is shared with Decide.

"* TM

- essentially a union of working memory and preference memory.
TM is shared with Decide.
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PPhase

RetractInstantiation

PPhaseRetract
InstantiationState

Iiili

PPhaseRetract
Instantiation

InstantiateMatch

P~hase~ntPnhase
lnitilizePhase

~haseonferStartkejec
P~hse~ep

etuneInstantiation

PPhaeaenov
PPhase
Figre.2:Pr
InitalieP~aseP~hae~hnkig

ference

If Matchnc
r

PPhaseSteMahn
Phas-,CoferStatO104c

"*IdentifierTable -

the set of identifiers in use in any part of Soar. The
IdentifierTable is global to all modules of Soar.

"* GM -

is the set of goal identifiers. GM is read from Decide.

"*changed-slots -

the set of slots changed by preference phase. This is read
and deleted by decide to tell which slots decide should consider.
-RM

U4M7: P WME
PM P Preference
TMi: P TME
IdentifierTable : P Identifier
GM : P Identifier
SPM: P SP
MS : P Match
IS : P Instantiation
Instantiation
IISM Preference
OSM Preference - Identifier
ORM P Preference
instantiation Instantlation
pphase-state PreferencePhaseState
changed-slots P Slot
Chunking
MS = {m: Match I m.production E SPM
m.bindzngim.production.roots!

,th(Match (m,
WM )
W #
(iWMM
~
A........
_ GM

.

IM}

ran OSM : GM

SPM
TM

0Z
Preference TME IPM• - WMETMEý WM1

Vp: ORMe
p E ran UnaryP A (gUnaryP-(p)).preference

=

-.

Recognition memory holds six local memories.

"* SPM "

is the set of productions in Soar.

MS - the s, of current matches for the productions. Each match must be
for a produc.ion in production memory. must match the current contents
of working memory, and all of the production's root variables must be
bound to the identifiers of goals or impasses.

"* IS -

the set of instantiations that preference phase has created from the
matches.
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"

ISM - the I-support memory. This memory is a relatioa from preferences
to the instantiations that are currently supporting them.

"

OSM - the O-support memory. This memory is a relation from preferences to the identifier of existing goals that had an instantiation I-support
them.

"* ORM -

a memory of the O-supported reject preferences that preference
phase has created while instantiating matches that have yet to be processed.

When recognition memory is initialized, all of its memories are empty except
for the production memory. The production memory must not be empty so that
Soar has some long term memories to use in performing its task; otherwise Soar
would impasse indefinitely.
- InitRM

RM
pphase-.state = PPhaseFinishedState

ISM = 0
OSM =0
ORM =0
WM

0

PM = _
SPM

5.8

0

Support

Support is Soar's basic mechanism for determining the extent of preferences
in preference memory. Support comes in two flavors: instantiation support,
I-support. and operator support. O-support. Whenever an instantiation is created, it gives instantiation support to each of the preferences in its right hand
side. When the instantiation is retracted, it withdraws its instantiation support
from each of its preferences. Whenever instantiations that are creating, modifying or applying operators create a preference whose identifier is in the transitive
closure of their match goal's states or operators, they confer operator support
to these preference. The operator support has the extent of the match goal of
the instantiation, and so is not retracted when the instantiation retracts.
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This section defines the operators matched by an instantiation, when an
instantiation is creating, modifying or applying an operator, and then combines
these into a definition of when an instantiation 0-supports a preference.
An instantiation matches an operator if it matches a goal's operator slot or
operator acceptable preference.

InstantiationsLHSOperators : Instantiation x P TME -

P Identifier

V i : Instantiation; TM : P TME e
3 g : Identifier g = MatchGoal(i.match,TM)
InstantiationsLfHSOperators
(i, TM) =
{o: Identifier : make WME(g, 'OPERATOR', o, No) c i.match.lhs v
make W'ME(g, 'OPERATOR', o, Yes) E i.match.lhs}
An instantiation creates an ope~ator if it makes an acceptable or require
preference for an operator slot of a goal.

InstantiationsRHSOperators : Instantiation x P TME - P Identifier
VI : Instantiation; TM : P TME.
InstantiationsRHSOperators(i,TM)
{ o :Identifier!
make UnaryPreference (MatchGoal i. match, TM),
"OPERATOR'. o.'-')

E i.rhs v

make UnaryPreference (Match Goal(i. match, TM),
"OPERATOR', o, '!') E %zrhs}
An instantiation only confers operator creation support if its match matched
a working memory element whose identifier is in the transitive closure of the
match goal's state.
OperatorCreationLHS : P TME -. P Instantiation

V TM : P TME; i : Instantiation.
i E OperatorCreationLHS(TM) €
(B g {MatchGoal(i.match, TM)}.
(I s: { GoalState(g, TM)}
(OfIdTME((TCITME(TM))({s}), TMr)
WMETME ji.match.lhs4 # 0)))
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An instantiation's right hand side only confers operator support on a preference if the preference's identifier is in the transitive closure of an instantiation's
operator over temporary memory and the instantiation's right hand side.
OperatorCreationRHS : P TMVE -

(Instantiation - Preference)

V TM : P TME; i : Instantiation; p : Preference .
( TM)) <*
((i, p) E OperatorCreationRHS
(Preferencesld(p) E
(TCITME ( TM u Preference TME Oi.rhsi))
(InstantiationsRHSOperators( i, TM)))
An instantiation confers operator creation support on a preference if its
left hand side is an operator creation and the right hand side confers operator
creation support on the preference.
OperatorCreation

P TME -

(Instantiation -

Preference)

V TM : P TME; i: Instantiation; p : Preference o
(i, p) E OperatorCreation( TM)
tý i E Operator CreationLHS( TM) A
(',p) E OperatorCreationRHS(TM)
An instantiation can confer operator modification support if its left hand
side matches an operator and its match matches a working memory element of
the state.
OperatorModificationLHS: P TME -.

STM : P
I

P Instantiation

TME ; i: Instantiation e
E OperatorModificationLHS(TM)
(3 g: {MatchGoal(i.match,TM)} .
(3 s: { GoalState(g, TM)}I
((OfIdTME(TCITME(TM)({s}), TM)n.
WMETME i.match.lhs4) # 0) A
(InstantiationsLHSOperators(i, TM) #- 0)))
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An instantiation's right hand side confers operator modification support on
a preference if its identifier is in the transitive closure of a matched operator.
OperatorModificationRHS: P TME -

(Instantiation -

Preference)

V TM : P TME; i: Instantiation; p: Preference e
(z, p) E OperatorModificationRHS( TM))
(3 g: {MatchGoal(i.match, TM)}
I
Preferencesld(p) E
(TCITME( TM L Preference TME ji. rhs ))
(InstantiationsLHSOperators ( z, TM)))
An instantiation confers operator modification support on a preference if the
left hand side is an operator modification left hand side and the right hand side
confers operator modification support on the preference.
OperatorModification : P TME -- (Instantiation -

Preference)

V TM : P TME; i : Instantiation; p : Preference.

(i, p) E OperatorModification( TM) =>
I E OperatorModificationLHS(TM) A
(i, p) E OperatorModificationRHS(TM)

An instantiation can confer operator application support if its left hand side
matches its match goal's operator slot and a working memory element in the
transitive closure of the match goal's state.
OperatorApplicationLHS : P TME -. P Instantiation
v TM : P TME: z : Instantiation e
z 4 OperatorApplicationLHS(TM) ,
(B g: {MatchGoal(i.rmatch, TM)} e
(s: { GoalState(g, TM)}
(I o: { GoalOperator(g, TM)} .
make WME(g, 'OPERATOR', o, No) E i.match.lhs
(OfIdTME((TCITME(TM))({ s}), TM)n
WMETME ji.match.lhsý # 0))))
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A

An instantiation can confer operator application support on a preference if
the preference's identifier is in the transitive closure of the state.
OperatorApplicationRHS : P TME -- (Instantiation -

Preference)

V TM : P TME; i : Instantiation; p : Preference .
(i,p) E OperatorApplicationRHS(TM) €
(3 g: {MatchGoal(i.match, TM)}.
{ GoalState(g, TM)}
(s
Preferencesld(p) E TCITME( TM u Preference TMEli.rhs4)({ s}))))
An instantiation confers operator application support on a preference if the
left hand side is an operator application left hand side and the right hand side
confers operator application support on the preference.
OperatorApplication : P TME -- (Instantiation -

Preference)

v TM : P TME; i : Instantiatton; p : Preference .
(i, p) E OperatorApplication(TM) t*
i _. OperatorApplicationLHS(TM)A
(i, p) EOperatorApplzcationRHS(TM)
An instantiation confers operator support on a preference if the instantiation
confers operator creation, modification or application support on the preference.
OSupport : P TME

--

(Instantiation

.--

Preference)

V TM : P TME; i : Instantiation; p : Preference
(i, p) c. OSupport(TM) t=
(i,p) E (OperatorCreatzon( TM)u
OperatorModificatzon (TM) u
OperatorApplicatzon( TM))

5.9

Preference Phase Operations

The preference phase has eight states: an initial state, a final state, a state for
retracting instantiations, a state for instantiating matches, a state for conferring
support, a state for chunking an instantiation, a state for 0-rejecting preferences
and a state for changing the contents of preference memory based upon the
contents of the support memories. This section specifies the operations of these
states in seven sections.
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5.9.1

Initialize, Finish, Reset and Quiescence

The preference phase waits in its final state until it is initialized with the PPhaselnitialize operation.
PPhaselnitialize

ARM
pphase -state = PPhaseFinishedState
pphase-state' = PPhaselnitialState
The PPhaseReset operation resets the preference phase state machine. The
set of waiting O-reject preferences is emptied so that the next execution of the
preference phase does not reject things that no longer hive O-supported rejects.
-

PPhaseReset
ARM
pphase.state' = PPhaseFinishedState
ORM'=0

The top level state machine checks the state predicate, Quiescence, before
it allows the preference phase to run. The system is quiescent if there is no
instantiation waiting to be retracted, or match waiting to be instantiated.

- Quiescence
RM
-

(73 : IS e i.match • MS)

-(3Em

5.9.2

: MS .

-

(=,:

IS

.,.match= m))

Retracting Instantiations

Preference phase begins its execution by moving from the initial state into a
state that retracts instantiations.
PPhaseStartRetractlnstantiation

7ARM
pphase.state = PPhaseInitialState
pphase.state' = PPhaseRetractilnstantiationState
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When there exists an instantiation in instantiation memory whose match
is no longer in the match set, then PPhaseRetractfnstantiation removes the
instantiation from the instantiation set. The instantiation support for each
preference of the right hand side is removed from I-support memory.
PPhaseRetractlnstantiation
AXRM
pphase-state = PPhaseRetractlnstantiationState = pphase.state'
E i : IS :'z.match _ MS o
(IS' = IS ', i},'
ISM' = ISM

5.9.3

{p: i.rhs e (p -

i)

Instantiate Match

When there is no instantiation in the instantiation set whose match is no longer
satisfied, preference phase moves into the instantiate match state.
-PPhaseStartlnstantiateMatch

ARM
pphase-state = PPhaseRetractlnstanttatzonState
- (5 i : IS a i.rmatch 4 MS)
pphase-state' = PPhaselnstantiateMatchState
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PPhaseInstantiateMatchselects a match from the match set that does not
yet have an instantiation and instantiates it. An instantiation is created and
added to the instantiation memory, and recognition memory's instantiation variable is set to this new instantiation. Each newly generated preference is given
a new instance numbering in PM #
_

PPhaselnstantiateMatch
ARM
pphase-state = PPhaselnstantiateMatchState
z: m:MS( i : IS e i.match = m).
(3 i Instantiation; b : Binding I
Iz.match = m A
i.lhs = m.production.lhs A
i. matching =
Instantiate ConditionMatching ( m. matching,
m.production. lhs \ ran Positive Condition, m.binding)
b ConsistentExtension m.binding A

A

b Covers (U(Makes Components m.production.rh4) -, Variable)

A

i.binding = b A
*.rhs= (MakesPreference(b)) m. production. rh4 .
instantiation' = z A
IS' = S.f{i} A
3 new-preferences : P Preference 1 new-preferences = (i.rhs \ PM) .
mazxpreference' = maz-preference - #new-preferences 9
3f : new-preferences - ((max -preference ,- 1).. mazxpreference') 0

PM #' = PM

eG f)

pphase-state' = PPhaseConferSupportState
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5.9.4

Conferring Support

The PPhaseConferSupportoperation adds support to the I-support memory for
each right hand side preference, and if the preference is 0-supported then it is
given 0-support for the match goal. Each reject preference that has 0-support
is added to the memory of 0-reject preferences. After PPhaseConferSupport
operates, chunking is stepped for the new instantiation.

-PPhaseConferSupport
ARM
pphase-state = PPhaseConferSupportState

ISM!'
ISM! u. {p :instanttation.rhse (p, instantzatin)}
OSM' 7OSMLU.

A

(instantiation,p) E OSupport(TM) e
(p, MatchGoal(instantiation.match, TM)) }

ORM' = ORMu
{ p :instantiation.rhs7ran UnaryP
(UnaryP- (p)).-preference =
(instantiation,p) C-OSupport( TM)}
.A

Chunkinginitialize

pphase-state'

5.9.5

= PPhaseChunkingState

Stepping Chunking

PPhaseStepChunking steps the chunking state machine through chunking the
instantiation.

PPhaseStep Chunking
ARM
pphase...state = PPhaseChunkivigState = pphase-state'
'iChunkingStep
Chunking may return a new instantiation or it may produce no new instantiation if the input instantiation is for the top goal. The variable chunking-result
signals the existence of a new instantiation to preference phase.
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If there is a new instantiation, it must have its support calculated, so preference phase returns to the confer support state. Once the support has been
conferred, the new instantiation will be sent back into chunking so that its effects
may be chunked.

PPhaoeChunkingReturnedlnstantiation
ARM
pphaseutate = PPhaseChunkingState
-

pre Chunking

chunking-result = NewInstantiation
pphase-state' = PPhaseConferSupportState
If no instantiation has been generated by chunking, the preference phase
returns to the instantiate match state to pick a new match for instantiation.
-

PPhase ChunkmngNoInstantiatzon
ARM
pphase-state = PPhaseChunkingState
-

pre Chunking

chunkmng.result = NoInstantiatzon
pphase-state' = PPhaselnstantiateMatchState

5.9.6

0-rejects

When there are no more matches to instantiate, preference phase starts the
processing of 0-rejects.

PPhaseStartOReject
ARM
* pphase-state = PPhaselnstantiateMaichState
V mm:MS

"i: IS*i.match= m

pphase-state' = PPhaseORejectState
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PPhaseORejectPreferenceschooses an O-reject preference from the O-reject
memory and deletes it from memory. It also deletes from preference memory all
preferences that share the same identifier, attribute and value. The I-support
and O-support memories are also cleaned of all support for the rejected preferences, including the O-reject itself. The -Qoperation ([Spi89' 99) restricts a
relation or partial function to apply only to those elements of its domain that
are not in the provided set.
-

PPhase ORejectPreferences
.ARM
pphase-state = PPhaseORejectState = pphase-state'
r : ORM; ur : UnaryPreference
(ORM' = ORM \ {
A
A}

ur = UnaryP~(r) 9

(• P P Preference
P

UnaryPI{up: UnaryP O((PM ,j dom ISM) -, ran UnaryP),
up.id = ur.id / up.attribute = ur.attribute A up.value = ur.value}BinaryP i{ bp : BinaryP- I((PM . dom ISM) 7 ran BznaryP)1:
bp.id = ur.id A bp.attribute = ur.attribute A bp.value = ur.value}j.

P A
ISM' = P ,• ISM A
PM' = PM

OSM' = P

5.9.7

OSM))

Changing Preference Memory

When all of the O-rejects have been processed, preference phase starts changing
preference memory to correspond with the contents of the support memories.
-PPhaseStartChangePM

ARM
pphase-state = PPhaseORejectState
ORM = 0
pphase-state' = PPhaseChangePMState
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If there is a preference that has support in I-support memory or O-support
memory that is not in preference memory, then it is added to preference memory,
and its slot is added to the set of changed slots.
-

PPhaseAddPreference
ARM
pphase-state = PPhaseChangePMState= pphase.state'
S-p:domISM .. domOSM

p E PM.
(PM' = PM - {p} A
changed-slots' = changed-slots {(p.id, p. attribute)})

If there is a preference in preference memory that does not have I-support
or O-support, it is removed from preference memory, and its slot is added to
the changed slots.
PPhaseRemovePreference
ARM
pphase-state = PPhaseChangePMState= pphase-state'
p: PM r p E dom ISM - dom OSM e
(PM' = PM \ {p}
changed-slots' = changed-slots {(p id, p. attribute) }))
When there are no more differences between the supported preferences and
the contents of preference memory, preference phase is complete.
-

PPhaseFinish
ARM
pphase-state = PPhaseChangePMState
- (3 p

PM e p a domISM j dom OSM)

1 -(3p:domISM*p•

PM)

pphase-state' = PPhaseFrnishedState
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PPhaseStep moves the preference phase state machine through one of its
possible transitions.
PPhasqeStep -ý
PPhaseStartRetrac Instantiation V*PPhaseRetractlnstantiatton
PPhaseStartlnstantiateMatchV PPhaselnstantiateMatcli
PPhaseStartOReject V PPhaseORejectPreferences v
PPhaseStartChangePMV PPhaseAddPreferenceV
PPhaseRemovePreference V PPhaseFinish

Chapter 6

I0
This chapter specifies Soar's mechanism for communicating with the external
world, called SoarlO or 10 for short. 1O's operation is graphically represented in
Figure 61. 10's two state machines, InputCycle and OutputCycle, are stepped
by the top level state machine. The InputCycle reads InputStructures from
LnputChannels and places their results on InputAttributes on the top state. and
in the transitive closure of the value of the input attribute. The OutputCycle packages the transitive closures of output attributes of the top state into
OutputStructures and ships them out OutputChannels.

6.1

Channels, Attributes and 10 Mappings

The user of Soar provides 10 with two fixed sets: InputChannel and OutputChannel For the purposes of the specification we represent these channels
as a sets of constant names for the channels. The implementation may choose to
represent a channel as a function name, or a pointer to a function; in essence it
is a computational operation that provides input perceptions or receives motor
operations.
The user also specifies two sets of LnputAttributes and OutputAttributes.
The InputAttributes are the attributes that input channels use to augment
the top level state with their perceptions. The user provided InputMapping
maps each InputChannel to the InputAttribute that receives its perceptions.
Similarly, the OutputAttributes are the attributes of the top level state from
which 10 collects their transitive closure and ships it to the OutputChannel
specified by the OutputMapping.
No channel can be both an input and an output channel, and no attribute
can be both an input and ar, output attribute.
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Soar

InputChannels
'Cl
InputStructure }

OutputChannels

(S1 ^Outtttiue

Figure 6.1: Graphical Representation of 10
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OCI

so'
OutputStructure

I

InputChannel : P Constant
InputAttribute : P Constant
OutputChannel P Constant
OutputAttribute P Constant
disjoint (InputChannel, OutputChannel)
disjoint (InputAttribute, OutputAttribute)

InputMapping : InputChannel -- InputA ttril ute
OutputMapping : OutputAttribute -. * OutputChannel

6.2

Output Structures

The OutputCycle collects output into packages called OutputStructures. On
each cycle all OutputAttributes have the working memory elements in their
transitive closure collected into an OutputStructure and shipped out their corresponding OutputChannel. The predicate of the output structure ensures that
the set of working memory elements is transitively closed from the object identifier.
-OutputStructure

object :Identifier
wmes: P WME
OfldWME((TCIWME(wmes))({object}), wrnes) = wines

6.3

Input Structures

On each InputCycle, all of the InputChannels are polled to produce changes to
working memory. These changes are bundled into InputStructures. There are
three types of input structures: a NewlnputStructure, a ModiflvynputStructure
and a DeleteInputStructure.
A NewlnputStructure tells Soar to augment the top state with a working
memory of value new-object and the attribute of the input channel, and to also
add all of the elements in wines.
-NewInputStructure

new-object : Identifier
wines : P WME
ONldWME(( TCIWME (wmes))({ new-object}), wines) = wrnes
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A ModifyvnputStructure tells Soar to find the augmentation of the top state
that holds the input channel's attribute and the modify-object value. Soar
must add all of the elements in the adds set, and delete all of the elements in
the deletes set.
ModifyInputStructure
modify-object : Identifier
adds, deletes : P WME
The DeletelnputStructure tells Soar to delete the augmentation of the input
channel's attribute and the delete-object value and all of the elements in its
transitive closure.
DeleteInputStructure
delete-object :Identifier
The free type inputStructure is used to construct a disjunctive type of the
basic input types.
InputStructure ::= New ((NewlnputStructure))
I Modify ((ModifjylnputStructure))
1 Delete ((DeleteInputStructure))

6.4

Cycles of 10

As Soar behaves, it reads in parallel from all of its input channels. Each input channel is free to send more than one LnputStructure to the system. A
CycleOflnput is defined to capture the input for a single cycle. It maps each
InputChannel to the set of inputs read during that cycle.
Cycle OfInput == InputChannel - P InputStructure
Cycle OfOutput == OutputChannel -- OutputStructure
Similarly, each parallel ply of Soar's motor actions are captured in a partial
function from OutputChannels to the single possible OutputStructure that Soar
produced.

6.5

10 State

1O

requires two state machines: one for the lnputCycle (Figure 6.2) and one for
the OutputCycle (Figure 6.3).
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The InputCycle requires three states.
1. InputCyclelnitialState

the initial state of the machine

-

2. InputCycieReadState - the state in which a single InputStructure is read
from an Input Channel
3. InputCycleFinishedState
Input Cycle State

I i

-

the final state of the machine

Input CycLelnitzalSt ate
Input CycleR eadSt ate
Input CycLeFinishedState

StartReadlnputChannel

ReadinputChannel

InitializelnputCycle

Renputtyce

Figure 6.2: Input Cycle State Machine
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The OutputCycle also requires only three states:
1. InputCyclelnitialState

the initial state of the machine.

-

2. InputCycleReadState - the state in which an OutputStructure is collected from the top level state and sent out an OutputChannel.
3. InputCycleFinishedState -

the final state of the machine.

Output CycleState ::= Output CyclelnitialState
SOutput CycleSendState
Output CycleFinishedState

StartSendOutput
ChnnelI
SendOutputChannel

~Initialize

OutputCycle

OutputCycle

'

edte

F•inishOutputCycle

OutputCycle
FinishedState

Figure 6.3: Output Cycle State Machine
The 10 state schema shares working memoty and goal memory with the
other major modules of Soar. The 10 system searches working memory to keep
updated the top state of the goal stack. If there is no top state, then TopState
is set to a special symbol ' NIL
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The schema holds state counters input-cvcle.state and output-cycle-state
for the two 10 state machines.
The specification of 10 takes a traditional approach to modeling input/output
behavior by using sequences of inputs to model the sequence of inputs that Soar
would encounter over time, and by recording its outputs over time in a sequence.
inputs is the sequence of CycleOtffput that models a possibly infinite stream
of cycles of input that Soar will perceive as it behaves, outputs is the initially
empty sequence of CycleOfOutput in which 10 records Soar's output over time.
Other approaches to modeling the input/output behavior of a computational
system are possible. For example, the operations that read input from the
sequence of inputs can be replaced by an under-specified operation that produces
any one input from the set of all possible inputs. Similarly, the output operation
can be under-specified to have no effect.
WM P WME
GM : P Identifier
TopState : Identifier f NIL '}
inputs : seq CycleOfInput
input -cycle -state : InputCycleState
outputs : seq CycleOfOutput
output -cycle-state : Output CycleState
3g :GM I makeWME(g,'OBJECT','NIL') E WM.
(( s: Identifier a make WME(g, "STATE ", s) E WM) =
(s : Identifier i makeWME(g,'STATE',s) E WM
TopState = S)
- ( s :Identifier e make WME(g, 'STATE ", s) E WAI) =)
TopState = " NIL')
10 starts with both state machines in their finished state and an empty
sequence of outputs.
InitIO

____________________________

1710
input -cycle-state = InputCycleFinishedState
output-cycle -state = Output CycleFinishedState

i outputs

6.6

()

The Input Cycle

The LnputCycle is defined using five transitions.
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1. TnputCycieLnitialize - this transition initializes the state machine.
2. StartReadlnputChannel-

this transition starts the processing of input.

3. ReadnputChannel - this transition is a very complex composite transition. With each step, it reads one part of any of the three types of
InputStructures.
4. InputCycleFinish - this transition finishes the TnputCycle when all of the
input has been read.
5. TnputCycleReset

6.6.1

-

this transition resets the state machine.

Legal Input

The LnputCycle is the only place in the specification of Soar that an error
condition is checked. An example of an errorful input is an input structure that
attempts to remove working memory elements that are not in the transitive
closure of its input attribute.
The specification can check that its input sequence is correct before execution, but as the implementation does not have the full sequence of inputs
available at start up time, it must check them one by one. For consistency we
have specified that each cycle of input is checked for correctness as they are
popped from the sequence of inputs. This subsection defines the legal input
predicate to test each input
An identifier is an l.nputLink of an attribute, if it there is an augmentation
of the top state in working memory that holds it as a value.
InputLink_ : P WME x Identifier x InputAttribute

-

Identifier

V WM : P WME: s : Identifier: InputAttribute : InputAttribute;
id : Identifier; link : Preferences
InputLink(( WM, s, InputAttribute), id) t
(E w : HWM e w.id = s A w.attribute = InputAttribute A
w.value = id A w.contezt-acceptable-preference = No)
LegalInput checks the first CycleOfInput in the inputs sequence for several
properties:

"* that

no new and modify are for the same object

"* that

no new and delete are for the same object

"• that

no delete and modify are for the same object

"* that

no two news are for the same object

"* that

no two modifies are for the same object
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a that the adds of different modifies are disjoint, and that one modify is not
adding what another is deleting
* that a NewInputStructure is for an InputLink that does not exist on the
top state
* that a DeletelnputStructure is for an existing InputLink and
* that a ModifyInputStructure is for an existing InputLink, and that its
adds and deletes modify the transitive closure of the input object.

-Legallnput

I0
V channel : InputChannel .
Visl, is2 :inputs(1)(channel) *
isl E ran New A is2 E ran New
((New-(isl)).new-object = (New-(is2)).new-object = isl

=

is2)

A

is 1 E ran Modify A is2 E ran Modify =

((Modify-(is1)).modifyobject =
(Modify-(is2)).modify-object = isl = is2 A
disjoint ((Modify i(sl)). adds, (Modify- (is2)). adds) A
disjoint ((Modify- (isl)).adds, (Modify- (is2)).deletes))

A

isl E ran New ^ is2 E ran Modify =>

((New- (is1)).new-object # (Modify- (is2)).modify-object) A
isl E ran New A is2 E ran Delete =
((New- (is 1)).new-object : (Delete ( is2)). delete-object0
is1I

ran Delete A is2 E ran Modify =:'

((Delete (s 12)).delete-object P4(Modify- (is2)). modify- object)
V channel : InputChannel * V is : inputs(1)(channel) e
is 9 ran New =
(- InputLink( ( WM, TopState, InputMapping (channel)),
(New -(is)). new-object)) A
is E ran Delete
InputLink(( WM, TopState, InputMapping (channel)),
(Delete-(zs)).deleteobJect) A
is E ran Modify =
(InputL ink (( WM , TopState, InputMapping (channel)),
(Modify- (is)). modify-object) A
((Modify- (is)). deletes
- OfId wME (( TCIwME( WM ) )({(Modify -(is)).modzfy- ob)ect }) WMA)
((Modify- (is)). adds
(Modify -(is)). adds))
COfId WME((TCIwME ( WM
({(Modify-(uis)).modify -object} ), WM j (Modify-(is)).adds])))
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A

Although the specification defines the conditions of acceptable input. it does
not specify how the implementation should handle unacceptable input.

6.6.2

Initializing and Starting the InputCycle

InputCyclelnitialize moves the InputCycle state machine into its initial state.
IlnputCyclelnitealize
input -cycle -state
input -cycle -state'

Input CycleFinishedState
Input CyclelnztzalState

StartReadinput moves the machine into the LnputCyc;eReadState to begin
reading input The whole CycleOfinput is checked for legality using the LegalInput predicate.
-

StartReadlnput
A10
Legallnput
input -cycle -state
input -cycle

6.6.3

lnputCycleInitialState

state' = Input CycleReadState

Reading NewInputStructures

When the first CycleOfinput holds a NewlnputStructure. ReadNewlnputStructureObject reads in its object Chunking's TraceWME operation is called to
give the working memory element a new instance number.
-

ReadNewtinputStructure Object
. 10
input -cycle-state = InputCycleReadState = input cycle-state'
ic: InputChannel ic E dom(anputs(1)) 9
Ia: InputAttribute &a= InputMapptng( c) 9
: iputs(l)(ic)
an
ran New' w-K WME:
make WME( TopState. ic, (New- (n)). new-object, No) E WAM A
w = make WME( TopState, ic, (New- (n)).new -object, No)} 9
(WA!' = HWM -{w} '
Trace WME
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After the top state has been augmented with the object, ReadNewinputStructureWME reads in one of the new working memory elements, and destructively removes it from the NewlnputStructure.
-ReadNewInpuiStructure

WVME_______________

AJO
input -cycle-st ate =InputCycleReadState = input cycle-st ate'
3 c:InputChannel I ic E dom(inputs(l))e
E ia :InputAttribute Iia =InputMapping(ic)
B n :inputs(1)(ic) r) ran New.*
BN :NewlnpuiStructure I N = New -(n)A
make WME(TopSt ate, ia, N. new-object, No) E WA!.e
3 w: N.wmnes!w eWM 0
3 N' :NewlnputSt ructure
N'.new-object =N.new-object A
N'. wmes =N .wmes \ f{w}
(WM%:WMfw} A
Trace W4ME A
inputs'(1) = nputs(l)(D
f ic - (znputs(l)(ic) \ {n})
{New(N')}} A
tail(inputs') = taii(inputs))
When all of the working memory elements have been read in, ReadNewLnputStructureDone pops the input from the first cycle of input.
ReadNewlnputStructureDone
A JO
input - cycle -st ate =InputCycleReadState = input -.cycle -state'
ic:InputChannel Iic E dom(inputs(1))
ia:InputAttribute ia= InputMapping(ic)
Z;n :input.9(1)(Lc)
ran New *
BN :NewInput Structure N =New- (n) A
make WME(TopState, ia, N. new-object, No) E "M.e
((N. Wmes
0 A
inputs'(1) =inputs(l) Eý {ic .- inputs(1)(ic) \ {n}}) A
tail(inputs') =tail(inputs))
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ReadNewlnputStructure is the composite operation for reading an entire
NewLnputStructure.
ReadNewlnputStructure = ReadNewlnputStructure Object V
ReadNewlnputStructure 14•ME v
ReadNewlnputStructureDone

6.6.4

Reading ModifylnputStructures

When there is a ModifvlnputStructure in the first CycleOflnput, ReadModifyLnputStructureAdd reads in one of the elements that it should add, and deletes
the element from the set of adds.
ReadModifyInputStructureAdd
A-10
input-cycle-state

irputCycleReadState = input cycle-state'

E ic : InputCI' *
ic : dom(inputs(1))
: Input I tribute ia = InputM apping(ic) .
Yr,. puts(1)(ic) n ran New.
- M : ModifyInputStructure 'M = Modifyv(i)
,
make WME( TopState, %a,M. modify-object, No) E WM 9
I w : M adds I w 4 WM.
3 M' ModifyInputStructure I
M'.modify- object = M.modifyobject A
M'.adds = M'.adds \ {w} A
M'.deletes = M.deletes e
(WM'= WMU'{w} A
Trace WME A
inputs'(1) = inputs(I)E

{ic -. (inputs(1)(ic) \ {m}) 1 {Modify (M')}}
tail(inputs') = tail(inputs))
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A

Sia

ReadModifv~nputStructureDelete reads in a delete of a modify, and removes
the element from the modify's delete set.
-ReadModifylnputStructureDelete

input -cycle -state = Input CyjceReadState

input -cycle-st ate'

3 ic Input Channel Iic E dom(inputs(1))
E ia :InputAttribute j a = InputMapping(ic)
mn znputs(1)(tc) r a
e
M :M
ModifylnputStructure IM = Modify- (m) A
make W"ME (TopState, ia. M. modify-object,. No) E 14WM 9
Bw :M.deletes w E VM e
M' ModifylnputStructur'e
i
M". modify-object = M.modify-object A
M"I. deletes =M". deletes {w}I A
M". adds = M. adds.o
(1WM'-= WM ',{w}A
inputs'(1) = znputs(1)e
Am}'
{ic - inputs(1)(iC)'\MJ
tail(inputs') = tailiznputs))
When all of the changes have been processed. ReadModifvlnputStructure.
Done pops the modify from the first cycle of inputs.
-ReadModif'ylnputStructureDone

AIO1

input -cy/cle.-state =InputC!cleReadState =input cycle _.st ate'
ic : Input Channel ic E dom(inputs(l))
zza :InputAttribute ia =InputMapping(iL)
z;m :inputs(1)(ic) -) ran New.
BM :ModifyIlnputStructure
M = Modifif"(m) A M.adds = M. deletes = 0.
(inputs'(1) = inputs(1) E) {ic -' znputs(1)(zc) \ {m}} A
taii(inputs') =tail(inputs))
ReadModifvlniputStructure is the composite operation that Joins all of the
operations for reading a ModifvlnputStructure.
ReadModifylnputStructure '£ ReadModifyIlnputStructureAdd V
ReadModifyIlnputStructureDelete v
ReadModifylnputStructureDone
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6.6.5

Reading DeletelnputStructures

ReadDeletelhputStructure pops a DeletelnputStructure from the first CycleOflnput, and removes the associated ThputLink. The working memory elements
in the transitive closure of the link are not explicitly deleted. The working memory elements that are no longer accessible from the context stack will eventually
be removed by decide.
-

ReadDeletelnputStructure

"AIO
input-cycle-state = Input CycleReadState = input cycle state'
ic : lnputChannel ic E dom(inputs(1)) 9
n
.aInputAttribute sa = InputMapping(ic)
"3d . inputs(1, -.) r-l
ran Delete a
1(WM' = H'Ma\
{make WME( TopState. ia, (Delete- (d)). delete -object. No)}
inputs'(1) = inputs(1)E
{fc -. inputs(1)(tc) , {d}} A
taii(:nputs') = tad(inputs))

6.6.6

Reading an Input Channel

CloselnputChannel will close any channel that has no remaining input structures.
-

CloseInput Channel
AIO
input cycle-state
TopState

±

InputCycleReadState = input-cycle-state'

* NIL

* ic : InputChannel ! ic E dom(inputs(1))
(anputs(1)(ic) = 0 A
mnputs'(1) = {fc} .l inputs(1) A
taul(,nputs') = tail(inputs))
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ReadlnputChannelAnylnputStructurewill take one step of reading any input
structure of the first cycle of input.
ReadInput Channel 5- ReadNewlnputStructure V
ReadDeletelnputStructure V
ReadModifylnputStructure v
CloseInput Channel

6.6.7

Finishing, Stepping and Resetting the InputCycle

When there are no more input structures to read on any input channels, InputCycleFinish pops the inputs vector and moves the input cycle to the finished
state.
-

Input CycleFinish
AIO
input -cycle-state = Input CycleFinishedState
-

pre ReadInput Channel

inputs' = tail(inputs)
input -cycle

state' = Input CycleFinishedState

InputCycleStep steps the input cycle using the three operations.
InputCycleStep =- StartReadInput v ReadInput Channel v
Input CycleFinzsh
lnputCycleReset is specified to allow the implementation to reset the operation of the input cycle state machine at any point of execution.
_InputCycleReset

SAIO
input -cycle state'

InputCyclelnitialState
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6.7

The Output Cycle

The OutputCycle state machine requires only five transitions.
1. OutputChannellnitializechine.

this operation initializes the OutputCycle ma-

2. StartSendOutputChannel- this operation moves the OutputCycle from
the initial state into the state that sends out output.
3. SendOutputChannel - this composite operation ships an OutputStructure out an OutputChannel.
4. OutputCycleFinish - when there are no more outputs to send, this operation ends the execution of the state machine.
5. OutputCycleReset - this operation allows the implementation to reset
the output cycle state machine when unusual conditions occur.
OutputCyclelhitialize initializes the OutputCycle state machine by moving
it from its finished, to its initial state.
F- OutputC ycleInitialize
AIO
output-cycle -state = OutputCycleFinishedState
output -cycle -state' = Output CyclelnitialState
StartSendOutputChannel starts the shipping of output by moving the machine into the OutputCycleSendState state and pushing an empty CycleOfOutputs onto the end of the outputs sequence.
-StartSendOutput

Channel

AIO
output-cycle -state = OutputCyclelnitialState
output -cycle-state' = Output CycleSendState
outputs' = outputs

(0)
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If an OutputLink of the top level state does not have a corresponding
OutputStructure in the last CycleOfOutput, then SendOutputChannelOutputStructureObject creates a new OutputStructure with the object of the link and
adds it to the output.
SendOutputChannelO utputStructure Object
A10
i output- cycle-state = Output CycleSendState = output cycle-state'
5 i : OutputAttribute
3 w : WM J w.id = TopState A w.attribute = i A
*
w.contezxtacceptable-preference = No A
OutputMapping( i) 4 dom (last(outputs)).
- OS : OutputStructure 1
OS. object = w.tvalue A OS.wmes = 0 .
(last(outputs') = last(outputs)ED
{ OutputMapping(i) -- OS} A
front(outputs') = front(outputs))
SendOutputChanneJOutputStructureWMEfinds any working memory elements of the transitive closure of an OutputLink that have not been added to
their OutputStructure and adds them to the structure.
_

SendOutput ChannelOutputStructure WME
AIO
output-cycle-state = OutputCycleSendState
I

: OutputAttribute a
3 w : WM 1 w.id = TopState A w.attribute

output cycle-state'
zA

w .contezxtacceptable-preference = No 9
OS, OS' : OutputStructure
OS.object = w.ualue A OS'.object = w.value.
u.w
2 : Ofid WME(TCIWME( WM)({ w.value}), WM)
W2 4 OS.wmes A OS'.wmes = OS.wmes U {fW2} 0
(last(outputs') = last(outputs)E
{ OutputMapping(i) -- OS'} A
front(outputs') = front(outputs))
SendOutputChannel composes the operations to send out OutputStructures.
Send Output Channel ' Send Output Channel OutputStructure Object v
SendOutput ChannelOutputStructure WME
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When there is no more output to send, OutputCycleFinish finishes the output cycle.
_

OutputCycleFinish

AIO
output-cycle -state = Output CycleSendState
-- pre SendOutputChannel

output-cycle-state' = Output CycleFinishedState
OutputCycleStep sequences all of the operations of the OutputCycle.

OutputCycleStep
StartSend Output Channel v SendOutput Channel v
Output CycleFinish
OutputCycleReset allows the implementation to reset the OutputCycle state
machine from any state under exceptional conditions.
-

Output CycleReset

AIlO
output -cycle-state' = Output CyclelnitialState
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Chapter 7

Decide
The decision procedure reads preference memory to decide what should be in
working memory, including the context impasse stack and attribute impasses.
Decide's specification is composed of a state schema and four state machines:
impasser, preference semantics, working memory phase and quiescence phase.
Sbar's top level state machine steps d~ecide through the working memory phase
(WMPhase) or the quiescence phase (QPhase). The working memory phase and
the quiescence phase step preference semantics to determine the values of slots
and the impasser to add, modify and remove goals and impasses.
Z's bottom-up approach to specification requires that we first specify the
state schema of a sequential system, and then specify its transitions. Consequently we present the state schemas for decide's four state machines first, then
we present decide's total state schema, and then we present.the state transitions
for each of the component state machines.
This chapter is organized into ten sections.

"* Section

7.1 Impasses -

"* Section

7.2 Impasser State - defines the state of the impasser.

defines impasses, Soar's goal representation.

"* Section

defines the state of preference

"* Section

defines the state of working

7.3 Preference Semantics State semantics.

7.4 Working Memory Phase State memory phase.

"* Section

7.5 Quiescence Phase State -

defines the state of quiescence

phase.

"* Section

7.6 Decide's Total State

"* Section

7.7 Impasser -

-

defines the total state of decide.

defines the state machine that implements im-

passing.
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"* Section

7.8 Preference Semantics - defines the state machine that implements preference semantics calculations.

"* Section

7.9 Working Memory Phase implements the working memory phase.

"* Section 7.10 Quiescence Phase

-

defines the state machine that

defines the state machine that imple-

ments quiescence phase.

7.1

Impasses

This section describes the basic concepts of an impasse, and provides some
operations to help access and modify the working memory elements of impasses.
The context impasse stack is represented as elements in working memory,
and so are its attribute impasses. Each element of a context impasse in the
stack holds the context's identifier in its id component, and its attribute is an
element of ImpasseAttribute, defined in Section 5.5.9.
Impasses WMEs : Symbol x P Identifier x P WME -. P WME
Vg.or..i: Symbol; GM : P Identifier: WM: P WME.
Impasses WMEs(gor_z, GM, WM) =
{w : WM I g.or.i E GM A w.id = g-or-i A
w.attribute E ImpasseAttribute A
w.contezt- acceptable-preference = No}
There are eight attributes that are used to create working memory elements

defining a context impasse.
1.

PROBLEM-SPACE' -

2.

STATE ' -

the optional problem space of the subgoal.

the optional state of the subgoal.

3. 'OPERATOR*

the optional operator of the subgoal.

-

4. " OBJECT* - the parent context impasse for a context impasse, or the
identifier of the impassed slot for an attribute impasse.
5. 'ATTRIBUTE*
6. 'IMPASSE'

-

-

the attribute of the impassed slot.

the type of impasse (see 7.2).

7. 'ITEM'
- the candidates that were available for decision for 'TIE*,
'CONFLICT' or * CONSTRAINT-FAILURE' impasse.
8. 'CHOICES'
- if there are no 'ITEM' augmentations, an impasse has
a 'CHOICES'
augmentation of value 'NONE', otherwise its value is
'MULTIPLE".
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Decide uses only the * OBJECT', 'ATTRIBUTE ', 'IMPASSE', 'ITEM'
and "CHOICES attributes for attribute impasses. The values from the
(- OBJECT-, -ATTRIBUTE ) working memory element pair form the slot for
which decide had incomplete or inconsistent information. The 'IMPASSE'
element holds as a value the type of impasse. The *CHOICES* describes i"
there were 'MULTIPLE'
or *NONE' value choices available to the decision
procedure for the impassed slot. Each choice is represented in working memory
using an augmentation of attribute 'ITEM'.
The recursive function GoalDescendents follows the chain of 'OBJECT'
attributes backwards through working memory to construct the set of identifiers

of the descendant goals of a given goal.
GoalDescendants: Identifier x P Identifier x P WME -

P Identifier

V g : Identifier; GM : P Identifier; WM : P WME.
(31 c: GM e makeWME(c,'OBJECT',g, No) E WM) =
(3 1 c : GM ' make WME(c,' OBJECT ', g, No) E WMAI
GoalDescendants(g, GM, WM) =
{c} U GoalDescendants(c,GM, WA/f)) A
(31 c: GM * makeWME(cV OBJECT',g, No) E WM)j
GoalDescendants(g, GM, WM) = 0

7.2

Impasser State

The impasser creates, modifies and deletes both context and attribute impasses.
Its state machine requires only three states (Figure 7.1):
1. an initial state which is used to optionally remove old impasses
2. a state from which new impasses are created or old impasses have their
items changed and
3. a final state.

ImpasserState ::= ImpasserlnitialState
ImpasserCreateOrChangeState
ImpasserFinishedState
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Impassednitial
State
passerRemovelmpasse
Impasser
Nolmpasse
ToRemove
ImpasserCreate
OrChangeState

Initialize
Impasser
Impasser
Change
Impasse

Impasser
Create
Impasse
Impasser
NoNewlmpasse
OrChanges

ImpasserFinished
State

Figure 7.1: Impasser State Machine
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The impasser is started with a slot that may need an impasse created,
changed or removed, and the type of the impasse that is required.
ImpasseType : P Constant
ImpasseType -

I- CONSTRAINT-FAILURE
NO-CHANGE
NONE '}

CONFLICT", TIE",

There are four types of impasses and one symbol used to specify that the
slot does not require an impasse.
1. 'CONSTRAINT-FAILURE'
- created when decide has more than one
required candidate for a slot, or has a required candidate that is also
prohibited.
2. 'CONFLICT - created when decide has inconsistent better, worse, best
or worst preferences for a slot.
3 'TIE" - created when decide has more than one acceptable, non-parallel.
non-indifferent candidate for a slot.
4.

NO-CHANGE' - created when quiescence is reached and the decision
procedure has no change that it can make to the context stack.

5. * NONE ' - signifies that preference semantics has determined that it has
no candidate, or a unique candidate for a slot.
The flag, context-changed, of type ContextChanged is used to record if
the context has been changed during quiescence phase or the impasser state
machine. This allows the quiescence phase to know when the context has been
changed so that it can stop looping over the slots of the context.
ConteztChanged ::= Changed ý Unchanged

The LmpasserStateSchema groups the slot to be impassed, the type of the
impasse, the items under consideration from preference semantics and the state
counter for the impasse state machine
-

lmpasserStateSchema
impasser-state : ImpasserState

slot : Slot
impasse : Impasse Type

items : P Symbol
contezt-changed : ContextChanged
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7.3

Preference Semantics State

Preference semantics reads the contents of preference memory to decide new
values for working memory slots. The preference semantics state machine requires eleven states (Figure 7.3): nine to perform the filter-like operations to
decide slots, an initial and a final state.
1. PSInitialState -

preference semantics starts out in this state.

2. PSRequireState - this state checks for required candidates in preference
memory and also constraint failure impasses involving require preferences.
3. PSAcceptableState - this state collects the candidates that have acceptable preferences in memory.
4. PSProhibitState
prohibited.

-

this state filters out the candidates that have been

5. PSRejectState - this state filters out the candidates that have rejects in
PM.
6. PSBetterWorseState - this state checks for better worse conflicts, and
otherwise filters out candidates based on better/worse preferences.
7. PSBestState - this state filters out candidates using the best preferences.
8. PSWorstState ences.

this state filters out candidates using the worst prefer-

9. PSIndifferentState - If all of the remaining candidates are mutually indifferent, this state returns them as indifferent. If they are not, and this
is a context impasse slot, a tie impasse is returned. Non-context slots's
items are tested to see if they are mutually parallel.
10. PSParallelState - If all of the remaining candidates are mutually parallel,
they're returned as mutually parallel. Otherwise, a tie impasse is returned.
11. PSFinishedState - preference semantics enters this state when it has
reached a conclusion for its slot.
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,:PSInitialState
PsmultivIeRequires or
PSRequireProhibited
or PSOneRequire

PSRequireState:)
PSNoRequires

PSStart
PSAcceptableState

PSAcceptable

PSProhibit

PSNo
cceptable

PSRejectState

InitializePS

PSProhibitState

PSBetterWorseState

PSReject

PSBetterWorse
Conflict

SNoBetterWorse
Conflict
PSBest

PSBestState

PSWorstState

PSWorst
PSNotMutually
Indifferent
PSMutually
Indifferent

PSindifferentState
PSNot.Munially
IndifferentContextSlot

NonContextSlot
PSNot.Munially
Parallel

PSFinishedstate
PSMutuallyParallel
Figure 7.2: Preference Semantics State Machine
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PSParallelState

PreferenceSemanticsState

= PSInitialState

PSRequireState
PSAcceptableState
PSProhibitState
I PSRejectState
PSBetterWorseState
PSBestState
PS WorstState
PSIndifferentState
PSParallelState
PSFinishedState
Preference semantics requires an input slot, and produces an impasse, a possibly empty set of conflicting, indifferent or parallel items and a flag, numberofoLwinners
of type NumberOfWinners. The numberofoLwinners flag is set whenever there
is a winning value, e.g., there is not an impasse. If a single winner is chosen or
there are a set of mutually indifferent winners. number-oLwinners is One. If all
of the winners are mutually parallel, then number-oLwinners is All. This allows
WMPhase to distinguish a set of mutually parallel candidates that should all
be installed in working memory from a set of mutually indifferent candidates
that should have only one value installed or maintained.
NumberOfWinners::= All

One

The PreferenceSemanticsStateSchema schema groups preference semantics's
inputs, outputs and state counter.
PreferenceSemanticsState Schema

Fps.state : PreferenceSemanticsState
slot : Slot
items : P Symbol
impasse : Impasse Type
number-of-winners : NumberOfWinners

7.4

Working Memory Phase State

The WMPhase state machine is implemented in six states (Figure 7.3).
1. WMPhaselnitialState -

the state machine starts out in this state.

2. WMPhasePickSlotState- this state picks any non-context slot with changed
preferences for decision.
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WM~haseStepDecideSlot

WMVhUe

MasnsheiFinshe

WM~hae~inshedWMhaseechanelo
WState
WMlasehMsas
Addtik~o
WME

Figure 7.:WSkntemrahseSaeeahn
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3. WMPhaseDecideSlotState - this state steps the preference semantics
state machine until it has arrived at a decision.
4. WMPhaselmpasseState - if the decision is an impasse, this state steps
the impasse machine until is has added, changed or removed the impasse.
5. WMPhaseChangeWMState the slot.
6. WMPhaseFinishedState -

this state adds or removes the WMEs for

the state machine finishes in this state.

WMPhaseState = WMPhaselnitialState
WMPhasePickSlotState
WMPhaseDecideSlotState
WMPhaselmpasserState
WMPhase Change WMState
WMPhaseFznishedState
The preference phase records the set of slots that have preferences added or
retracted in the ChangedSlots component of the WMPhaseStateSchema. The
WMPhase destructively iterates the component slot over the changed slots, runs
the decision procedure on the slot and receives back information in the items,
impasse and the number-oL winners components.
-

WMPhaseStateSchema
wmphase-state : WMPhaseState
changed-slots : P Slot
slot : Slot
items : P Symbol
impasse : Impasse Type
number-.of.-winners : NumberOfWinners

7.5

Quiescence Phase State

Quiescence Phase's state machine requires six states (Figure 7.4).
1. QPhaselnitialState

-

the state machine starts from this state.

2. QPhasePickSlotState its slots to decide next.

chooses the context impasses and which one of

3. QPhaseDecideSlotState - this state steps the preference semantics state
machine given this slot as an argument.
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QPhaseSte DecideSlot

QQ~hase
StartPickSlot
Q~haseQPhaseChanged
Star~ecie~lt
Q~aseeferencesNoChange

Q~ashSartemhangeW
QQas~lt

hanged

ohne~rfrn

Q~hseQPhase~d

Fiueta:tuesecePae

StateMachin
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Impasseemv

4. QPhaselmpasserState preference semantics.

this state steps the impasser given the result of

5. QPhaseChangeWMState ory for the slot.

this state changes the values in working mem-

6. QPhaseFinishedState - the final state of the machine.
QPhaseState ::= QPhaselnitialState
j QPhasePickSlotState
QPhaseDecideSlotState
I QPhaselmpasserState
I QPhaseChange WrMState
I QPhaseFinishedState
The set ContextSlotAttribute holds the attributes for context slots.
ConteztSlotAttribute : P ImpasseAttribute
ConteztSlotA ttribute =
f PROBLEM-SPACE",

STATE, "OPERATOR'}

The QPhase state machine uses six pieces of state:
1. a state counter, qphase._state
2. the slot of the context under consideration
3. a flag that marks if the context has been changed
4. the set of slots that preference phase has changed preferences for
5. the set of items that the preference semantics returned and
6. the number of winners amongst those items.
QPhaseStateSchema
qphase-state : QPhaseState
slot : Slot
contezt-changed : ConteztChanged
changed-slots : P Slot
items : P Symbol
number-of-winners : NumberOfWinners
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7.6

Decide's Total State

The decide state schema includes the state schemas for its state machines, defines the impasse memory, the goal memory and two pointers into it, and shares
the temporary memory, 1.s component memories and the identifier table with
the other major modules of Soar.
The goal memory, GM, and impasse memory, IM, are defined as sets of
identifiers. All information about the type of context impasse or attribute impasse is represented by working memory elements. The goal memory is also
constrained to be contained within the transitive closure of the bottom goal.
Impasse memory is constrained somewhat differently: all of the objects of the
attribute impasses must be connected to the bottom goal.
Temporary memory, TM, is defined and constrained by three recursive axioms.
1. Temporary memory is the union of the temporary memory elements created from all of working memory and production memory, using the free
type constructors for temporary memory elements.
2. Temporary memory is defined to be transitively closed from the bottom
goal and the impasses. This means that all elements are on a path that
starts with the identifier of the bottom goal or an impasse identifier.
3. Working memory, which may be viewed as a part ef temporary memory,
contains a working memory element of con text.acceptable.preference Yes
if and only if there is a corresponding acceptable preference for that context slot. The mapping ContextlmpassePreferences is used to construct
the set of working memory elements that correspond to the context acceptable preferences.
ConteztImpassePreferences : P Identifier x P Preference

--

P WME

V GM : P Identifier; PM : P Preference.
ConteztlmpassePreferences(GM, PM) =

{p: UnaryP- JPM n ran UnaryPD !
p.id E GM A (p.preference =
p. attribute E

-,-"

V p.preference =

{ PROBLEM-SPACE',' STATE', ' OPERATOR"}
* make WME(p. id, p. attribute, p. value, Yes)}
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A
A!)

Decide
IM: P Identifier
GM P Identifier
bottom-goal, top-goal : Identifier
IdentifierTable : P Identifier
TM: P TME
WM: P WME
PM : P Preference
Preference SemanticsStateSchema
ImpasserStateSchema
WMPhaseState Schema
QPhaseStateSchema
TM = Preference TMEJPMý j WMETMEJWMt
TM = OfIdTME((TCITME( TM))({bottom-goal) L IM), TM)

ConteztImpassePreferences( GM, PM) =
{ w WA! w.contezxtacceptable-preference = Yes}
IM = {i: IM
o Symbol.
WMETME(makeWME(i, OBJECT', o,No)) E
OfdTME((TCITME( TM)j)({ bottom-goal} ýý IM), TM)}
GM = ((TCITME(TM))({ bottom.goal})) - GM
Decide starts off with its four state machines in their finished state, and
empty impasse and goal memories.
-

InitDecide
Decide
ps.state = PSFinishedState
,mpasser-state = ImpasserFinishedState
wmphase..state = WMPhaseFmnishedState
qphase-state = QPhaseFinishedState
IM =

GM =

{}
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The top level state machine initializes decide with the DecideCreateFirstGoal
operation. It sets goal memory to a singleton, adds the object working memory
element for this goal and its type working memory element, and sets the top
and bottom goal pointers to the single goal.
DecideCreateFirstGoal

A Decide
3 g: Identifier \ IdentifierTable o

(GM = {g} A

top-goal = g A
bottom-goal = g A
WM' = {make WME(g, ' OBJECT',

NIL ", No),

make WME(g, 'TYPE', 'GOAL', No)})
ps-state = PSFinishedState
impasser-state = ImpasserFinishedState
wmphase-state = WMPhaseFinishedState
qphase-state = QPhaseFinishedState
IM = 0

7.7

Impasser Transitions

The impasser has six state transitions between its three states (Figure 7.1).
1. ImpasserInitialize -

used to initialize the state machine.

2. ImpasserNoImpasseToRemove - If there is no need to remove an impasse,
this transits the machine from the initial state to the CreateOrChange
state.
3. ImpasserRemoveImpasse - If there is an old impasse in memory that is
for the wrong type of impasse or the wrong slot, this transition removes
it.

4. ImpasserCreateImpasse - If preference semantics has determined a need
for an impasse that is not yet in memory, this creates it.
5. ImpasserChangeImpasse - If preference semantics has found a changed
set of items for an existing 'TIE', ' CONFLICT' or 'CONSTRAINT-FAILURE'
impasse, this transition changes the items set.
6. ImpasserNoNewImpasseOrChanges - If there is not a new impasse and
no changes to an item set, this finishes the state machine's execution.
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Lrmpasserlnitialize readies the impasser to run by moving it from the final to
the initial state.
Impasserlnitialize
ADecide
contezt-changed' = Unchanged
impasser-state' = ImpasserlnitialState
The impasser first checks for an old impasse existing in memory that must
be removed. An impasse must be removed if preference semantics has decided
that the slot needs a different type of impasse, a higher slot in the context has
an impasse, or the slot should have no impasse at all. ImpasserRemoveIm passe
is designed to remove both context and non-context impasses, so it searches
for an impasse identifier in IM or GM. If the obsolete impasse is a non-context
impasse, it deletes it from IM. If the obsolete impasse is a context impasse, it
deletes it and its descendants from GM, and updates the pointer to the bottom
of the context stack.
ImpasserRemovelmpasse
A Decide
impasser-state = ImpasserlnitialState
I i :IM LýGM
make WM.E(i, 'OBJECT ",first(slot), No) r WM
1
-,

((make WME (i, 'ATTRIBUTE', second(slot), No) E WM)
(make WME(i , 'IMPASSE',

impasse, No) E WM))

((

E IM
IM' = IM \ {i} A
WM' = WM \ Impasses WMEs(i, IM, WM)) A
(i E GM
(contezt-changed' = Changed A
(GM' = GM \ ({i} U GoalDescendants(i,GM, WM)))

(bottom-goal' = first(slot)))

A

(WM' = WM \ Impasses WMEs(i, GM, WM)
\(U{g : GoalDescendants(i,GM, W!)
Impasses WMEs(g, GM, WM)}))))
impasser-state' = ImpasserCreate OrChangeState
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A

A

If the impasse in memory is the desired type of impasse or there is no impasse in memory then ImpasserNolmpasseToRemove moves the impasser into
the create or change state.
rmpasserNolmpasse ToRemove

A Decide
impasser-state = ImpasserlnitialState
3i : IM U GM.
(makegWME(z, ' OBJECT ,first(slot), No) E WM A
make WME(i, 'ATTRIBUTE ", second(slot), No) E WM A
make WME(i, 'IMPASSE *,impasse, No) E WM) V
- (
: IM u GM e
(make WME(i, OBJECT ,first(slot), No) E WM A
make WME(i, 'ATTRIBUTE'. second(slot), No) E WM))
impasser-state' = ImpasserCreate OrChangeState
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If the desired impasse is not in memory, lmpasserCreatelm passe selects an
identifier that is not in the IdentifierTable, and consequently not in use by
the system, and adds the identifier to IM or GM and the basic three elements
required for the impasse. If the impasse is a 'CONSTRAINT-FAILURE'
or
a 'NO-CHANGE' then an element of attribute 'CHOICES* value 'NONE'
is also added. If the impasse is a 'CONFLICT' or a 'TIE' then an element
of attribute 'CHOICES' value 'MULTIPLE' is added instead. An element of
attribute "ITEM " is added for each candidate returned by preference semantics
in the items set. Chunking's TraceItems operation is referenced to give the new
item elements numbers and setup their working memory traces to point to the
preferences that caused them to be considered for the slot.
ImpasserCreatelmpasse
A Decide
impasser-state = ImpasserCreateOrChangeState
-•(3 i : IM U GM
make WME(z, "'OBJECT',first(slot),
No) E WM A
make WME(t, 'ATTRIBUTE', second(slot), No) E WM )
- : Identifier ! i ý Identifier Table e
(first(slot) E GM A
second(slot) E ConteztSlotAttribute _ {" GOAL '})
(GM'= GMU{i} A
contezt-changed' = Changed A
bottom-goal' = i) A
-' (first(slot) E GM A
second(slot) E ConteztSiotAttribute U {- GOAL })
IM'= IMU{i}A
H' : P WME W = {v : items 9 make WME(i, ITEM ',v, No)}
WM' = WMU
{makeWME(i, 'OBJECT', first(slot), No),
make WME(i, 'ATTRIBUTE ', second(slot), No),
make WME(i,"IMPASSE'", mpasse, No)}u
{w: WME I w= make WME(i,'CHOICES', *NONE',No) A
impasse E { CONSTRAINT-FAILURE
NO-CHANGE "}}'
{w : WME w = makeWME(i, CHOICES',"MULTIPLE'*,No) A
impasse E {- CONFLICT'
TIE'}} . W A
Traceltems
impasser-state' = ImpasserFinishedState
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If the correct type of impasse for the slot exists in memory, but its set
of items is now different, ChangeImpasse removes the elements for the items
that are no longer involved in the impasse, and adds in elements for the new
items. This does not change the main structure of the context stack, only its
items, so the context-changed flag is not set and sub-slots and sub-goals are
not flushed. Having updated working memory to match preference semantic's
required impasse, the ChangeIzmpasse steps to the finished impasser state.
-

ImpasserChangeImpasse
ADecide
impasser-state - ImpasserCreateOrChangeState
3 i : IM j GM
make WME(i, OBJECT', first(slot), No) E WM A
make WME (i, 'ATTRIBUTE', second(slot), No) E WM A
make WME(i, ' IMPASSE ', impasse, No) E WM A
items :- {v : Symbol I make WME(i, 'ITEM', v,No) E WM}.
3W : P WME I
W = {w: WM
Bv Symbol \ items. w = make WME(i, "ITEM, v, No)}
ulv: items make WME(, 'ITEM', v, No) 4 WM e
make WME(i, "ITEM', v,No)}
I
WM'= WM \ W A
TYaceltems
impasser-state' = ImpasserFinishedState

If there is no need for a new impasse, or the impasse in memory is exactly
right, then ImpasserNoNewIl ipasseOrChanges completes the impasser's run.
Or Changes

-ImpasserNoNewImpasse

ADecide
impasser-state = ImpasserCreateOrChangeState
impasse ='NONE' v
(3 i: IM
GM 9
make WME(i, *OBJECT ', first(slot), No) E WM A
make WME(z, 'ATTRIBUTE%. second(slot), No) E WM A
make WME(:i, 'IMPASSE", impasse, No) E WM A
items = {v: Symbol : make WME((z. ITEM ', v, No) E WM})
imnpa.,.er -state'

=

ImpasserFinishedState
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After initialization ImpasserStep will drive the impasser state machine through
all of its states to completion.
ImpasserStep = ImpasserNoImpasse ToRemove v ImpasserRemoveImpasse
ImpasserCreatelmpasse • ImpasserChangeImpasse v
ImpasserNoNewImpasse OrChanges

7.8

Preference Semantics Transitions

Preference Semantics is defined in seventeen transitions (Figure 7.3): one to
initialize, fifteen for processing the filter-like actions and one that is a concession
to the obvious implementation to allow a fast exit from the state machine in a
common case.
The PSInitialize initializes the state counter, empties the set of candidate
items, and sets the impasse to " NONE".
PSlnitialize
ADecide
ps-state' = PSInitialState
items' = 0
impasse' = " NONE'
StartPS moves the state machine into the state to test for require preferences.
PSStart
ADecide
ps-state = PSInitialState
slot' = slot
ps-state' = PSRequireState
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If there is exactly one require preference for the slot in memory and there is
no prohibit preference for it in preference memory, then its value is the winner.
The impasse is marked as ' NONE , the value is returned in the singleton items
set, and preference semantics is finished.
PSOneRequire
ADecide
ps -state = PSRequireState

(B1 v : Symbol
make UnaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), v,
i) PM) A
(3 v : Symbol .
make UnaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), v, "!') E PM A
make UnaryPrefer'ence(first(slot),second(slot), v, "-) E PM)
v : Symbol !
make UnaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), v,
items' = {v}

4) PM

*

impasse' = 'NONE'
number -of-winners' = One
ps.state' = PSFinishedState
If there is more than one required candidate, then a constraint failure impasse
is recognized with all of the required items in the items set, and preference
semantics is complete.
PSMuitipleRequires
ADecide
ps-state = PSRequireState

SV P Symbol
(V = { v : Symbol
make UnaryPreference(first (slot), second(slot), v, '
#V>1).
items' = V
impasse' = * CONSTRAINT-FAILURE'
ps-state' = PSFinishedState
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E PM}
E')

A

If there exists a required value that is also prohibited, a constraint impasse
with the required/prohibited value is recognized and preference semantics terminates.
_ PSRequireProhibited
A Decide
ps.state = PSRequireState
v : Symbol
make UnaryPreference(first(slot),second(slot), v,
make UnaryPreference (first(slot), second(slot), v,
items' = {v}

E PM A
PM .

impasse' = 'CONSTRAINT-FAILURE'
ps-state' = PSFinishedState
If there are no require preferences, preference semantics continues on to
consider acceptable preferences.
-

PSNoRequires
ADecide
ps-state = PSRequireState
-

( v : Symbol e
make UnaryPreference(first(slot),second(slot), v,

impasse' =

E')PM)

NONE

items' = 0
ps-state' = PSAcceptableState
The require processing is stepped through by the Require transition. The
PSRequire compound transition is defined to allow users a single place to hook
all possible ways that preference semantics processes requires.
PSRequire H PSOneRequire V PSMultipleRequires V
PSRequireProhibited v PSNoRequsres
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The PSAcceptable transition collects all candidates with acceptable preferences in preference memory, stores them in the items set and moves the machine
to the state that checks for prohibit preferences.
PSA cceptable
ADecide
ps.state = PSA cceptableState
3-v : Symbol.
make UnaryPreference (first(slot), second(slot), v, "-

) E PM

slot' = slot
items' = { v : Symbol
make UnaryPreference(first(slot),second(slot), v,
impasse' =
ps-state'

')

e

PM}

NONE'
PSProhibitState

The PSNoAcceptable transition causes preference semantics to exit with an
empty items set when there are no acceptable preferences in memory for the
slot. This transition is a compromise to the obvious implementation. Preference
semantics would run exactly the same without it, but one of the common cases
is re-deciding a slot that has had all of its acceptable preferences withdrawn and
so every implementation would benefit from optimizing this case.
PSNoA cceptable
A Decide
ps-state = PSA cceptableState
-(3

v : Symbol 0
make UnaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), v, -')

slot' = slot
items' = 0
impasse' =

NONE'

ps-state' = PSFinishedState
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PM)

The PSProhibit transition filters out of the current set of candidates those
which have prohibit preferences. and moves the machine to a state that searches
for reject preferences.
PSProhibit
A Decide

ps-state = PSProhibitState
slot' = slot
items'
v : items
make UnaryPreference (irst( slot), second(slot), v, "

PM}

impasse' = 'NONE'
ps-state' = PSRejectState
The PSReject transition filters out of the set of items those that have reject
preferences. and jumps to processing the better worse preferences.
-

PSReject

ADecide
ps-state = PSRejectState
slot' = slot
items' = {v : items

make UnaryPreference (first(slot), second(slot), v,
impasse' =

NONE'

ps-state' = PSBetter Worse State
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-

PM}

The function Confljct is used to extract the candidates that have conflicting
better! worse preferences.
Conflict : P Preference x Slot x P Symbol -

P Symbol

V PM : P Preference; slot : Slot; V : P Symbol.

Conflict(PM, slot, V) =
{j: V!3k: v11j k.
(makeBinaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), j,

>

k) E PM

/'

makeBinaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), k, ">'" j) PM) v
(makeBinaryPreference (first(slot), second(slot),j, <', k)
PM A
makeBinaryPreference(first(slot),second(slot), k, <',j) E PM) V
(makeBinaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), j, >', k) E PM A
makeBinaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), j, <', k) E PM)}
If there are no conflicting better/worse preferences between the items, then
PSNoBetterWorseConflict applies. It filters out of the items set the ones that
have another item that is better, or are worse than another item. The state
machine moves on to filter by best/worst preferences.
PSNoBetterWorse Conflzct
ADecide
ps-state = PSBetterWorseState
slot' = slot
Conflict(PM, slot, items) = 0
ztems' = {v :items
- (3 w items. v
w A
makeBinaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), v, "<'. w) E PM ",

makeBinaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), w, >
zmpasse' =

NONE

ps-state' = PSBestState
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v) - PM)}

If there are better/worse conflicts, this transition sets the items augmentation to the a. of the items involved in the conflicts, declares the impasse to be
a conflict and finishes preference semantics.

r- PSBetterWorse Conflict
A Decide
ps-state = PSBetterWorseState
slot' = slot

Gonflict(PM, slot, items) • 0
impasse = 'CONFLICT'

items' = Conflict(PM, slot, items)
ps-state' = PSFinishedState
The processing of better/worse preferences occurs in either the PSNoBetterWorseConflict or the PSBetter WorseConflict transitions and is stepped by
BetterWorse.

PSBetter Worse -' PSNoBetter Worse Conflict V PSBetter Worse Conflict
The PSBest transition filters the candidates for those that have a best preference in memory. If there are no best preferences in memory for any of the
current candidates, the entire old set of candidates is passed on. After best
candidate filtering, preference semantics'uses the worst preferences as a filter.
- PSBest

A Decide
ps-state = PSBestState
slot' = slot

"5V:

P Symbol

V = {v - items
make UnaryPreference(first(slot),second(slot), v, >) E PM} *
0•0= items'= V A
(V
V = 0 = items' = items)

impasse' =NONE
ps-state' = PSWorstState
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The PSWorst filter removes the items that have worst preferences in memory.
If they all have worst preferences then none are filtered. After worst processing,
preference semantics studies the indifferent preferences.

SPS Worst
iADecide
ps-state = PSWorstState
slot' = slot
3 V

P Symbol
V={v :ztemsI
make UnaryPreference (first(slot), second(slot), v,
=0= items'= IVA
(V
V = 0 = items' = items)

K') • PM} 9

impasse' = 'NONE'
ps-state' = PSIndifferentState
The predicate AllMutuallylndifferent checks that all of the candidates in the
set are mutually indifferent. A candidate is mutually indifferent with the other
candidates if it is unarily indifferent, or if there is a binary indifferent preference
between the two candidates.
AllMutuallylndifferent_ : P(P Preference x Slot ) P Symbol)
V PM : P Preference; slot : Slot; V : I Symbol.
AllMutuallylndifferent(PM, slot, 1',
(V j,k : V j#k.
3
(make UnaryPreference (first(slot), second(slot),j, =p ') E PM v
((makeBinaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot),j, '=p ', k)
PM) v
makeBznaryPreference(first( slot). second(slot). k, '=p', j) E PM)))
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If the candidates are all mutually indifferent, preference semantics returns
with all of the candidates in the items set, an impasse of ' NONE" and sets the
number of winners to one. This allows WMPhase and QPhase to tell that it
has a set of indifferent candidates to choose one from.
- PSMutuallylndifferent
ADecide
ps.state = PSIndifferentState
slot' = slot
impasse = 'NONE'
AllMutuallylndifferent(PM, slot, items)
items' = items
ps-state' = PSFinishedState
I number-of-winners' = One

If the candidates are not mutually indifferent and the decision is not for a
context slot, there is still a chance that all of the items are parallel. In this case.
PSNotMutuaLlylndifferentNonContextSlot passes the items on to the parallel
checking state.
_ PSNotMutuallylndifferentNonConteztSlot
ADectde
ps-state = PSIndifferentState
slot' = slot
impasse = 'NONE'
-

AllMutuallylndifferent(PM, slot, items)

S(first(slot) E GM
second(slot) E

A

{I PROBLEM-SPACE

items' = items
ps-state' = PSParallelState
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'STATE',

OPERATOR '})

Soar6 does not support parallel candidates for context items, although an
earlier version of Soar did for operators. So non-mutually indifferent items for
context slots generate a tie, with all of the candidates as items, not just those
that are not mutually indifferent.
7 PSNotMutuallylndifferentConteztSlot
ADecide
ps-state = PSIndifferentState
slot' = slot
impasse = 'NONE'
-'

AllMutuallylndifferent(PM, slot, items)

first(slot) E GM A
second(slot) E f PROBLEM-SPACE', *STATE ,* OPERATOR *}
items' = items
ps-state' = PSFinishedState
impasse' =

TIE'

The complete indifference processing is handled by one of the three transitions above, and stepped and hooked using the Indifferent transition.
PSIndifferent - PSMutuallylndifferent v
PSNotMutuallylndifferentNonConteztSlot v
PSNotMutuallylndifferentContextSlot
The parallel state uses the predicate Al1MutuallyParallel to check if the set
of candidates are all mutually parallel. An item is mutually parallel to the set
of other items if it has a unary parallel preference, or if it has either of the two
possible relative parallels between each item.
AllMutuallyParalleL: P(P Preference x Slot x P Symbol)
V PM : P Preference; slot : Slot; V : P Symbol e
AllMutuallyParallel(PM, slot, V) <
(Vj, k: V jýk
(make UnaryPreference(first(slot),second(slot), j, '&') E PM v
makeBinaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot),j" & k) E PM v
makeBinaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), k, & ',j) E PM)')
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If all of the candidates are mutually parallel PSMutuallyParallel returns all
of the items, sets impasse to " NONE' and the number of winners to All.
-

PSMutuallyParaliel
ADecide
ps-state = PSParallelState
slot' = slot
AUMutuallyParallel( PM, slot, items)
items' = items
impasse' = 'NONE'
number-of-winners' = All
ps-state' = PSFinishedState

PSNotMutuaLlyParallel returns a tie.impasse if all of the candidates are not
mutually parallel.
PSNotMutuallyParallel
ADecide
ps-state = PSParallelState
slot' = slot

"

AllMutuall yParallel(PM , slot, items)

items' = items
impasse'

'TIE'

ps-state' = PSFinishedState
The PSParailel transition is defined to either be a MutuallyParallel transition
or a NotMutuallyParal1el transition.
PSParallel ' PSMutuallyParallel A PSNotMutuailyParallel
The operation to step preference semantics executes the start transition, or
one of the transitions associated with the processing for a specific preference.
PSStep ý- PSStart v
PSRequire v PSAcceptable v PSNoAcceptable v PSProhibit v PSReject v
PSBetterWorse v PSBest v PSWorst v PSIndifferent v PSParallel
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7.9

Working Memory Phase Transitions

Working Memory Phase is defined in 12 transitions (Figure 7.3).
1. WMPhaselnitialize
tion.

-

prepares the WMPhase state machine for execu-

2. WMPhaseReset - resets the state of WMPhase when its execution is
terminated abnormally.
3. WMPhaseStartPickSlot -

starts the loop over the changed slots.

4. WMPhaseStartDecideSlot -

selects one of the changed slots to decide.

5. WMPhaseStepDecideSlot slot.

runs the preference semantics on the chosen

6. WMPhaseStartlmpasser slot.

starts the execution of the impasser on the

7. WMPhaseSteplmpasser-

steps the impasser state machine.

8. WMPhaselmpasserFinished- when the impasser is finished, this moves
the machine on to the WMPhaseChangeWMState which adds and removes
working memory elements for the slot.
9. WMPhaseRemoveWME - this removes any working memory elements
no longer supported by the slot's decision.
10. WMPhaseAddWME - this adds in any working memory elements that
are required by the slot's decision.
11. WMPhaseChangeWMFinished - when all of the required changes to
working memory have been accomplished, this returns control to selecting
another changed slot.
12. WMPhaseFinish - when all of the changed non-context slots have been
decided, this stops the execution of WMPhase.
WMPhaseInitialize initializes the WMPhase by resetting the state counter.
-WMPhaselnitialize

ADecide
wmphase-state = WMPhaseFinishedState
wmphase-state' = WMPhaseInitialState
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WMPhaseReset resets the system if WMPhase's operation is abnormally
terminated from the external interface.
-

I

WMPhaseReset
ADecide
wmphase-state' = WMPhaselnitiaiState

WMPhaseStartPickSlot moves WMPhase into the state that will select a
changed slot to decide.
WMPhaseStartPickSlot
i ADecide
_

wmphase-state = WMPhaseInitialState
wmphase-state' = WMPhasePickSlotState
The recognition memory records all of the slots that had preference changes
during the last preference phase in the set changed-slots. In the pick slot state
WMPhase picks one of these slots to have its preferences decided, initializes the
preference semantics and moves to the state that decides the slot.
WMPhaseStartDecideSLot
ADecide
wmphase-state = WMPhasePickSlotState
3 s : changed-slots \ (GM x ConteztSlotAttribute) 0
(changed-slots' = changed-slots \ {s} A
slot' = s)
PSInitialize
slot' = slot
rwmphase-state'

-

WMPhaseDecideSlotState
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The WMPhaseStepDecideSlot transition steps preference semantics until a
decision has been reached.

WMPhaseStepDecideSlot
ADecide
wmphase-state = WMPhaseDecideSlotState = wmphase-state'
PSStep
slot' = slot
When a decision has been reached preference semantic's precondition is no
longer satisfied, so WMPhaseStartlmpasser initializes the impasser and moves
WMPhase to the WMPhaselmpasserStatestate to run the impasser.
-

WMPhaseStartlmpasser
ADecide
wmphase-state = WMPhaseDecideSlotState
-

pre PSStep

ImpasserInitialize
slot' = slot
wmphase-state' = WMPhaselmpasserState
The WMPhaseSteplrnpasser transition runs the impasser. The impasser
looks at the decision that preference semantics has created, and changes working
memory and impasse memory to match. If the decision requires an impasse, the
impasser will create it. If the decision requires a change to the existing impasse,
the impasser will change it. If the decision requires no impasse, the impasser
will remove any existing impasse. If the decision requires no impasse and none
exists in memory, the impasser will make no changes.
WMPhaseSteplmpasser
ADecide
wmphase-state = WMPhaselmpasserState= wmphase-state'
ImpasserStep
slot' = slot
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The WMPhaselmpasserFinished transition recognizes when the impasser has
finished by checking its precondition. When it has completed, it moves the
WMPhase on to the state that changes the values in working memory to match
the slot's decision.
WMPhaselmpasserFinished

KADecide

wmphase.state = WMPhaselmpasserState
-

pre ImpasserStep

slot' = slot

wmphase.state' = WMPhase ChangeWMState
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If there is no impasse, and there is not some element in working memory
that the decision requires then the WMPhaseAddWME transition will add it. If
the decision is for a set of all parallel items, then WMPhaseAddWME will add
them all, one at a time. If the decision is for one of a set of indifferent candidates and one candidate is not already installed, then WMPhaseAddWME will
pick one of the items non-deterministically and add it to memory. Chunking's
TraceWME operation is referenced to extend the instance numbering and the
working memory trace.
-

WMPhaseAddWME
ADecide
wmphase-state = WMPhase Change WMState = wmphase-state'
slot' = slot
items' = items
impasse = 'NONE'

Sv : items!
(number-of -winners =Al A
-- (w
: 4M
w.id = first(slot) A w.attribute = second(slot) A
w.value = v A w.context-acceptable-preference = No)) v
(number-of.-winners = One A
-(5
w : WM .
w.id = first(slot) A w.attribute = second(slot) A
w.value E items A w.contezxtacceptable-preference = No))
3 w : WME w = make WME (first(slot), second(slot), v, No) A
WM' = WM U {w}IA
Trace WME)
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*

If there is an element in working memory that does not match the decision,
the WMPhaseRemoveWME transition removes it. If the decision resulted in
an impasse, then WMPhaseRemoveWME removes all of the working memory
elements for the slot. If the decision resulted in no impasse, and there is a value
in memory that is not in the items set, then it is removed. If the decision is for a
set of mutually indifferent candidates and more than one of them is in memory,
then all but one are chosen non-deterministically to removed.
WMPhaseRemove WME

ADecide
wmphase-state = WMPhaseChangeWMState = wmphase-state'
slot' = slot
items' = items

w: WM
w.id = first(slot) A w.attribute = second(slot)
w. contezt-acceptable-preference = No A

A

((impasse - "NONE') v
(w.value 4 items)v

(number-of.-winners = One

A

(3u": WM.
w :; w2 A w2 .id = first(slot) A

w2.attribute = second(slot) A
u!2.contezt-acceptable.-preference = No
w2.value E items)))*
w1A' = WM \ {w}

A

When no more elements need to be added to or removed from working memory, then the WMPhaseChangeWMFinished transition moves WMPhase back
to the decide slot state.

WMPhaseChange WMFinished
A Decide
wmphase-state = WMPhaseChange WMState
-(pre

WMPhaseAddWME V pre WMPhaseRemoveWME)

wmphase-state' = WMPhasePickSlotState
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When all of the changed slots have been decided, WMPhaseFinish finishes
WMPhase.

WMPhaseFinish
I ADecide

wmphase-state = WMPhasePickSlotState
changed-slots \ (GM x ContextSLotAttribute) = 0
wmphase-state' = WMPhaseFinishedState
The WMPhase is stepped by taking any one of its transitions, with the
exception of the initializing transition.
WMPhaseStep '- WMPhaseStartPickSlot V WMPhaseStartDecideSlotV
WMPhaseStepDecideSlot v WMPhaseStartlmpasserV
WMPhaseStepImpasser V WMPhaselmpasserFintshedv
W4"MPhaseAddWME V WMPhaseRemove WME V
WMPhaseChange WMFinished V WMPhaseFinish

7.10

Quiescence Phase Transitions

QPhase is very parallel in structure to WMPhase, but differs because it must
walk the context stack instead of simply processing the changed slots. It adds
in four transitions to the basic structure of working memory phase, for a total
of 16 transitions (see Figure 7.4).
1. QPhaselhitialize - initializes QPhase.
2. QPhaseReset terminated.

resets QPhase's state when its operation is abnormally

3. QPhaseStartPickSlot- starts QPhase iterating through the slots of the
context stack from oldest to newest.
4. QPhaseNextSlot - if the slot under consideration does not need to be
decided, this transition picks the next slot in the context stack to try.
5. QPhaseNoChangedPreferencesNoChangelmpasse - if the slot under consideration has no changed preferences and is the last slot of the context
stack, this transition creates a no-change impasse.
6. QPhaseStartDecideSlot mantics.

this starts QPhase running the preference se-

7 QPhaseStepDecideSlot -

this transition steps preference semantics.
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8. QPhaseStartlmpasser- when preference semantics is finished, this transition moves QPhase on to the state that handles impassing.
9. QPhaseChangedPreferencesNoChangelmpasse
- if the slot is the last slot
of the context and has changed preferences but the preference semantics
does not produce an impasser or a winning candidate, then this transition
creates a no-change impasse.
10. QPhaseSteplmpasser - steps the impasser on the current slot.
11. QPhaselmpasserFinrshed- moves the QPhase from stepping the impasser
into the state that changes working memory.
12. QPhaseAddWME - this transition adds the working memory elements
for slots that preference semantics specifies.
13. QPhaseRemoveWME - this transition removes the working memory elements for the slot that preference semantics no longer specifies.
14. QPhaseReAddWME - this transition re-adds a working memory element
for a slot that has been explicitly reconsidered.
15. QPhaseSIot Unchanged - if QPhase has not changed the slot under consideration then this loops back to the pick slot state to decide another
slot.
16. QPhaseSlotChanged- if QPhase has changed the slot, then this ends the
execution of QPhase.
QPhaselnitialize initializes the QPhase state machine by setting its state
counter to the initial state.
-

QPhaselnitialize
A-Decide
qphase-state' = QPhaseFinifhedState
qphase.state' = QPhaselnitialState

QPhaseReset resets the QPhase's state when the machine is terminated abnormally.
-

QPhaseReset

ADecide
qphase-state' = QPhaseInstialState
changed-slots =
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QPhase iterates over the slots of the context from oldest slot to newest slot.
QPhaseStartPickSlotstarts the loop by setting the initial slot to the top goal
and the problem-space attribute, and entering the QPhasePickSlotState.
-

QPhaseStartPickSlot
A Decide
qphase-state = QPhaselnitialState
slot = (top-goal, "PROBLEM-SPACE')
qphase-state' = QPhasePzckSlotState

NextContextSlot orders the slots to allow QPhase to know which slot of
the goal to consider next. The relation's minimum is ' GOAL" to simplify the
calculation of the slot of no-change impasses.
NeztConteztSlot

ConteztSlotAttribute --. ConteztSlotAttribute

NeztConteztSlot
{( GOAL", P !OBLEM-SPACE '),
( PROBLEM-SPACE , STATE),

(STATE

,"OPERATOR)}

QPhase must know when the slot it is deciding is the last one that it should
consider for this impasse. If the slot is the operator, it is the last to check as
it is the last in the impasse. Tf the context does not have a working memory
elerment in memory for the slot, then it is the last one to check, e.g., you can't
install an operator unless there is a state.
LastSlotToChecklnContezt_: P(Slot x P WME)

Ss Slot: WM: P WMEe
LastSlot To CheckInContez. (s, WM) =
(second(s) = 'OPERATOR' v
(• w : WM.
w.id = first(s) A w.attribute = second(s) A
w. contezt-acceptable-preference = No))
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QPhase uses the LastSlotToCheckLn ContextStack predicate to determine the
last one of the context stack for it to process. A slot is the last one to check
in the stack if it is the last slot to check in the last impasse. It will signal a
no-change impasse for the last filled slot if preference semantics can not reach
a conclusion about this slot.
LastSlotToChecklnConteztStack_: P(Slot x P Identifier x P WME)
V s : Slot; GM : P Identifier; WM : P WME *
LastSlotToChecklnConteztStack(s. GM. WM) t::,
-((3g: GM * makeWME(g, "OBJECT',first(s), No) E WM),
LastSlot To CheckInContezt(3, WM1)
QPhase must decide a context slot if there is no value for it in working
memory and there are preference changes, or if there is a value in working
memory and there is a reconsider.
DecidableSlot_ : P(Slot x P WME x P Preference x P Slot)
V slot : Slot; WM : P W9ME; PM . P Preference: changed-slots : P Slot .
DecidableSlot(slot. WM, PAi rhanged-slots) €
(-' (3 v : Symbol .

make WME(first(slot), second(slot), v, No) C WM)
(

A

slot E changed-slots) v
v : Symbol *
make WME (first(slot). second(slot), v, No) E WM A
make UnaryPreference(first(slot), second(slot), v ,"')
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e

PM)

While QPhase is iterating across the context stack, QPhaseNextSlot allows
QPhase to skip slots that do not need to be decided. If the slot that QPhase is
working with is not decidable and it is not the last slot to check, then it picks
the next slot to decide. If the slot is not the last in this context Lo check, it
moves to the next slot in the same context. If the slot is the last in this context
to decide, it starts on the problem space of the next context.
-

QPhaseNeztSlot
ADecide
qphase.state = QPhaseP2ckSlotState = qphase-state'

DecidableSlot(slot, WM, PM, changed-slots)
-

LastSlotToCheckInConteztStack(slot, GM, WM)

- LastSlot ToCheckin Contezt (slot, WM) =>

slot' = (first(slot), Nezt ConteztSlot (second(slot)))
LastSlot To Checkln Contezt (slot, WM1)
(-sg : GM , make WME(sg, "OBJECT',first(slot), No)
slot' = (sg. "PROBLEM-SPACE '))
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1WM .

If QPhase's loop down the context
context, and this slot has no preference
change impasse. The no change impasse
or if the context has no filled slot it is a

stack takes it to the last slot in the
changes, this transition signals a nois for the last 5l1ed slot of the context,
goal no-change.

QPhaseNoChangedPreferencesNo
ChangeImpasse
ADecide
qphase-state = QPhasePickSlotState
-

DecidableSlot(slot, WHM. PMA, changed-slots)

LastSlot To ChecklnConteztStack(slot, GM, WA!)
(3 w : WM * w.id = first(slot) A w.attribute = second(slot) A
w.contezxtacceptable-preference = No)
slot' = (first(slot), NextConteztSlot~ (second (slot)))

(B w : WA!

w.id = first(slot) A w.attribute = second(slot) A
w.contezt-acceptable-preference = No) -'
slot' = (first(slot), second(slot))

Impasserlnit2alize
impasse'= 'NO-CHANGE'
items' = 0
qphase-state' = QPhaselmpasserState
If there are changed preferences for a slot, QPhase moves to the QPhaseDecideSlotState to step preference semantics. The slot to be be decided is removed
from the changed-slots set so that it is not decided again.
SQ PhaseStartDectdeSlot

ADecide
qphase-state = QPhasePickSlotState
DecidableSlot(slot, WM, PM, changed-slots)
changed-slots' = changed-slots \ {slot}
PSInitialize

"-ntezxf_ccaged

= Unchanged

qphase-state' = QPhaseDecideSlotState
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QPhaseStepDecideSlot steps preference semantics on the current slot.
QPhaseStepDecideSlot
ADecide
qphase-state = QPhaseDecideSlotState= qphase-state'
PSStep
When preference semantics has finished, this transition moves QPhase to the
QPhaselmpasserStateto step the impasser. The impasser will add an impasse,
remove an old impasse, change the items of the existing impasse, or do nothing
depending upon the contents of working memory and the results of preference
semantics.
QPhaseStartImpasser
ADecide
qphase-state = QPhaseDecideSlotState
-

pre PSStep

- LastSlotToChecklnConteztStack (slot, GM, WM) V
impasse # 'NONE' V
items ;0
Impasserlnitialize
qphase-state' = QPhaselmpasserState
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If the slot under consideration is the last slot in the context and preference

semantics has no winner, then QPhaseChiazgedPreferencesNoChangelmpasse
sets the impasse to no-change before starting the impasser.
ChangedPreferencesNoChangelmpasse

-QPhase

A Decide
qphaje-state = QPhaseDecideSlotState
PSStep,

-pre

0

items

impasse = 'NONE'
LastSiot To ChecklnContextStack (slot, GM, W7M)
WM. a w.id =first(slot) A, w. attribute =second(sIlot)
w. context acceptable-preference =No) ~
slot' = (first (slot), NextContextSlot- (second( slot)))
w'
(:

A

(Bw :TM e w~id =first(sLot) ,, w.attribute = second(I slot)
w .context -acceptable -preference =No) =>
slot' = (first( slot), second (slot))
Impasserlnitialize
qphase-state' = QPhaselmpasserState

QPhaseS teplmn passer steps the impasser state machine.
-QPhaseSteplmpasser

A Decide
qphas &.st ate =QPhaselmpasserSt
ate = jphase-.state'
ImpasserStep

When the impasser is finished, QPhaselrnpasserFinishedmoves QPhase on
to ChangeWMState to add and remove working memory elements for the slot.
-QPhaselmpasserFintshed

A Decide
oyhase-state = QPhaselmpasserState
-pre

I-mpasserStep

WMState
qphase..state' = QPhase ChangeH
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Whenever QPhase changes a context slot, it must clear out all of the working memory elements for the lower slots of the same context. LaterSlotsOfContextSlot returns the working memory elements for the later slots so that they
can be removed from working memory.
LaterSlotsOfConteztSlot : Slot x P WME -• P WME
Vs: Slot; WM: P WME.
LaterSlotsOfConteztSlot(s, WM) =
{w : WM I w.id = first(s) A w.contezxtacceptable-preference = No A
((second(s) = 'PROBLEM-SPACE' A
w.attribute E "STATE*, OPERATOR
V
v})
(second(s) = 'STATE'

A w.attribute = 'OPERATOR'))}

If the preference semantics produces a set of items and no impasse, and none
of the items is in working memory then QPhaseAddWME adds a working memory element for one of the items. The item used is picked non-deterministically.
It marks the context as changed so that QPhase knows that it has found a
change and that it should stop iterating across the slots. As it does this, it also
deletes all of the later slots for the same context.
-QPhaseAddWME

A Decide

qphase-state = QPhaseChange WMState = qphasestate'
impasse

=

NONE

w(
w WM • w.id = first(slot) A w.attribute= second(slot) A
w.contezxtacceptable -preference = No P, w.value E items)
contezt-changed = Unchanged = contezt changed' = Changed
E

items: w : WME I w = make WME (first(slot), second(slot). i,No) •
(GM' = GM \ GoalDescendants(first(slot),GM, WMAI) A

WM' = WM \ LaterSlotsOfConteztSlot(slot, WM)
J WA
Trace WME)
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QPhaseRemoveWME deletes any elements for the context slot that are not in
the items set decided by preference semantics. It marks the context changed and
deletes the elements for later slots. The one exception to this rule is that context
slots are not emptied for no-change impasses. It also updates the bottom-goal
pointer, in case it has deleted context impasses.
-

QPhaseRemoveWME
ADecide
qphase-state = QPhaseChangeWMState = qphase-state'
contezt-changed = Unchanged => contezt-changed' = Changed
Ew: WM 1
w.id = first(slot) A w.attribute = second(slot) A
w.contezxtacceptable -preference = No A
w.value e items .
HWl' = WM \ {r: WM ' r
w A impasse • NO-CHANGE'}
\ LaterSlotsOfConteztSlot(slot, WM)
bottom-goal' = first(slot)
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Sometimes, QPhase re-decides an installed slot because it has a reconsider

preference and preference semantics produces no impasse and an items set that
holds the installed value. QPhaseReAddWME re-installs this candidate by re-

moving the working memory element, the lower context slots, all subgoals and
their architecturally created elements, and then re-adds the working memory
element.
-

QPhaseReAddWME
ADecide
qphase.state = QPhaseChangeWMState
contezt-changed' = Changed
impasse = 'NONE*
•w: WMI

w.id

=

first(slot) / w.attribute

=

second(slot)

A

w.contezxtacceptable-preference = No A
w.value E items A
make UnaryPreference (first(slot), second(slot), w.value,"
(GM' = GM '
WM' = WM

')

PM .

GoalDescendants(first(slot),GM, WM) A\ {W}

\ LaterSlotsOfConteztSlot(slot, WM)
\(U*g : GoalDescendants(first(slot),GM, WMAI) *
Impasses WMEs(g, GM, WM)})
Trace WME)
qphase.state' = QPhaseFintshedState
If working memory is already consistent with the decision for the slot then
QPhaseSiotUnchanged will recognize that the context is unchanged and move
QPhase back into the pick slot state to continue the loop over the slots.
QPhaseSlotUnchanged
ADecide
qphase-state = QPhaseChangeWMState
-

(pre QPhaseAddWME v pre QPhaseRemoveWME)

contezt-changed = Unchanged
qphase-state' = QPhasePickSlotState
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If neither the Impasser or the ChangeWMState have changed memory and
all adds and removes have occurred, then QPhaseSlotChanged finishes the execution of QPhase.
-QPhase

Slot Changed

ADecide
qphase-state = QPhaseChangeWMSt ate
-(pre

QPhaseAddWMAE V pre QPhaseRemovefW'ME)

contezt-changed = Changed
oyhase-state' = QPhaseFinishedState
QPhaseStep drives the QPha~se one step forward in the state machine by
executing one of the QPhase state transitions.
QPhaseStep -"QPhaseStartPickSlot
V QPhaseNeztSLot V
QPhaseNoChangedPreferencesNoChangelmpassev
QPhaseStartDeczdeSlotV QPhaseStepDecideSiotV
QPhase-StartlmpasserV QPhaseSteplmpasser V
QPhaseChangedPreferencesNo
ChangeImpasse V
QPhaselmpasserFinishedV
QPhaseRemove WME V QPhaseAddl
W'ME V QPhaseReAddWAlE V
QPhaseSLot Unchanged V QPhaseSlotChanged
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Chapter 8

Top Level
The actions of Soar's modules are sequenced by a top level state machine that
steps the various control points of each module. Recognition memory is stepped
through preference phase. Decide is stepped through WMPhase and QPhase.
1O is stepped through the input cycle and the output cycle.
This chapter specifies.the states of the top level state machine, Soar's state
schema and the transitions of the top level state machine.

8.1

The States of the Top Level

Soar's top level state machine has ten states (Figure 8.1).
1. TLLnitialState -

the machine starts here when initialized.

2. TLDecisionCycleState each decision cycle.

the top level enters this state before starting

3. TLElaborationPhaseStateeach elaboration phase.

the top level enters this state before starting

4. TLElaborationCycleStateeach elaboration cycle.

the top level enters this state before starting

5. TLlnputCvcleState state machine.

the top level uses this state to step the input cycle

6. TLPreferencePhaseState - the top level uses this state to step the preference phase state machine.
7. TLvWorkingMemoryPhaseState - the top level uses this state to step the
working memory phase state machine.
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8. TLOutputCycleState
cycle state machine.

-

the top level uses this state to step the output

9. TLDecisionPhaseState - the top level uses this state to step the quiescence phase state machine.
10. TLFinishedState - the state that the top level enters when the system
is halted. There is no way to reach this state in the specification because
Soar is a situated agent that behaves continuously, i.e., Soar never turns
itself off. However, an implementation would have commands that terminate Soar's execution by moving the top level state machine into its
TFFinishedState.
TopLevelState

TLInitialState
TL DTecisionCycleState
TLElaborationPhaseState
TL ElaborationCycleState
TL Input Cycle State
TLPreferencePhaseState
TLWorkingMemoryPhaseState
I TL OutputCycleState
TLDecisionPhaseState
TLFinishedState

The state schema for the top level, TL just holds a state counter of type
TopLevelState.
-

8.2

TL
top-levelstate : TopLevelState

Soar's State Schema

The Soar state schema contains the state schemas for recognition memory, 1O,
and Decide. It also includes the state schema for the top level (TL). The IdentifierTable is defined to be the union of all of the component identifiers of the
productions, temporary memory elements, components and traces.
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The InitSoar schema specifies the valid initial configurations for Soar. It
constrains Soar's initial configuration to be an initial configuration for recognition memory, 10 and decide, and the top level state machine must start in the

TLlnitialState state.
-InitSoar

Soar
InstRM
InitlO
InitDecide
top-level-state = TLlnitialState

The Top Level State Machine

8.3

TLLnitiaiize initializes the top level state machine. Soar never initializes itself:
only the user interface will ever invoke this operation.
-

TLlnitialize
A Soar
top-level-state = TLFinishedState
top level-state' = TLlnitialState

TLReset resets the top level state machine to its initial configuration from
any of its states. The top level state machine might have been stepping one or
more of the hierarchy of sub-state machines, so it resets their states also.
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TLRese__
A.Soar
top-level-state' = TLInitzalState
PPhaseReset
InputCycleReset
Output CycleReset
QPhaseReset
WMPhaseReset
TLStartSoar moves Soar from its initial state into the TLDecisionCycleStare.
The TLDecisionCycleState is where each iteration of a decision cycle is started.
When Soar is rrst started. -this transition initializes decide's first goal with

DecideCreateFirstGoal.
-

TLStartSoar

A Soar
top-level-state = TLlnitialState
DecideCreateFirstGoal
top-level-state' = TLDecisionCycleState
TLStartDecisionCvcle moves from the TLDecisionCvcleState into the TLElaborationPhaseState starting the first elaboration phase of the decision cycle.
-

TL StartDecisionCycle

A Soar
top -levelstate = TL DecisionCycleState
top-level-state' = TLElaborationPhaseState
The elaboration phase consists of many elaboration cycles; so the TLStartElaborationPhase transition moves the top level from the TLElaborationPhaseS-

tate into the TLElaborationCycleState.
-

TLStartElaborationPhase

A Soar
top-level-state

TL ElaborationPhaseState

top-level-state'

TL ElaborationCycleState
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Each elaboration cycle is an input cycle, then a preference phase, a working
memory phase and finally an output cycle. TLStartElaborationCyclemoves
from the TLElaborationCycleState into the TLInputCycleState to start the
elaboration cycle by starting the input cycle. It initializes the input cycle state
machine for execution, so SoarInputCycleState can step the input cycle state
machine.
-

TL StartElaboration
Cycle
A Soar
top-level-state = TLElaborationCycleState

SInputCycleInitialize
top-level-state' = TLInputCycleState
TLStepInputCycle moves the input cycle state machine one step.
-

TLSteplnputCycle
A Soar
top-level-state = TLInputCycleState = top-level-state'
Input CycleStep

When the input cycle state machine has finished, if Soar is not at Quiescence, TLStartPreferencePhasemoves to TIPreferencePhaseState to start the
preference phase.
TLStartPreferencePhase
A Soar
top-level-state = TLInputCycleState
-

pre InputCycleStep
Q•uescence

top-level-state' = TLPreferencePhaseState
If Soar is at Quiescence then TLStartDecisionPhase moves Soar to the TLDecisionPhaseStateto start the decision, and initializes QPhase.
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-TLStartDecisinPhase

__________________

A Soar
top-level-state = TLlnput CycieSt ate
-pre

InputCycieStep

Quiescence
*QPhaselnitiaiize
top-JeveL-state' = TL D ecisionPhaseState
TLStepPreferencePhase steps the preference phase.
7- TLStepPreferencePhase
A Soar
top-level-state = TL PreferencePhaseState :=top-level-state'
PPhaseStep
When the preference phase has finished its work, TLStart WorkingMemo-

"vYPhase moves Soar from TLPreferencePhaseStateinto TLWorkingMernoryPhasestate.
StartWorkingMemoryPhase
A Soar

__TL

top-level-state = TLPreferencePhaseState
-pre

PPhaseStep

W4MPhaseInitialize
top-level-state' = TLWorkingMemoryPhaseState
TLStepWorkingMemoryPhase steps the working memory phase.
-.

TLStep WorkingMernoryPhase
A Soar
top-level-state =TL WorkingMemoryPhaseState = top-level-st ate'
;VMPhaseStep

When the working memory phase has finished, TLStartOutputCYcle initializes the output cycle and moves Soar to TLOutputC~ycleState.
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TLStartOutputCycle
A Soar
top-level-state = TLWorkingMemoryPhaseState

"-

pre WMPhaseStep

top-level-state' = TL OutputCycleState
Output Cyclelnitialize
TLStepOutputCycle steps the output cycle.
TL Step Output Cycle
A Soar
top-level-state = TLOutputCycleState = top-level-state'
OutputCycleStep
When the output cycle has finished its work, TLEndElaborationCycle moves
Soar back to the ElaborationPhaseStateto start the next elaboration cycle of
the elaboration phase.
TLEndElaboration Cycle
A Soar
top-level-state = TL OutputCycleState
- pre OutputCycleStep
top-level-state' = TLElaborationCycleState
TIStepQPhase steps QPhase in the DecisionPhaseState.
- TLStepQPhase
A Soar
top-level-state = TLDecisionPhaseState = top-level-state'
QPhaseStep
When the quiescence phase has finished, TLEndDecisionCycle moves Soar
back tu the DecisionCycleState to start the next decision cycle of the decision
phase.
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TLEndDecisionCycle

7A Soar

top-letiel-state = TLDecisionPhaseState
pre QPhaseStep
top-level-state' = TLDecisionCycleState
TLStep steps the entire execution of Soar by moving the top level state
machine through one of its transitions.
TLStep ' TLStartSoar V TL StartDecisionCycle V
TL StartElaborationPhaseV TL StartElaborationCycle V
TLSteplnputCycle V TLStartPreferencePhaseV
TLStartDecisionPhaseV TLStepPreferencePhase V
TL Start WorkingMemoryPhase v TL Step WorkingMemoryPhase v
TL StartOutputCycle v TL Step OutputCycle V
TLEndElaborationCycle V
TLStepQPhase V TL EndDecisionCycle
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Appendix A

Numbers
We have specified a Soar that uses only constants and identifiers to construct
its temporary memory structures. Ideally, the implementation would also use
exactly the same data structures. Unfortunately, Soar users fir I it difficult to
effectively process numbers without some implementation support. The long
term solution is to provide problem spaces, complete with chunk libraries, that
gracefully support numeric reasoning, and some work in this direction has already been completed. In the interim, we augment our implementation's base
data structures with numeric constants and extend the test structure to let

productions match against them with the basic arithmetic relations.
The implementation adds in:
Number : P Constant
>, <, >=, <= : Sp,.cialSymbol
NumericRelationSymbols : P SpecialSyrr 5ol
NumericRelationSymbols = {>, <, >=, <=}

Test ::= Relational Test ((NumericRelationSymbols x (Variable u Number)))

V t :ran RelationalTest * TestsComponents(t) = second(RelationalTest~[9)

V t : ran RelationalTest * TestsPositiveComponents(t) = 0
We extended MatchesTest

with some extra cases to handle numeric re-

Symbol
lations and same type tests must be extended to differentiatr numbers from
identifiers and other constants.
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MatchesTest

Symbo

-o

P(Binding x Test x Symbol)

V b : Binding; t : Test; v : Symbol
(b t v
Mat chesTCe
Symbol b t v)
((t E ran RelationalTest A
(3 nrsvn {RelationalTesi~(t)}
(3 vn {((id E) E b)(second (nrsvn))} .
(3 t {first(nrsvn)} *
(t = > => v> vn) A
(t = < => v < vn) A
(t = >= = v >= vn) A
(t = <= = tv <= vn))))) v
(t E ran Same Type Test A
(3 v2: {((id Symbol) E b)(Same Type Test- (t)) e
((v E Identifier A v2 E Identifier) v
(v E Constant \ Number A v2 E Constant \ Number) v
(v E Number A v2 E Number)))))
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Appendix B

An Implementation
Discipline
Section B.1 details a technique to allow users to observe and modify the implementatiorn of Soar. Section B defines an implementation discipline to govern
implementations of the specification. The final section, Section B.3, calculates
the worst case cost of actually using the state machine representation for Soar's
control.

B.1

Observing Soar's Operation

As Soar is a research vehicle for cognitive modeling and artificial intelligence
work ([New90]), we would like to have an implementation that we can easily
monitor and modify. We require a specification and implementation discipline
that helps us to support these goals. In previous implementations, if a researcher
wanted to measure the frequency of a certain type of chunk creation, she would
have to read large tracts of the source code and install her statistics directly in
a copy of the code. As there was no other detailed enough description of the
system, only the code was an effective index into the system's operation.
Coupling this specification with an implementation discipline would allow
Soar researchers to more easily solve this problem. In [PMN911 we describe a
technique called Hooking that allows the system to execute a function, called
an Observer, before and after the execution of any sequential operation. The
technique also allows the user to, at run-time, redefine any specified operation:
as long as the new implementation meets this specification of the operation in
this document. Researchers could then use this specification as a guide to place
observers on hooks that monitor or change the implementation's operation.
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B.2

An Implementation Discipline

This section defines an implementation discipline that maps parts of this specification into executable code. This discipline was designed to allow the easy
observation and modification of Soar, but the new implementation of Soar,
Soar6, is not constructed using this technique.
Ideally, we would like to semi-mechanically map specifications into an optimized implementation. However, the automation of this mapping is a difficult
research problem in program synthesis, so we have settled for an informal manual mapping.
The Soar specification contains four types of objects that must be mapped
into the implementation:
1. state schemas - defined using schemas
2. sequential operations -

defined using schemas with A in their signature

3. data structures -

defined using base types. free types and schemas

4. state machines -

built of state schemas and sequential operations

This discipline maps each state schema into a structure of the same name
in the implementation. These structures contain fields for the schema's components and may contain other fields for implementation-specific information.
Mapping Sequential Operations Each sequential operation is mapped to
a function of the same name in the implementation. Some of the sequential
operations take inputs using the Z "?" decoration convention (ýSpi89i 133) and
many non-deterministically select their arguments from sets using existential
quantification. The observers are passed all arguments and top level existentially
quantified variables to simplify their observation of the operation.
Associated with each state changing function are two sets of observer functions, called hook sets, and an optional implementation function. The observer
functions in the first, or pre-hook set, are called before the operation function
executes. The observer functions in the second, or post hook set, are called
after the operation function executes. The observer functions may inspect any
part of Soar's state, but may not change Soar's state. The observers allow users
to instrument Soar's state changes. If an implementation function has been
specified it is called instead of the default sequential operation function. This
would allow researchers to easily change small pieces of the implementation.
Soar's specification currently has about 150 state changing operations and
most users will never care to observe or modify any of them. At the time the
Soar implementation is compiled, the user would be able to turn on only the
hooks she requires. Any hooks not switched on would produce no code in the
resulting implementation and so have no run-time cost. If an operation has been
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compiled to allow hooking, the hook set and implementation could be filled at
run-time, allowing choice as to when as well as where to hook.
Mapping Data Structures The mapping to generate the data structures
is much less mechanical. Implementations of data structures must be carefully
selected for efficiency. Basic types would generally be represented using enumerations, structures or built-in types such as numbers. Schemas that define
data types would mostly be represented using structures. Free types that define
only constants would be represented as enumerated types. Free types that use
injections to define types would generally be represented by structures using
tags and union types. Mappings and sets would be represented in a variety of
ways including pointers, lists, functions and hash tables.
Mapping State Machines The specification's state machines are constructed
of state schemas and sequential operations. As above, each state schema would
be represented by a structure and each transition by a function. However, many
states of the machines have more than one transition leaving the state. The state
machine's implementation must choose which of these transitions to apply. Every state that has more than one transition is mapped to a function of the same
name that chooses which transition to apply.
Some transitions in the state machines check the pre-condition of the step
operation of a sub-state machine. For example, FinishOP checks - pre StepS3.
The implementation could check these pre-conditions by checking the state
counter of the sub-state machine. If the machine is in any state other than
the final state, its pre-condition is satisfied.
Some transitions check the pre-condition of other operations: StartS3 checks
- pre S2. The implementation is free to calculate this pre-condition in any way
that does not allow a user of the system to observe performance different than
that described by the specification. A fast way to check this is to have the state
function (in this case, S2State's function) record that the pre-conditions of S2
no longer holds on S2's last execution. For example, if S2 is iterating over a
set of inputs, when the set is empty it will mark that its pre-condition is no
longer satisfied in a flag. When the S2State function is called to select the next
transition, it will consult the pre-condition flag and select StartS3.

B.3

An Estimate of the Cost of Using State
Machines

The use of state machines for control in an implementation would have a greater
efficiency cost than using standard sequential code for control. This section uses
an analytic and empirical analysis to demonstrate that the expense of state
machine control is at worst a small percentage of Soar's total cost. First, we
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describe an implementation of the state machines in detail. Second, we identify
the most expensive step of state machine control. Third, we prototype just this
step and benchmark it. Fourth, we estimate the number of such steps in a large
Soar run and compare our measured cost with execution times from Soar5 and
optimistic speed-up factors for Soar6.
The implementation of each state machines has five parts:
1. a stepping function
2. a state name counter
3. an array that the stepping function uses to index into the state functions
4. a function for each state that selects which transition to apply
5. a function for each transition
For each transition of a state machine, first the stepping function is called.
It indexes using the state name into the array of state functions and calls the
function for the current state. This function calculates which of the possible
transitions to execute, and applies one. Thus for each step of a state machine.
Soar performs three function calls and one array access. A sequential control
model would represent the stepping, the array access and the state function in
sequential code.
At the deepest. the specification nests state machine control only three levels.
The most expensive step is likely to be the state machine to calculate preference
semantics, as it must execute once for every change to any temporary memory
slot. The longest execution path through this state machine has 10 transitions
between 11 states plus one initialization step. This is actually an overestimate
of the number of control steps required. As long as the implementation produces
the same results and has equivalent observability properties, the implementation
would be free to optimize the average case by exiting this sequence of steps
early. For every step of preference semantics, Soar would also step the two state
machines that drive it the working memory phase and the top level.
We constructed a prototype C implementation of this control flow. It contains all of the control flow that the top level state machine and the working
memory phase state machine would require to step preference semantics in a
cycle of 11 transitions. On a Decstation 50001 , the prototype ran 11 million
transitions in 37 seconds. This is very likely an overestimate of an actual implementation's cost because the heavy calling of pointers to functions of this code
pessimizes the use of the processor's instruction cache. When the control flow is
augmented with calculation, the instruction pipeline should be able to execute
some of the calculation instructions in parallel with the control flow.
The largest Soar 5.2 system that has been constructed to date runs approximately 235,000 RHS actions in 7,000 seconds on the same machine. Assuming
Decstation 5000 is a trade mark of the Digital Equipment Corporation.
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a roughly equal rate of calls to preference semantics, Soar 5.2 requires approximately 33.6 calls to preference semantics a second, or 403.2 total control steps
per second. Suppose also that we are underestimating the number of total control steps by a factor of two. This means that for every time the system takes
one step inside preference semantics, it takes two steps in running the other
modules of the system. Then it would requires 806.4 total control steps per second of computation. Suppose very ontimistically that Soar6 is 10 times faster
than Soar 5.2. Soar6 would then require 8064 total state machine control steps
per second. At 37 seconds per 11 million steps in Soar6, the system would spend
about 2.7% of its time running the state machines.
This implementation discipline directly maps the state machines into the
implementation for two reasons: they allow the system to breakpoint execution
at a fine grain, and they simplify the mapping from the specification to the
code. The ability to potentially breakpoint at any state in the system allows
users to precisely select debugging breakpoints, stop the system, examine its
current state and continue. The breakpointing will also allow the user to step
the system in small increments providing a very detailed observation of the
system that would facilitate learning and debugging. The small cost of at worst
a few percent of total runtime seems a small cost to pay for the benefits of
breakpointing.
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Appendix C

Finer Grained Hooks
The granularity of the sequential operations in the specification of Soar is too
coarse to allow some types of observation of the system, using the state machine
implementation discipline. For example, if a researcher wanted to replace the
implementation of working memory with a new data structure, she would have
to replace the implementation of every operation that changed the contents of
working memory. This requires re-implementing a, least 13 operations.
We would like the specification to be structured to localize access to data
structures to a few operations- like a program constructed using the data object
module paradigm. If we were to construct sequential operations such as AddWME, which added an argument working memory element to working merncry,
we could still not easily apply them because Z's sequential system model is too
weak to concisely describe the common operation of iterating AddTWME across
a set of elements.
Instead of not specifying the fine grained operations, and hence not allowing
their hooking. we work around this problem by requiring the implementation to
use a special collection of fine grained accessors. All of the modifications to TM,
WM, PM, SPM, and IM or GM wi'i call the operations specified in this chapter.
Where these sets are modified by set unions or differences, an implementation
is required to repeatedly apply the individual addition and deletion operations.

C.1

TM Hooks

Temporary memory is hooked at 'he working memory level, the preference memory level and the temporary memory level.
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C.1.1

WME Operations

AddWME adds its argument element to working memory. The element can
already be in working memory, in which case it is not re-added.
,AddWME_

ARM
w? : WME
WM' = WM U{w?}
RemoeWME removes its argument element from working memory. The
element must already exist in memory, or an implementation specific error condition is signalled.
Remove WME

'ARM
w? WME
w? EWM
WM' = WM \ {w?}

C.1.2

Preference Operations

The operation AddPreference adds its preference to preference memory. The
preference may already exists in memory, in which case preference memory is
not changed.
"- AddPreference

I ARM
P. : Preference
PM' = PM U {p?}

The RemovePreference opera ion removes its preference from preference
memory. The preference must be in memory or an implementation specific
error condition is signalled.
RemovePreference
ARM
p.7 Preference
P? E PM
PM' = PM \ {p?}
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C.1.3

TME Operations

AddTME adds its element to temporary memory. If the element is already in
memory, temporary memory is not changed.

AddTME
ARM
t? : TME

I TM'= TM .. {t?}
RemoveTME removes its element from temporary memory. The element
must be in temporary memory or an implementation specific error condition is

signalled.
Remove TME

ARM
t?: TME
t?

TM

TM' = TM \ {t?}
The implementations of AddWME, RemoveWME, AddPreference, RemovePreference. AddTME and RemoveTME respect the invariant that temporary memory is constructed from working and preference memory. For example, whenever an operation calls AddWME the equivalent AddTME must also be called.
Whenever an operation calls RemoveTME the equivalent RemoveWME or RemovePreference must also be called.

C.2

SPM Hooks

The Soar production memory, SP, has productions added and removed by name.
The AddSP operation will only add in a production if there is not already one
in memory of that name.
ddSP

-A

ARM
p? : SP
-

(p P: SPM 9 p.name = p?.name)

SPM' = SPM U {p?}
The RemoveSP operation will remove a production given its name.
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_ RemoveSP
ARM
pname : Symbol
p5: SPM I p. name = pname.
SPM' = SPM \ {p}

C.3

GM and IM Hooks

The goal and impasse memory changes can be hooked only for context impasses,
for non-context impasses or for any impasse using the six operations specified
in this section.

C.3.1

Context Impasses

There is no need for an operation that hooks the addition of context impasses,
because the specification contains only two operations that install them: DecideCreateFirstGoal and ImpasserCreatelmpasse.
Although there is only one specified operation that removes an impasse,
ImpasserRemovelrnpase, a user interface to Soar requires an operation to pop
goals from the goal stack. RemoveContextlmpasse is specified for this purpose.
It removes a context impasse from goal memory, all of its descendent goals and
all of their ImpasseWMEs. The implementation should behave as if a sequence
of RemoveContextLmpasse operations occur, one for each of the goals that would
be removed to match this specification: from newest to oldest.
ConteztImpasse
ADecide
i-or-g? : Identifier

-Remove

t:.or-g? E GM
GM'= (GM \ {fLorg?}) \ GoalDescendants(i-or-g?,GM, WM)
WA!' = (WM \ Impasses WMEs(iorg?, GM, WM))
\(Ug : GoalDescendants(i-or-g?,GM, WM) e
Impasses WMEs(g, GM, WM)})

C.3.2

Non-Context Impasses

Non-context impasses are only generated in IripasserCreateLmpasse, and only
explicitly removed by ImpasserRemoveImpasse. However, some time after an
impasse becomes disconnected from the context stack, it will be removed from
impasse memory and it will have its working memory elements removed from
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memory. For convenient hooking of this removal, RemoveNonContextLmpasse
is defined to remove the impasse from impasse memory and remove its working
memory elements.
RemoveNonConteztlmpasse
ADecide
i-or-g? Identifier
i-or-g?

IIM

IM' = IM \ {fior-g?}
WM' = WM \ ImpassesWMEs(i-org?,IM, WM)
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Appendix D

The Reorderer
The reorderer is a heuristic greedy search algorithm. It searches the space of
possible orderings of a production's condition elements for one that will produce
a low average match cost. The reorderer does not improve the match cost of
cheap chunks very much, but it is important to reduce the efficiency loss of
expensive chunks.
This specification is the result of an effort to carefully understand and
document the branching factor heuristic of the greedy search. The previous
implementation [Sca86! lumped the conditions into five equivalence classes without carefully understanding the nature of the heuristic or the fine grained test
structure of the conditions. Consequently, the calculation of the heuristic was
mixed into the control structure of the search. It could not be tailored to fully
take advantage of architecture and user supplied information. Worse still it
threw up its hands on complicated conjunctive or simple disjunctive tests and
assigned them to an expensive equivalence class.
The reorderer has three parts: a classifier, a branching factor heuristic and
the greedy search itself. The classifier groups working memory element tests
into classes based upon the constants and variables tested in their components
and the set of bound variables and the set of variables constrained to bind to
impasse identifiers. The classification is used to estimate the average match cost
of the condition, called the branching factor [Tam9l]. The reorderer performs a
greedy search for an ordering of conditions that minimizes the branching factor
of the entire ordering; with ties broken by two steps of look-ahead.

D.1

Classifying WMETests

Working memory element tests are classified bottom up: the constants of the
tests are classified, then the test is classified, and finally the working memory
element test is classified.
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The constants and tests of the conditions are classified into seven classes:

"* C-

a test that tests for equality with a constant

"* B- a test that tests for equality with a bound variable
"* U- a test that tests for equality with an unbound variable or one that
tests only for inequality with a constant or bound variable

"* GIU-

a test that tests for equality with an unbound goal or impasse

variable

"* GIB- a test that tests for equality with a bound goal or impasse variable
"* YES- a test for an acceptable preference and
"* NO- a test for not being an acceptable preference.
The set TestClass is constructed from 5 to hold the set of the possible classes.
C. B. U, GIU. GIB, YES, NO:
TestClass : P S
TestClass = {C, B, U, GIU, GIB. YES, NO}
ClassifySigma takes a constant or variable from a test, the set of bound
variables and the set of variables bound to impasses and maps them into one of
the seven classifications.
ClassifySigma : E x P Variable x P Variable

-

v vc : E; bound, impasses : P Variable e
Constant = ClassifySigma(vc, bound,
(((vc
(vc E Variable =
(vc E impasses =
(vc E bound =
ClassifySigma(vc, bound, impasses) =
(vc E bound =.
ClassifySigma(vc, bound, impasses) =
(tvc E impasses =
(vc E bound =
ClassifySigma(tvc, bound, impasses) =
(VL E bound
ClassifySigma(vc, bound, impasses) =

TestClass
impasses) = C)

GIB)

GIU))

B)

A

A
A

A

U))))

The ClassifvTest function takes a test, the set of bound variables and the set
of variables bound to impasses and classifies the test. Blank tests are classified
as if they were unbound variables because, like an unbound variable, they can
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match anything. Yes tests and No tests are classified into YES and NO classes.
Equality tests are classified by the variable or constant that they match. Sametype tests and not tests can match against an arbitrary number of values, so they
are also classified as unbound variables. Disjunctions can only match against
one of a few constants, so they are classified as constants.
Conjunctions are more complicated to classify. If the conjunction contains a
disjunction it can only match the constants in the disjunction, so it is classified
as a constant. If it contains an equality it is assigned the classification of the
equality. If it contains a not test or a same-type test, it is treated as an unbound
variable. These rules are not mutually exclusive; they are intended to be applied
sequentially to produce the most match restrictive classification.
ClassifyTest : Test x P Variable x P Variable -

TestClass

V t : Test; bound, impasses : P Variable .
((t = BlankTest => ClassifyTest(t, bound, impasses) = U) A
(t = 1es Test - ClassifijTest(t, bound, impasses) = YES) A
(t = No Test • ClassifyTest(t. bound, impasses)
NO) A'
(t E ran EqualityTest =
ClassifyTest(t, bound, impasses) =
ClassifySigma( Equality Test- (t), bound, impasses)))'
(t E ran NotTest • Classify Test(t., bound, impasses) = U) A
(t E ran Same Type Test = ClassifyTest(t, bound, impasses) = U)
(t E ran Disjunctive Test = ClassifyTest(t, bound, impasses) = C)
(t E ran Conjunctive Test =
((B c : Conjunctive Test-(t) o c E ran Disjunctive Test) =
ClassifyTest(t, bound, impasses) = C) A
((P c : Conjunctive Test-(t) & c E ran EqualityTest) =
(3 c : Conjunctive Test - (t) r' ran Equality Test 9
Classify Test(t, bound, impasses) =
Classify•Sigma(Equality Test- (c), bound, impasses))) A
((3 c: Conjunctive Test- (t) o c E ran Not Test)
=:> Classify Test(t, bound, impasses) = U) A
((3 c : Conjunctive Test-(t) * c E ran Same Type Test) =
ClassifyTest(t, bound, impasses) = U)))
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A

The WMETestClass schema holds classifications for an entire WMEtest. The
WME test class uses S as the value of the attribute and value components so
that the classes can be used to map attribute and value specific classifications to
branching factors. The system and the user can then enter default information
about the branching factors of conditions in a uniform manner.
-WMETestClass

id : TestClass
attribute
value : E
context -acceptable-preference : {YES. NO}
The description of the derivation of the branching factor table requires the
instantiation of 90 WME test classes. For brevity, the WC constructor is defined
to instantiate the WME test classes.
WC

TestClass x TestClass x TestClass x TestClass

-.

WMETestClass

TestClass; attribute: TestClass; value: TestClass;
contezt-acceptable-preference : {YES, NO}I
WC( id. attribute, value, contezxtacceptable-preference)
(jg id: {id}; attribute : {attribute}; value : {value};
contezt-acceptable-preference {contezt-acceptable-preference } a
0 WMETestClass)

V id

ClassifyWMETest classifies a WME test given the set of bound variables
and the set of variables bound to impasses. For the attribute and values the
goal and impasse variables are not passed to Classify Test so that classify test
will classify goal variables in these slots as normal variables.
Classify WME Test : WMETest x P Variable x P Variable

-.

WMETestClass

'v"wt : WMETest: bound, impasses : P Variable e
Classify WMETest(wt, bound, impasses) =
WC( ClassifyTest(wt.id, bound, impasses),
ClassifyTest( wt. attribute, bound, 0),
ClassifyTest (wt. value, bound, 0),
ClassifyTest (wt. contezxtacceptable-preference, 0, 0))

D.2

Deriving the Branching Factor Heuristic

The branching factor is a measure of the average cost to match a single condition,
given the set of bound variables and the set of variables bound to impasses. The
principled derivation of this heuristic is complicated. There are 90 (5 * 3 * 3
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2) equivalence classes of WME test; as the identifier slot of a WME test can be
classified five ways, the attribute and value each three ways and the preference
two ways.
The analysis of these ninety cases into branching factors is derived from five
measures of the average branching of the graph of working memory.

1. G -

the average number of goal and impasses in the system.

2. 0 -

the average number of objects in the system.

3. A -

the average number of attributes per object in the system.

4. V -

the average number of values for any attribute in the system.

5. AP -

the average number of context acceptable preferences per values.

G, 0, A, V,1AAP:?
G>O^, 0>

A0A
0>0 A

>OAAP>0

The branching factor for each WME test is calculated by multiplying together the average measure for each slot that the condition leaves unconstrained.
The following table derives the average case match estimate for all 90 cases.
This table is provided only to allow discussion of the correctness of this measure.
The implementation will use a closed form of this function that is specified next.
1. WC(C,C,C,YES) = 1
2. WC(C,C,C,NO)= 1
3. WC(C,C,B,YES)= 1
4

WC(C,C,BNO)

1

5. WC(C,C,U,YES) = V
6. WC(C,C,U,NO)

*

AP

V

7. WC(C,B,C,YES) = 1
8. WC(C,B,C,NO)= 1
9. WC(C,B,B,YES) = 1
10. WC(C,B,B,NO)= 1
11. WC(C,B,U,YES) = V

AP

12. WC(C.BU,NO)= V
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13. WC(C.U,C,YES) = A
14. WC(CUC.NO)
15. WC(C,U,B,YES)
16. WC(C,U,B,NO)
17. WC(CU,U.YES)

=A
=A
=A
=A

A

18. WC(C.U.UNO)
19. WC(B,C,C,YES)
20. WC(B,C.C,NO)
21. WC(B.CB,YES)
22. WC(B,C,B,NO)
23. WC(B,CU.YES)
24. WC(B,C,U.NO)
25. WC(B,B,C,YES)
26. WC(B.BC,NO)
27 WC(B,B.B.YES)
28. WC(B,B,B,NO)
29. WC(BB.U,YES)
30. WC(BB,U,NO)
31 WC(B,U,C,YES)
32. WC(B,U,C,NO)
33. WC(B.U,B,YES)
34. WC(B.U,B.NO)
35. WC(B.U.U.YES)
36. WC(B.U.L'.NO)
3T. WC(U.CC.YES)
38. WC(U,CCNO)
39. WC(U,C.B,YES)

V

*

AP

V

=1
=1
=1
=1
=V

AP

=V
=1
=1
=1
=1
=V-

AP

=V
=A
=A
=A
=A
=A
=A

*V

*AP

*V

=0
=0
=0
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40. WC(U,C,B,NO) = 0
41. WC(U,C,U,YES) = 0
42. WG(TJ,C,TJ,NO)

=0

=0
=0
=0

*V

=0

49. WC(U,U,C,YES)
50. WC(U,U,C,NO)

-A

=0

0 -A
-A

=0

53. WC(LT,U,UYES)
54. WC(U,UU,NO)

- A

=0

51. WC(U,U,B,YES)
52. WG(U,L',B,NO)

AP

=0

47. WC(U,B,U,YES)
48. WC(U,B,TJ,NO)

V

0

45. WC(U,B,B,YES)
46. WC(U,B,B,NO)

AP

*V

43. WC(U,B,C,YES)
44. WC(TJ,B,C,NO)

V

-A

=0
=0

55. WC(GIUCC,YES)
56. WC(GIU,C.C,NO)
57. WG(GIU,C,B.YES)

*

60. WC(GIU,C,U,NO)
61. WC(GITJ,B,C.YES)
62. WC(GIUB,G,NO)
63. WC(GIU,B,B.YES)
64. WG(GIUBB.N0)
65. WC(GIU,BU.YES)
66. WC(GIU,B.U.NO)

A

AP

V

=G
=G
=G

58. WC(GIU,C,B,NO)
59. WC(GIU,C,U,YES)

V

G
=G
=G

*V

*AP

*V

=G
=G
=G
=G
=G

-V

*

AP

=G
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67. WC(GHJUT C,YES)

=G

68. WG(GIU,U,C,NO)

=G

69. WC(GIU,U,B,YES)

=G

70. WC(GIU,U,B,NO)

=G

71. WC(GIU,LT ,U.YES)

=G

72. WC(GITJ,UU,NO)

=G

73. WC(GIB,C,C,YES)

A

*

-A
- A

-A
A -V

*

A

V

=1

74. WC(GIBC,C.NO) = 1
75. WC(GIBC,B,YES.)

=1

76 WC(GIB.C,B.NO)
7*7. WC(GIBC,UYES)
78. WC(GIB.C,U,NO)
79. WC(GIB,B,C,YES)
80. WC(GIB.B,CNO)
81. WC(GIB.B,B,YES)
82. WC(GIB.B.B.NO)
83. WC(GIB,B,U,YES)
84. WC(GIB,B,U,NO)
85. WG(GIB,U,C,YES)
86. WC(GIB,U,C,NO)
87. WC(GIB,U,B,YES)
88. WC(GIB,L',B,NO)
89. WC(GIB,U,U,YES)
90. WC(GIB,U,U.NO)

1
=V

=AP

=V
=1
=1
=1
=1
=V

*AP

=V
=A
=A
=A
=A

V

=A
=A

*

AP

*V
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AP

This formulation is overly-general because each production's conditions must
all be connected to an impasse. So all of the cases of the form WC(U,...) will
never be used. The current system assumes that any conditions of the form:
WC(B, C, U, NO) are uni-attributes, e.g., have a branching factor of 1, unless
told otherwise with a multi-attributes declaration.
The branching factor table of 90 cases is too large for easy use. A closed
form for this table, named ABF, can be derived from the observation that the
average branching factor of a WME test class is the average branching factor of
its identifier (ABFI) multiplied by the average branching fa-tor of its attribute
(ABFA) and the average branching factor of its value acceptable preference
combination (ABFVAP).
ABF, ABFI, ABFA, ABFVAP: WMETestClass
V wtc : WMETestClass.
ABF(wtc) = ABFI(wtc) * ABFA(wtc)

-

Z

ABFVAP(wtc)

V wtc : WMETestClass.

((wtc.id E f{C, B. GIB}

=>

ABFI(wtc)

(wtc.id = GIU - ABFI(wtc) = G)
(wtc.id = U = ABFI(wtc) = 0))

A

=1)

A

V wtc : WMETestClass e
((wtc.attribute = U = ABFA(wtc) = A)
(wtc.attribute FtU =: ABFA(wtc)
1))

A

V wtc : WMETestClass.
1) A
((wtc.value . U = ABFVAP(wtc)
(wtc.vo'.e = U A wtc.contezxt-acceptable-preference = YES
SABFVAP(wtc) = V * AP) A
(wtc.value = U A wtc. context -acceptable-preference = NO

SABFVAP(wtc) = V))
Soar users may care to provide information about branching factors of specific condition classes, and the system should have default knowledge about
conditions that match context stack attributes. The user only cares to provide
an average branching factor for the multi-attribute cases:
WC(B, C, U, NO) and WC(B, C, U, YES).
Using this classification scheme, the system can take advantage of some
knowledge of the average case structure of the context stack:
* WC(GIU, 'OBJECT',
WC(GIB, - OBJECT',
supergoal.

NIL', NO)= I and
NIL', NO) = 1 - there is only one goal with no

* WC(GIU, 'OBJECT%, U. NO) = 1 and
WC(GIB. - OBJECT ", U, NO) = 1 - there is only one supergoal for each
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goal.

"*

WC(GIU, 'PROBLEM-SPACE', U, NO) =G,
WC(GIU, 'STATE'. U, NO) = G and
WC(GIU, 'OPERATOR', U NO) = G - on average every goal has a
problem space, state and operator.

"*

WC(GIB, 'PROBLEM-SPACE', U, NO) = 1,
WC(GIB,'STATE '. U. NO):- 1 and
WC(GIB, OPERATOR', U, NO) = G - each specific goal has on average one problem-space, state or operator.

"*

WC(GIB, * ITEM ', U, NO) > 1 - oi: average the items augmentation of
a goal holds more than one thing.

The user branching factor function. UBF, is provided to capture the user's
knowledge of condition branching factors. A user interface, hke Soar5's multiattributes ([LCAS90 178), should be provided to allow the user to extend UBF
UBF : WME TestClass -

Z

The sy stem stores its knowledge of branching factors in the default branching
factor function, DBF. DBF assumes that the WC(B, C, U, NO) case is a uniattribute.
DBF
DBF

WMETestClass -

Z

{(WC(GIU,'OBJECT'. NIL'. NO), 1).
WC(GIB, 'OBJECT',
NIL '. NO). 1),
WC(GIU, 'OBJECT '. U, NO). 1),
WC(GIB, "OBJECT ', U, NO). 1),
(WC(GIU, " PROBLEM-SPACE '. U. NO), G),
(WC(GIU, STATE '.U, NO). G).
WC(GIU, ' OPERATOR ', U. NO). G)?
(WC(GIB, PROBLEM-SPACE '. U NO). 1).
(WC(GIB, 'STATE ', U, NO), 1),
(WC(GIB. 'OPERATOR'. U. NO), 1),
WC(GIB. ITEM ". U. NO), 2),
(WC(B. C, U. NO), 1)}
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BF takes two WME tests for arguments. The first is the WME test generated

by the classifier. The second is the classifier with one of the possible constants
of the attribute and/or value tests installed instead. BF checks if the system
or the user has any constant specific branching information. If so it is used,
otherwise the system uses the average branching factor.
BF : WMETestClass x WMETestClass - Z
V prototype, instantiated : WMETestClass .
(instantiated E dom(DBF G UBF) =>
BF(prototype, instantiated) = (DBF UBF)(instantiated)) A
(instantiated 4 dom(DBF a UBF) =
BF(prototype, instantiated) = ABF(prototype))

e

The reorderer must check the constant specific branching factor information
for any positive constants that appear in attribute or value tests.
ContainsPositive Constants : ? Test
V t : Test.
ContainsPositiveConstants(t)
(t E ran Disjunctive Test V
t E ran Equality Test A EqualityTest- (t) E Constant V
t E ran Conjunctive Test A
(3 c: Conjunctive Test- (t) . c E ran Disjunctive Test V
(c E ran Equality Test A EqualztyTest- (c) 4- Constant)))
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The Soar5 reorderer would not correctly classify many conditions that involved disjunctions or conjunctions in the attributes. SBF carefully picks the
maximum branching factor for the set of constants of the attribute or value tests
of the WME test.
SBF :WME Test Class x WMETest

-,

Z

V wtc WMETestClass: wt : WMETest *
((ContainsPositiveConstants( wt. attribute)
ContainsPositiveConstants(wt. value) =
SBF(wtc, wt) =
maz a: TestsPositiveComponents(wt. attribute)r Constant:
v : TestsPositiveComponents(wt.value) I Constant s
BF ( wtc, WC( wtc. id, a, v, wtc. context acceptable.preference)) }) A
(ContainsPositiveConstants(wt. attribute) A
- ContainsPositive Constants ( wt. value)
SBF(wtc, wt) =
mazx{ a : TestsPositive Components (wt. attribute) r Constant 9
BF ( wtc, WC ( wtc. id, a, wtc. value. wtc. context- acceptable-preference))}
(- ContainsPositive Constants ( wt. attribute) A
- ContainsPositiveConstants(wt. value)
SBF(wtc, wt) = ABF(wtc) = BF(wtc, wtc)))
SBF will allow the reorderer to correctly order conditions, like this one from
the default productions, containing the common idiom of binding to a disjunction.
(<s> -f << required-success success partial-success
...
>> <svalue> } <eb> )
In this case, the reorderer can tell that this disjunction is a uni-attribute.
not a multi-attribute.
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The concept of a WME test's branching factor can be elevated to conditions.
The branching factor of a positive condition is the branching factor of its WME
test. Negative conditions can not be added until all of the variables that they
share with the positive conditions have been bound. When a negative condition
is added, its branching factor is one because it only filters the set of matches. For
convenience, if the negative condition does not have all of its variables bound it
is assigned an arbitrarily huge branching factor.
ConditionsBranching~actor :
Condition x P Variable x P Variable x P Variable

-

2

V c : Condition; bound, positive, impasses : P Variable.
((c E ran Positive Condition =>
(= wt : WMETest I wt = Positive Condition- (c) e
ConditionsBranchingFactor(c, bound, positive, impasses) =
SBF( ClassifjWMETest(wt, bound, impasses), wt))) A
(c E ran Negative Condition U ran Negative Conjunctive Condition
(((ConditionsPositive Components( c) :- Variable) n positive C bound)
ConditionsBranchingFactor(c, bound, positive, impasses) = 1) /A
(- ( (ConditionsPositive Components(c) r- Variable) - positive C bound)
ConditionsBranchingFactor( c, bound, positive, impasses) = Infinity)))

D.3

The Reorderer's State

The reorderer's state machine uses three states:
1. ReordererlnitialState-

the machine starts in this state.

2. ReordererAddConditionState3. ReordererFinishedState-

the machine adds conditions in this state.

the machine finishes in this state.

ReordererState ::= ReordererlnitialState
I ReordererAddConditionState
ReordererFinishedState
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Reordererlmitial
State
StartReorderer
ReordererAddPositiveCondition

Reitiaeize

Reorderer

RodrrAddCondition

Reorderer

Figure D.1: Reorderer State Machine
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eordererAddNegative
Condition

The Reorderer schema holds a state counter and seven pieces of state:
1. ordering -

the sequence of conditions selected so far

2. conditions - the set of conditions of the production's LHS that have not
been added to the ordering
3. impasses - the set of variables that the condition binds to goal and impasse identifiers
4. bound - the set of variables bound in a condition already in the ordering
5 positive -

the set of variables bound in all of the positive conditions and

6. branching-factor ordering.

-

the estimated average cost of matching the entire

Reorderer
reorderer.state : ReordererState

ordering : seq Condition
conditions : P Condition
impasses, bound, positive : P Variable

branching-factor : N,
When the reozderer is initialized it must start with a set of conditions to order
and an empty ordering. The branching factor of an empty ordering is defined
to be one. The set of bound variables is empty because no conditions have been
added to the ordering. Only goal or impasse conditions can be selected to start.
so there must be some goal or impasse variables. The positive variabies are tne
variables bound positively in the positive conditions.
-

InitReorderer
Reorau 7er
conditions

ordering =

0

(

bound =0
branching factor
impasses

1

0

positive =
(U( ConditionsPositive Components Iconditions n ran PositiveCondition ))
qVariable
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When the reorderer's state is changed the root conditions and positive variables remain unchanged. With each step, the set of bound conditions grows
and the branching factor is non-decreasing. The last predicate ensures that the
reorderer either adds a condition to the end of ordering or leaves it unchanged.
AReorderer
Reorderer
Reorderer'
impasses' = impasses
positive' = positive
bound C bound'
branching -factor' > branching factor
ordering' = ordering V tail(ordering) = ordering'

D.4

The Reorderer's Operations

InitializeReorderer moves the state machine from the finished state into the
initial state and ensures that the reorderer's configuration is a valid initial configuration.
InitializeReorderer
A Reorderer
reorderer-state = ReordererFmnishedState
InitReorderer
reorderer-state' = ReordererlnitialState

The machine's first action is to move to the add condition state.
-

StartReorderer
lReorderer
reorderer-state = ReordererlnitialState
reorderer-state' = ReordererAddConditionState
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The BestConditions function selects the subset of conditions that have a
minimum branching factor.
BestConditions
P Condition x P Variable x P Variable x P Variable -- P Condition
V C : P Condition; bound, positive, impasses : P Variable.
BestConditions(C. bound, positive, impasses) =

{C

C
-(•

c: C .
ConditionsBranchingFactov (c2, bound, positive, impasses) <
ConditionsBranchingFactor( c, bound, positive, impasses)) }

When there is a unique best condition or the branching factor of all of
the conditions is one, the reorderer will add a condition from the set of best
conditions. The reorderer picks any one of the best conditions and adds it to
the end of the ordering. It updates the estimate of the cost of the ordering by
multiplying it by the condition's branching factor, The positive variables of the
added condition are added into the set of bound variables.
ReordererAddBest Condition
AReorderer
reorderer-state = ReordererAddConditionState = reorderer-state'
#(BestConditions(conditions, bound, positive, impasses)) = 1
(V c : BestConditions(conditions, bound, positive, impasses) 9
ConditionsBranchingFactor( c. bound, positive, impasses) = 1)
Sc : BestConditions(conditions, bound, positive, impasses) e
(conditions' = conditions , c}
ordering' = ordering ^ \c ) A
branching-factorbranching factor' =
ConditzonsBranchingFactor(c, bound, positive, impasses) A
bound' = bound • (ConditionsPositiveCov,..ponents(c)- Variable))
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LookAhead is given: a condition, the set of all conditions yet to be chosen,
the bound variables, the positive variables and the goal or impasse variables. It
calculates the branching factor for first adding the condition and then adding
the best of the remaining conditions.
LookAhead
Condition x P Condition x P Variable x P Variable x P Variable -

Z

cl : Condition; C : P Condition; bound, positive, impasses : P Variable cl
C0
z newbounds : P Variable
newbounds = bound - (ConditionsPositiveComponents(cl) - Variable) e
3 C2 : BestConditions(C ",{c 1 }. bound, positive, impasses)
LookAhead(cl, C, bound, positive, impasses) =
ConditionsBranchingFactor(cl. bound, positive, impasses)-.
CondztionsBranchingFactor( c2 , newbounds, positive, impasses)
Best TiedConditions is used to break ties between conditions. It returns the
set of conditions that have the minimum branching factor after one step of
lookahead.
Best Tied Conditions
P Condition x P Variable x P Variable x P Variable -

P Condition

'v C : P Condition- bound, positive, impasses : P Variable e
Best TiedCondztions( C. bound, positive, impasses)
{ cl BestConditions(C, bound, positive. impasses)
- ( c2 : BestConditions(C. bound, positive, impasses)
LookAhead(c 2 , C \ {c}. bound, positive. impasses ) <
LookAhead(cl, C {ci }, bound, positive, impasses))}
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Whenever there is a tie for the best condition and all of the tied conditions
have a branching factor of greater than one, ReordererAddBestTied Condition
selects one of the best tied conditions and adds it to the ordering.
ReordererAddBestTied Condition
AReorderer
reorderer-state = ReordererAddCondztionState = reorderer-state'
(#(BestConditions(conditions, bound, positive, impasses))
1
(E c BestConditions( conditions, bound, positive, impasses) .
ConditzonsBranchingFactor(c, bound, positive, impasses) = 1))
-

3 c : Best TiedConditions (conditions, bound, positive, impasses) 0
(conditions' = conditions \ {c} A
ordering' = ordering - (c) A
branching -factor' =
branching-factor*
ConditionsBranchingFactor( c, bound, positive, impasses)
bound' = bound .j (ConditionsPositiveComponents(c) 7' Variable))
When all of the conditions have been added to the ordering, FinishReorderer
moves the reorderer into the finished state.
FinishReorderer
A Reorderer
reorderer-state

ReordererAddConditionState

conditions = 2,
reorderer-state' = ReordererFinishedState
StepReorderer steps the reorderer.
StepReorderer • StartReorderer v
ReordererA ddBest Condition V ReordererAddBestTiedCondition v
FinushReorderer
ResetReorderer allows the system to reset the reorderer to the finished state
from any state.
-

ResetReorderer
- Reorderer
reorderer -state' = ReordererFinishedState
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For simplicity, the reordering of conjunctive negations has not been specified.
Whenever a conjunctive negation is added to the ordering the system should
reorder the conditions of the negation using the same algorithm. It should start
with: an empty ordering, the bound variables of the entire ordering, the roots of
the entire ordering and the positively tested variables of the positive conditions
of the conjunctive negation.
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